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Has Hard Times

at a congregational
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Find Body of

Local

News Items Taken From the

Files of

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

Where

Folks Really live

Holland, Michigan, Thureday, Oct. 16, 1930

MUSKEGON AGAIN
WANTS REV. KARREMAN

Big Church Fire

Holland,the Town

Land Purchase
Would Enlarge

NICK HOFFMAN’S NAME GOES

ON OTTAWA COUNTY
BALLOT

Boy Who Sank
With Andaste

I

As the News goes to press County Clerk Wm. Wilds telephoned
VICTIM OF LAKE TRAGEDY IS that at a meeting of the canvassLARGE PULPIT BIBLE
n^former^nastoi^of
the Cen
PICKED UP BY FERRY, IDEN- ing board called by him the board COMMON COUNCIL WILL EXABOUT ONLY THING
^ f t if ’
rftv" SHOWS HOW AT LEAST SOME
FIFTY YEARS AGO
was not allowed and a “voorzinger,” TIFIED AS EARL ZIRTLOW
decided to place the name of Nick
WAS SAVED IN EIRE OF
L the
TEND BOULEVARD LIGHT
OK THE STING OK STRESS(a man with a good voice, lead in
Hoffman of Holland townshipon
was forwarded onlv a few days ago,
SYSTEM TO NEW BRIDGE
The
body
of
Earl
Zietlow,
14FUL
PERIODS
CAN
BE
Mr. Geo. Harrington, Sr., ami: the singing without music. For
the ballot. Nick, Democrat, received
Ralph Schepers, Route one, Hol- news of Rev. Mr. Karreman's decilady celebrated their Golden Wedi many years this singer was Johan- year-old son of William Zietlow of a number of votes for Drain ComON RIVER AVENUE
ALLEVIATED
land, who was in a reminiscent
sion is not expected for at least
ding on Wednesday, the Kith inst, nes Dykema, father of Martin Dy- this city, was recovered from 1-ake missioner and had decided to run
mood the other day after the News two
,
Mr. Harrington is one of our oldest koma — now you know how ‘‘Mart” Michiganon Sunday about 3:80 p.
ainst Geo. Borck, Republican,
had mentionedthe fifty-ninth anMr. Karreman is a Holland man
m. by membera of the crew of the ftere was considerable dispute There was. much routine busineu
Members of the Holland Ex- and very first settlers and assisted inheritedhis wonderful voice.
niversary of the Holland fire, protransactedby the Holland Common
and a graduate from Hope college change club at Wednesday noon's in 1846 materiallyin hauling goods
Before a large crowd that Grand Trunk carferry,Grand Ha- whether legally Hoffman’s name Council last evening and unleu
ceeded to tell of another fire
^''“^fnary!
Yen
and
was
identified
by
the
luncheon listened to an interesting for the Van Raalte colonists from thronged the grandstandand race
could he placed upon the ballot
over six rmles south of Holland
'
father by the loss of a tooth and The name of Harry Kramer for for some reason a special meeting
East Saugatuck. This was not un- HgHnaniHmaroaiKgHnffiUBgMgdiscoursegiven by C. Vander Meu- Allegan,over unknown trails.Note} coarse Friday afternoon, Miss
? called there will be no other
len on the subject, "Hard Times." He was the grandfather of Austin Clara Schroeder was crowned queen the general appearance of the body. County Treasurer and Dr. W. M,
usual for the entire country-side,
HOLLAND
MISSIONARIES
The
boy was the youngest mem- Tappan for Coroner, both Holland meeting until Nov. 5, the next
He
was
introduced
by
Chairman
Harrington
of
Holland.
of the Holland Fair. Miss Bessie
during the dryest summer for many
period being a "three weeker’’ as
Prof. Paul Hinkamp and immediRIDE IN AFRICAN
Hon. D. B. K. Van Raalte wa* Parkhurst, second in the contest ber of the crew of the Andaste, men, were also admitted on the the aldermen call it.
years, was a mass of fire and many
.....when
.........
.....
ately launched into a subject that wed to Miss Kate Ledeboer on accompaniedher in the carriage of gravel barge owned by the Con-ballot
the decision
was made
cities and villages besides Holland
, JUNGLES BY • BIKE"
Anyway there were some imporis agitating the minds of everyone Thursday,the 14th inst. Immedi- state and Charlie A. Floyd made structionMaterials Co. which sank! in favor of Hoffman,
were destroyed since the embers
tant matters brought up, one being
in Lake Michigan on Sept. 9, with
in
the
United
States
and
those
out
ately after the knot was tied the the crowning speech of his career
from forest fires were blown by a
Miss Nellie Breen, daughl
n proposal sent in by Austin Harall aboard. It was in a remarkable
of it for that matter for the en- happy pair took the train for ChH when he presented
storm into these wooden-builtcities Mr. and Mrs. John Breen o:
p
the titan haired
rington and son Harrv in which
state
of
preservation
and
is
betire world is feelinga period of de- cage. Note: Mr. Van Raalte waa a young lady with the trophy of vie—wooden because there was plenty land, has arrived in British
Drive to
they offer the city or Holland a
pression — only elsewhere it is veteran of the Civil war — lost an
tory napiely a diamond ring. Miss lieved by marine men to have been
of lumber and few brick to build Africa, according to word re
tract of land adjoining Kollen
held
in the hold of the boat during
(more
pronounced
than
it
is
here.
arm in that war. later he became,
with, and for that reason and be- last Tuesday by her mother.
>5 Parkhurst was also remembered
Park to the east for the sum of
for
the
13
months
she
has
been
lost,
Mf.
Vander
Meulen
began
his
prominent as a lumber man and with a pretty chain and locket Miss
cause of poor fire protection, many
Breen sailed from New
$17,500.
deep
down
in
the
cold
water.
The
Michigan cities were wholly or York on July 19 and landed at Ibi, discourseby referringto the stock banker. He at one time was presi- Mamie Lokker, third in the list of
This land goes practicallyth«
partly destroyed in
jan African river port, August 28, market debacle of more than a year dent of the Holland City State contestants was given a Marquise heavy storm of two weeks ago is
full length extending to Black Lake
However, a most interesting the letter states.She will be at- ago. 'He stated that few realized Bank. He was electedto the state ring. Miss Schroederin the final supposedto have freed the body.
to the north and if acquired would
Roland Martin, first mate on the
story is told here by Mr. Scheppers tached to the staff of the Slid Mi the tremendous amount of paper legislature repeatedly. Mrs, Van received 951 votes and Miss ParkEXCHANGE
CLUB
TO
BACK
1 make Kollen Park much larger,
carferry,
sight'd
the
object
about
about the burning of the East Sau- United Mission and will work with losses,in other words losses in Raalte was the daughter of one of hurst 9.'15 a very close contest ineasier of access and taking in all
THE COMMUNITY CHEST
which no money changed hands but Holland's first doctors,Mr. B. Le- deed. Note: Miss Schroeder today 3:30 p. m. while about 32 miles
Miss Johanna Veenstra.
gatuck church.
the desirable"Lake Front."
From the -river port, a journey the difference between what the deboer, whose home was on the is Mrs. Frank Davis of Port Shel- out of Milwaukee slightly north
By Ralph Schepers
It wgs also decided to extend the
of
the
regular course. The boat
stock
was
bought
for
and
later
sold
of
many
miles
remains
to
be
made
present
site
of
the
City
Hall.
D.
B.
don;
Miss
Parkhurst
is
Mrs.
GerThe commemorating of the anAt the Exchange Club luncheon street lighting system on North
was
stopped
by
Walter
Hraithniversary of the Holland and Chi- by one of three conveyances^ bi- for. He pointedout that in one day K. Van Raalte now living on Maple rit Hencveld of Grand Rapids;
Wednesday at Warm Friend Tav- River ave. to the proposed new
Miss liokker is Mrs. Menarie, wife waith, first officerin charge,
cago fires in 1871 brings to mind cycle, motorcycle or hammock car- the paper losess were four billions Ave., is a son.
ern, Dr. A. Leenhouts, an ardent bridge. These and many other matCapt.
Owen
Gallagher
was
on
a most disastrousfire in the village ried by natives. Miss Breen and of dollars.
advocate of the "Community ters are given below as compiled
Hon. Manley D. Howard was the! of a Muskegon druggist,
leave.
He stated that a prominent New first
of East Saugatuck. Sunday, Oc- Miss Veenstra, who met her at
Chest," read a communicationfrom
st one to fling a Hancook and
A life boat was lowered and the William C. Vandenbcrg,who has by City Clerk Peterson in the offitober 8, dawned calm and beauti- Ibi, will make the trip in motor- York newspaper had taken an in- English "for president" banner to FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY
body recovered.Ottawa county volunteered to head the forces to cial Common Council proceeding!.
ventory on the losses of forty of the breeze and now the Democratic
ful. It was an ideal autumn day. cycle side cars.
Holland, Mich., October 15, 1930.
The congregation at Collendoom, ' Their station will be in the vil- the highest grade stocks and col- Club has followed by stretching a
Five supervisorscame l*ck from Coroner Covert Van Zantwick took put over the Community Chest
The Common Council met in
of the body and identified
now East Saugatuck, went to lage of Lupwe where activities of lectively the paper losses on these large one of the same kind across Grand Haven in John J. Rutgers’ charge
Drive provided he is backed by a
regular session and waa called to
it as that of a boy. Positiveidentiwere seventeen billion dollars. One Eighth street. Two of our vessels car making the trip in one hour.
church to worship in large num- that district center.
number of members from each civic order by the Mayor.
ficationwas made by the father.
Miss
Breen,
however,
will
not
go
These
men
just
begin
to
realize
can readily realize what a stupen- in port also fly that banner from
bers, little thinking that it would
organization who will devote two
Present: Mayor Brooks, Aids.
The ConstructionMaterials Co. full
be the last time. But in the offing, to her Lupwe base till next month dous figure it would be if the losses their mast, namely the Kate How- what good roads mean.
days, October 22 and 28, to
Kleis, Prins, Brieve, Woltman, Hyofficers, when they learned it to be
disaster stalked for there were | During October she will be sta- on all stocks over and above these ard and the Wollin. Republicans
nothing
else but this drive. He
>g e
Miss Wilma Nibbelink entertainnia, Vandenberg,Steffens,Habing,
one of the Andaste crew, made arwhere preliminary forty could be calculatedand there thus far failed to unfurl.
forest fires everywhere. The church tioned in Donga
“
ed a party of young friends at her rangements for the burial in the feels that two days with a work- Postma, Jonksnan, Veltman, Thomtraining
necessary
to
habituate
her
are
thousands
of
these.
and parsonage had just been painthome on West Ninth Street, the same manner they have taken care ing force of 75 men and women son, and the Clerk.
ed white, the job being well done to the “dark continent” will be
Mr. Vander Meulen stated that
TWENTL-FIVEYEARS
occasion being her 12th birthday. of the other victims. This is the would be ample to get the desired
Devotions were led by G. John
you can’t divert so much money
by G. Pinkeloo and son
son of Hol- given.
AGO TODAY
Those present were Maxine Boone, seventeenth body to be recovered funds.
o
from the channels of business withland, and the congregationwas1
Dr. Leenhoutspointed out that
‘Vaudie & Ribs" will follow their Frances Huntley, Lucile Osborne,
Minutes considered read and art
with eight still unaccounted for us
elated because of the beauty of the MOERDYK MISSIONARIES
out it affecting a nation’sfinancial trade of fancy bill board painting Florence Collins, Hazel Van Duren,
the "Community Cheat" was for a
there were 25 aboard. Fourteen definitepurpose. The money for approved.
WRITE
TO
RELATIVES
HERE
edifice and prospectsseemed bright
and industrial structure. It was in the South this winter. Tney left Pinkie Mersen, Jercane Vcrschure, bodies came in here, two at Holland
Petitlonaand Accounts
causes which all give to would be
for the church, but these hopes
.
_
the most dramatic business set- for Florida Tuesday. Note: This Gladys Orr, Lillian Scott, Mary
were destined to be shattered and Word has been received from Dr. back this country has ever seen pair were on the "Mutt and Jeff” Slowinsky, Doris Brower and Kath- and one at Beuton Harbor.
collected at once in one drive rathHarry Coots made application
The lad was making his first er than three or four. Such causes for licenseto run a restaurent at
that very shortly.
I Wm. Moerdyk and family, travelalthough not the most tragic. It is order, "Vaudie" was short and erine Keppel.
trip as second porter. He was bom
It had been a very dry summer ing enroute to Arabia. The letter true many employees are out of plump and "Ribs" as slender as a
The Standard Oil Company is in this city Dec. 23, 1916. He at- as the Red Cross, Boy Scouts, 170 River Ave.
and fall, much like this year. Ot- was written on the French steamer work and many business men have bean pole. Their trade was paintGranted,
Christmasbaskets and City Misboring for oil in Saugatuck.
tended the public schools and had
tawa county had just establishedI Alesia, which is taking them on been worrying. They have been in ing, but they were up to all other
sion would be in the list and this
Clerk presentedpetition from
Tom Marsilje has purchaseda many friends in Grand Haven.
its Weather Bureau at Grand Ha-! their boat tnp from New York to constant fear; they have been timid kinds of innocent tricks and for
scope might be broadenedin an- property owners interestedrequestSurviving are the parent#, and
1916
Chalmers.
ven and the records show that from Beirut. They enjoyed pasjung to proceed and only naturaly so but years were the laugh of the city.
other drive but not the first year.
ing the construction of sidewalk!
H. J. Heinz of the Heinz Pickle one brother,Claude. Funertl serJuly 1st until October 10 there had through the Straits of Gibraltar, in reality if they would only stop Their antics are beyond description.
Already twenty volunteers from on the south side of 21st St from
vices were held Wednesday from
been only one-half inch of rainfall, made several stops in the Azores to think that our resources have "Ribs" real name was /eon Reeve Co., is a liberal donor to the misthe Indies Literary Club, ten from Mich. Ave. and running east to consionary cause, and is helping
Sam the Van Zantwick Funeral Home the Lions and some from other nect with sidewalks already conThere were smoldering fires every- Islands and at Algiers, where the not been impaired.The losses were and "Vaudie." was John Van
- ..
Rev.
Schipper
officiating
and
Mrs.
where. The skies were leadened l°ttpr was mailed,
civic organizations have signified structed.
paper losses and not money losses Berg. Now you know how "Vaudie" Zwemer for "all he is worth, ' Mr.
Joe Kammcraad singing the lad's their intention of spending two
Inwith smoke from the forests end i Dr. Moerdyk stated that they and the real wealth of the nation became "Vaudie." You will not find /wemer says
says in
in the
the Christian
( hristia
Referred to Sidewalk Committee.
favorite
song.
Burial
was
in
latkc
telligencer that he also received 57
and Holland and Chicago fires. Dry were enjoying the trip, with the is still there.
days on this drive. Thirty volunClerk presentedpetition from
it in the baptismal register of the
varieties of kindness from the same Forest Cemetery.
leaves were burning all around exception of a few days of seateers are expected from the Ex- resident*interestedrequestingthe
There are just as many commo- church.
East Saugatuck. Large parties were sickness, brought onjjy the tail-enn dities as before; there are just as
erection of a street light on the
change Club.
A committee consistingof Rev. source.
Dr. Leenhoutspointed out that corner of Pine Ave. k 27th St
constantly putting out small fires'of a severe storm that hit Europe many machines; there are just as R. L. Haan, James A. Brouwer and • Mr. Hessel Yntema, son of Mrs. BIG OWL BITES HAND
OF ALLEGAN COUNTY
Mr. Vandenberg waa a thorough
Referred to the Lighting Comhere and there. The entire rountry the latter part of September.
Yntema of Holland, sailed for Oxmany factory buildings. Our great
They expect to reach Beirut on resources from the mine, from the James Kole have ordered for Cen- ford, England, where he will study,
side was like a tinder-box,ripe for
FARMER
IN BATTLE organizer and an able man to han- mittee.
tral
Ave.
a
new
pipe
organ,
costor about the 15th of October and
dle Holland’s first Community
a great conflagration.
Clerk presented communication
field and from the foresU are still ing $4,000. Note: Not so many he having receiveda scholarshipin
Chest Drive.
I remember well October 8 was from there they travel by automo- intact Our factories, our store years before that date an organ that institution.
from Bureau of Dairying at LanBernard Koch, well known farmmy mother’s birthday for on such bile and train to their station in buildings,in fact everything from
sing, Mich., calling attentionto the
er near Fennville,has a hand out LESS AND LESS FARMS
an occasion there were a few add- Amara.
convention of the International
which our wealth came, is in shape
The Moerdyks have spent most to go on.
of commission and there ia a reason IN STATE, BUT STILL PLENTY
ed luxuries for the supper table.
Aaw. of Dairy k Milk Inspector!
----- AN OPEN LETTER ^ND APPEAL TO THE
of their two years vacation in Holfor it. Several of his hens having
OF FOOD; OTTAWA LOSES to be held at Cleveland, 0., Oct
I remember, too, that the table was
.The stock crash was only a tembeen
killed
by
some
sort
of
wild
"BIG
22, 23 k 24.
poraryrhalt in the steady flow of
creature, Mr. Koch set u number
and tRerof 'the ‘^com^SmeSu
Only five counties in Michigan
Filed.
money that up to this time had not
OF
THIS
COMMUNITY
of traps around his poultry yard, showed an increase in the number
"Thou shall not work" must not be ing and pictureshowing.
Clerk
presented communication
been interrupted and consequently
• • •
and going out one morning, he of farms in 1930, as compared with from J. A. Grigware, Supt. of P.M.
brokeM and the dishes remained
had not impaired our prosperity.
ARRESTED
FOR
found
a big barn owl in one of the 1925 according to statistics made
MAN
until Monday morning. Then, too,
Ry. Co., calling attention to the
For several months past you have been hearing about a COM- traps. Managing to seize the bird
DISORDERLY CONDUCT Such a sudden halt in the sinew of
there was so much to do fighting
enterprise could not help but deMUNITY CHEST for Holland. COMMUNITY CHEST means simply by the wings he contrived to open public bv the United States census plan that was approved by the City
bureau Wednesday.They are Kala- of Holland in 1925 at the time the
grass and bush fires especially
stroy or seriouslyimpair the finan- one central place into which is gathered all funds r^essary for the
the jaws of the trap with his foot, mazoo, St. Jo|eph, Oscoda, Dickinaround the large East Saugatuck Horace La Fever was picked up cial structure.
flasher signals In question were insupport
of
whatever
charities and other organization^dependent upon and had just extracted the owl,
son and Iron. Nine counties, all in stalled, viz. that the City should
church, that the unwashed dishes by the officers in Jamestown for
Mr. Vander Meulen said further.
public giving which the community feels are worthy
or
when
it
began
to
struggle
and
in
the upper peninsula,showed an in- install and maintain at the expense
didn’t even receive attention Mon- heinK disorderly and ^toxicated.J..jf, b^rsucMhi'nras general which the community feels it is able to support. Tb provide such a
the scrap that followed the bird crease in farms in the 10-year pe- of the City the red marker lights
day morning and we ail snatched H* plead guilty to the charge be 0Ver
M
over-production.Money in itself is
fund or CHEST, a campaign of publicity, settingforth the naods of grabbed at Mr. Koch's hand, biting
s^k8°of 'left-over"from the “birth- fore* Justice C. E. Burr of Grand only a medium of exchange and as
riod from 1920 to 1930.
on the nbuttmentathat were conthe various agencies, and soliciUtionis put on once each year in wh ch
one of the fingers quite badly. Mr.
Ottawa County in 1925 had 4,353 strucDd in the center of the street
day table and went out to fight fires Haven and was fined fo.OQ and lone as there are commoditiesto the whole community is asked to take a part either through active
Koch
finally won the battle,and farms; now it nas 3,912; in 1920
costs. In lieu of the money, he is
again.
Referred to City Attorneyand
exchange there is no over produc- committee work or through hearty co-operation with the active Mr. Owl will kill no more hens nor
it had 4,292. Allegan County in Sunt. Champion.
At midnight of October 9 a great serving 10 days in the county jail. tion. If people can buy, the producworkers
will he bite any more fingers.
1925 had 5,589 farms; in 1930 it
storm broke after the dead calm. He said he was on his way from tion will take care of itself. There
Clerk presented communication
HOLLAND NEEDS A COMMUNITY CHEST and it has been
o
Hart, where he visited a cousin, to
had 5,332 farms and in 1920 it had from Austin Harrington and Harry
It came out of the southwest and
never was a time when production decided fhat this is a good year to inaugurate the movement because
bis home in Wisconsin. Elmer Bean
4,296
farms.
soon smolderingembers became
Harrington offering to sell to the
met the demand. All of us want charitableneeds are greater than usual. For this firat >ear of our CHRISTIAN REFORMED
In 1920 Michigan had 196,447
blazing torches.The fire must have of Grand Haven was arrested for something. We never get all we
COMMUNITY
CHEST
campaign the CommitUe having the matter CHURCH TO PUT ON MISSION- farms, which by 1925 had dropped City of Holland for Park purposes
non-support,
the
complaint
made
startedas far west as the old Paris
want Every new invention brings
ARY PROGRAM IN HOLLAND to 192,327 farms, a loss of 22,412, the property owned by themselves
farm according to a recent state- by his wife, who claimed he had more wants and even with our in charge has listed the followingas the most worthy of our support:
lying between Van Raalte Ave. and
or 11.7 per cent. By 1930 the num1. The American Red
ment in the Holland City News. not contributed to her support in abundance there is not a person
nllen Park for a total consideraThe
Missionary Union of the ber had fallen off to 169,915 farms, Ition
the
three
years
they
had
been
mar2.
City
Mission
(Miss
Churchford’s
organization)
of $17,500.00.
Men and women alike fought these
here who does not have a dozen
Classes
of
Holland
and
Zeeland
ried.
The
court
placed
him
on
12
a
loss
of
26,532,
or
13.5
per
cent.
3. Boy Scouts— Sea Scouts
on-coming fires. All through the
Referred to the Ways & Means
things in mind that he would like
representing
the
Christian
ReIn the whole country there were Committee.
4. Civic Health League
night and late in the day did they months probation.
to have but feels he can’t afford it.
formed churches, will meet Thurs- 6,448,343farms in 1920, which by
5. Camp Fire
_
. .
work. It was a hopeless task as
Cleik presented petition from
I That woul,, Indicatethat there is
day of next week at the Fourteenth 1925 had dropped off to 6,371,640,
6. Contingent Fund (City Mission Christmas Baskets)
grass and stumps and logs burst HOLLAND MEN ARE
residentsin vicinity of Holland Gas
Street
Christian
Reformed
church
or
a
loss
of
73,763
farms,
or
1.2
7. AdministrationFund
into flames. Nearer and nearer the
GRAND AND TRIAL JURIES j wUhaTto^^Tg'availabl'e
*
Co. protesting against the smoke
flames crept and through a rift in
1. The American Red Cross is an organizationever ready in case of this city. There will lie two ses per cent. In 1930 the number had nu.sance caused by said plant
Wo
never
atve
used
all
of
our
sions, in the afternoon at 2 p.m. dropped to 6,297,877, a loss of 150,The Federal Grand and traverse
the cloud of smoke I remember seeof pestilence or disaster to lend first-aid.Its support is dependent upon
Kefeired to Civic Improvement
capital nor have we used all of our
ing the log bam of H. H. Dobbe'n jurors for the November term of facilities for developmentto the
membershipsand other contributions. Each year in the past a nation- and in the evening at 7:30 p.m. to 466, or 2.3 per cent.
Committee.
which
the
public is invited.
United
States
district
court
have
burst into flames. Soon eveiything
wide membership campaign has been put on and this community has
Clerk presentedpetition from
fullestextent. The manufacturer
On the program will be Rev. L.
SOCIAL PROGRESS CLUB
about us was ablaze and it was been drawn and will report Nov. 5 today does not use his capitalfafor many years oeen a part of that campaign. Our quota to this cause
residentson E. 13th St. requesting
P. Brink of Farmington, New Mexin
the
Federal
Building,
Grand
DINES
apparent that we must move norththe erection of a street light on
for 1931 is ‘$1400.00.
cility because he feels he won't be
ico, also Dr. MargaretRottschaefer,
ward. We quickly hitched up our Rapids. There is a list of more
said E. Kith St. between Lincoln
2. City Mission: Miss Nellie Chudchford. The splendid work of formerly of Holland. She is now a
{Continued un Parje )
than
100
drawn
from
Western
A
meeting
of
the
Social
Proghorse to a Democrat wagon and
and fairbanks Aves.
Miss Churchford and her organizationrequiresno comment. Her need medical missionary in India; also
Michigan.
ress
Club
of
Holland
was
held
at
loaded it with bedding and clothes
Referred to Lighting Committee.
for 1931 is $4,000.00.
Among
those from this vicinity
Rev.
H.
De
Free
of
China,
who
is the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J.
of our own and of the neighbors
Report* of Standing Committees
3.
Boy
Scouts—
Sea
Scouts.
These
organizations
have
found
a
home on a furlough and is living in Westveer, 188 West Eleventh
and everythingelse was aban- drawn on the Grand Jury are Mar- PUBLICITY MANAGER TO PUBCommitteeon Claims & Accounts
permanentplace in our nationallife and in the buildingup of character this city at present. Mrs. Boer street. The program was in the
LISH A WEEKLY POEM
doned which was necessary if we tin E. Nienhuis, R. R. 10, Holland;
reported having examinedclaims in
and good citizenshipstand on a par with the school, the home and the
Harry
Plaggemars,
Holland; Cecil
Stuart,
formerly
of
Holland,
now
form
of
a
banquet
participated
in
wished to escape with our lives. 1
the sum of $6006.28 and recomchurch.Their need for 1931 is $5,726.73.
of Grand Rapids, will also speak. by 17 members of the organizaremember father’s books, were White, Holland.
mended payment thereof. (Said
Theodore Schap, puhlicitv nv»nOn
the
traverse or trial jury
The
speaking
program
will
be
intion. Wynand Wichers,president4. Civic Health Committee. This organizationis sponsored by the
placed at the roadside in th^washclaims on file in Clerk’s office for
ager
of
the
Holland
Christian
Ensome Holland men were also drawn
Woman’s Literary Club. It has done and is doing a most worthwhile terspersed with suitable musical elect of Hope College, spoke on the public inspection.)
noiler together with a basket of
namely, Gernt Ter Book and form- dea™r u"i<>nl has undertaken to sendee in our community, especially in the Chest and Baby liiiics and number's and all in all the program subject, "Herbert Hoover's Opticlothes. But these, too, were bum
Allowed.
er mayor Henry Gecrlings. publish a weekly poem in this Pa- to help foster the various health activities in our community. The bud- on October 23 will be an excellent mism."
ed with the exception of the great
Welfare Committee reported
o
per which shall be expressive of
cne.
get for 1931 is $1,750.00.
church pulpit Bible which was
poor orders in the sum of $272.00
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hansen and the C. E. topic of the following
ALLENDALE STORE IS
saved because it was placed on the
5. Coimp Fire Girls. The Camp Fire Girls are attempting to fill
regular aid and $268.56 temporary
Sunday. This issue contains the
OTTAWA RESORT NOW HAS
ENTERED. GOODS TAKEN
wagon. That was all that was children Warren and Muriel of
the same organized need for girls as the Boy Scout movement is doing
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Sheldon, Iowa, are visitingat the first of the series.
saved from the church before it was
home of Mrs. Hansen’s parents, Besides furnishing material for
destroyed and the Bible is still in
Rev. and Mrs. J. M. Lumkes on | C. E. meetings in this way, it is
use and is found in the pulpit of a
expected that this will also have a
new church, which was later built West 19th St
bearing on the state C. E. publicity
on the north side of the new parVernon
Klomparens
of
Holland ! contest.
sonage at East Saugatuck. The
High, who is one of Mr. Hinga’s
old church stood on the slope to
Klaas Vanden Berg, 165 Fairbrightest history students, was trythe south of the parsonage.
banks avenue, was honored with a
The following spring the new ing to sell some maroon and orange surpride party Tuesday evening,
church was erected. In the rais- pencils for one of the AthleticSis- the occasion being his 72nd birthing of the church large timbers ters. He was vefry successful in day anniversary. Those present
selling them to the girls, but was
were used and the methods adopted
were Mr. and Mrs. John A. Nienwere as in the buildingof a bam. thoroughly disgusted when his huis of Muskegon, Mr. and Mrs.
best
boy
friends
refused
to buy of
There was still a great deal of
Tim Vanden Berg and Miss Elizatimber left near Gibson and the him and turned around to buy two beth Vanden Berg of Grand Rapor
three
from
one
of
the
pretty
lumber was cut at a mill there.
ids, Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Bazan
Anyway, while the fire was still Athletic Sisters. — Maroon and and Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Bazan
raging and the church burning, our Orange.
of Allegan, Mr. and Mrs. Nick
oparty travelednorthwest endeavorMrs. Anna Iliohan, 74 years Vanden Berg of Fremont,Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Van Zanten, G. K. Vanden Bergi Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Nienand drove the horses and we fol- home of Mrs. T. J. Kienstra, 322 huis and Henry Maaneschyn of
lowed on behind, stopping at the West Thirteenth street. She is sur- Holland.
vived by one sister, Mrs. Cornelius
older cleared farm of John Ten
Cate where our goods with many Costing of Kalamazoo. Funeral DR. MARTIN DE HAAN

-

SMS

SS

ftS

-

Si

ploughed around this spot in order 132 East Eighth street. Rev. L.
to prevent the fire from reaching Veltkamn. pastor of the Central
Avenue ChristianReformed church,
it
Toward morning a rain came. It will officiate. Intermentwill take
came as a benedictionat the end of place in Grnafschaapcemetery.
Charles Kirchen is confined to
two terrible days and after such
hardships the soaking of clothing his home on account of illness.
was a minor matter as the heavy
..... ............Mr. and Mrs. John De Velder of
down-pour not only
stopped the

landscape.
my

Lumkes.
.

That, in short, is
recollection
spoken of was the father of exof at least one fire in 71.

alderman Dobben of Holland and
RALPH SCHEPERS,
Route 3, Holland. Mrs. Dick Jellema, also of HolP. S.— The rainfall data was land. The Dinkeloofamily were
given by Dr. Bos who received this painters in this city for at least
Information from the bureau -at 30 years after this incident, living
Grand Haven. H. H. Dobben on East Eighth street.
!

OF GRAND RAPIDS TO
ORATE AT ZEELAND
Dr. Martin R.

of

De Haan, pastor

Calvary Undenominational

Church, Grand Rapids, is scheduled to conduct special gospel

The Camp Fire Girls’ budget for 1931 is $1,000.00.
6. ContingentFund. (City Mission Christmas baskets). This
fund needs no comment. $2,000.00.
7. Administration Fund. The distributionof all moneys collected
by the CHEST ia to be made by a committeeof three men consisting
of the Cashiers of our three Banks, and the clerical work in connection
with the collection of subscriptionsis to be handled by the Chamber of
Commerce. It is estimated that the printingof necessary blanks, envelopes. postage and clerical hire will cost approximately, the first year,
$1,000.

The total budget, therefore, for 1931, amounts to $16376.73. Subscribers to the CHEST are privileged,of course, to designate how
they wish their gifts proportioned.Subscriptionsreceived without instructions as to distribution will be pro-rated among the several agencies. In case of over-subscriptions
U) any one cause the excess amounts
will be carried over until next year.
To raise this CHEST fund a committeeof seventy-five(75) busy
men and women is being organized,all pledging themselves unselfishly
and enthusiastically
to lay aside their regular duties on Wednesday
and Thursday, October 22nd and 23rd, and in these two days get the
job done and out of the way.
These people will work in committeesof two and you can do
your share by being ready for them when they come.
Holland has never failed to care for her charities and the organizations which mean so muclv in the uplift effort of our community.
Holland will not fail now!
Won’t you please take your part in this worthwhile campaign
by giving prayerful thought to it in advance of a Committees call
upon you on October 22nd or 23rd? If you should not be called upon,
or if you are to be away on these two days, and you wish to make a
subscription,please telephone to or call at any of the Banks or the
Chamber of Commerce office and your subscriptionswil be taken.

meetings at the Bible Witness Hall,
Zeeland, from Oct 20 to 31 at 7:30
Remfember, it is during times like the present when giving counts
o’clock every evening,excepting
Saturday and Sunday. He also ex- for the most and every citizen of the community is invited to give.
Remember, too. that there will be no other campaigns for funds enpects to be there at 3:00 p.m. on
October 26 and November 2nd. Mr. dorsed by the Community Chest Committee until another year rolls
John Smits will lead the song serv- around.
ice and intends to bring his men’s
COME ON— friends and neighbors— we all know the necessity
chorus some evening. There will of the job-let’s get it out of the way as quickly as possible.
also be other inspiringgospel muSincerely,
sic. The ministry of these meetings
COMMUNITY CHEST COMMITTEE
is intended to include Bible teaching, preaching and evangelism- It . .
A. Leenhouts, Chairman
is hoped that many throughout our
_
Wm. C. Vandanberg,Campaign Chairman
community may attend with profit

_•
_

^

aid. total of 540.56.

FULL FIRE PROTECTION

for boys in character building, health promotion and good citizenship.

Accepted and

filed.

A general store belonging to Committee on Public Lighting to
Highland Park, Grand Haven, John Wolbrink of Allendale was
whom whs referred the petitions
stands among the hundreds of re- entered sometimeduring the night
for street lights on W. 17th St. bet.
port* of western Michigan, in that and it is reported betwen $200 and
Van Raalte & Harrison Ave., and
it now has complete fire protection.
$500 worth of merchandisewas also W. 18th St. bet Van Raalte
Tcday the city completed installa- stolen. This is the second or third £ Harrison Aves., reported recomtion of the last of 12 hydrants in
time the store has been robbed of J mending that said petitions be
the district. Two years ago there considerable amounts. Located on granted.
was only one.
the corner of two well traveled
Adopted.
This sendee has followed the highways, and a fine looking busiCommittee on Sidewalks to
constructionof gravel and concrete ness place it seems to be the target
roads throughoutthe park. It fs for bandits. Sheriff Stcketec was whom was referredthe )>etitionfor
construction of sidewalks on the
one of the few resort territories to notified and he left immediately to
south side of 21st St. from Mich.
enjoy light, gas, water and fire pro- check up any clews which would
Ave. east 70 ft. to connect with
tection.
lead to the apprehensionof the widks already constructed,reportthieves or recovery of the merchan- ed having investigatedsame and
Rev. and Mrs. John Bovenkirk of dise. Sheriff Stcketec and his men
recommend that said petition be
Muskegon have receivedword from i re now on the case.
granted.
Japan of the safe arrival there of
Adopted.
their son and daughter-in-law,Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Beckman
Reports of Select Committees
and Mrs. Henry G. Bovenkirk, who were pleasantly surprised at their
Special Committee on Boulevard
sailed from San Francisco,Aug. 29.
home at 118 East Sixteenth street Lighting reported recommending
Rev. and Mrs. Bovenkirk, Jr., will Tuesday evening, the occasion bebe located at the Meji Gakuin sta- ing their twenty-fifthwedding an- that the BoulevardLighting System be extendedon North River
tion in Tokio, Japan. All are well
niversary'. The evening was spent! Ave. fiomlstSt. and north toand
known in Holland.
in a social way and a dainty two- [including the new Bridge when
course luncheonwas served. Mr. constructed.
Revival meetingswill begin at
and Mrs. Beekman were presented
Adopted.
the Wesleyan MethodistChurch, with a beautiful gift Those presCommunicationsfrom Boards and
Seventeenth Street and Pine Aveent were Mr. and Mrs. Harry BeekCity Officers
nue, the first services being Sunman. Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Beekman
Claims approved by the Library
day, October 19 and continuing to
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
and Including November 5, every Beckman, Egbert Beekman and Board in the sum of $535.55; Board
of Park & Cemetery Trustees—
Krthi and
«..u Cornelia,
i/orneira, $805.30; Board of Police k Fire
k h?* " 8 7s0.C,OCk
Beekman and family, Mrs. Comma. -$2577.45; Board Public
there wiH be two special services Alice Kuhlman and family, Mr. Works — $14,880.06;were ordered
eveiT Sunday with Evangelist and Mrs. Jake Nagelkerkand fam- certified to the Council for pay.

|

sK-

.and

ranged for by the pastor, Rev. C.
W. Meredith. The public is invited.

-

o

Funeral services for Mrs. Hoffwill be held Saturday afternoon at 1 o’clock in the Vorhoorst
reiidgnce and at 1:30 from the
Ovtrisel Reformed church.

man

L’nd

Mr-

Mr>-

Ar,hur

BMk-

ment. (Said claims on file in Clerk’a
office for public inspection.)

Allowed and vouchers <ordered

H. J. Karsten, 210 West Eleventh issued
street, has been awarded the prize

for submitting the boat name for

the new indoor miniature golf
course over the Wolverinegarage. charged with
The prize winning name was WinClerk presented
ter-Green.
(Continual on
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A Troubled World
The Dean's for Eugenics
What Ails Us All
Power Unlimited?

Published every Thursday evening

Entered as Second Class Matter
•t the poet office at Holland, Mich.,
andar the act of Concrees, March,

Ml

There Is serious revolution Ini
5050 Brazil,Pernambuco taken by the
rebels, accordingto report.
lu the Argentine rioting leaders’
are
«
lu China 73.UUU •iteds” attack

Office

executed.

HOLLAND ALSO HAS
ITS LAGGARD VOTERS

Kiiiiigsiprovince.
Mild and peaceful south

Germany

rocked by earthquake.Kupbael's
beautiful Madonna in Munich, with,
One reason for the failure of the exquisitelittle cherubs looking
many citizens to vote at elections upward, must have felt the quake,
ih often due to the fact that it is but fortunatelywhs not Injured.
Is

not until near election day that
It is a strange, agitated, restless,
they begin to realize that they
dissatisfied world.
want to vote. They had scarcely
known that a campaign was in Dean Inge of St. Paul's cathedral
progress— but as the contestants in lAindon,most Important clergyman, warns his fellow* in the
slam each other, and tell what terchurch that they must not "Ignore
rible things are going to happen the vugenists,”namely those Inif their candidates are not chosen terested In producing belter chilto save the country, these previous- dren.

Nature does not know anything,
according to the dean. We have
from their state of political coma. scientific knowledge, and if we
But it is apt to happen that, at don't use it, that i» “counted to us
the time these people make this for a sin.”
ly indifferent folks begin to

emerge

discovery,they find that it is too
late for them to have their names

The dean even lakes an interest
in the theory that u woman should

placed on the voting lists. In the

fie allowed to regulate the size of
country as a whole this year there her family.
There i» something In the statewill be thousands of people who
will finally have crystalized an ment that iiainre doesn't always
functionI'orlectl). Of the first two
opinion about this coming election brothershorn on earth by nature's
and would like to express their pre- process, Cain and Abel, one killed
ferment, but who will be unable to the other.

do so because they have neglected

to register before the time

limit

When you are ill It is well to
know what is the matter, liusi-

fixed by law.

ness is III, with an illness that afThe failure of many thousands of fects millions of unemployed, as
our people to take part in th£ gov- illness of the lioily affects billions
of cells.

ernment of

the country by not votMr. L Greenfield, of Santa Baring ia one of the most serious dif- luira, diagnosing,finds the followficulties in the way of political ing Dm ot symptoms:
1. Over speculation.
progress.

'1 Fear.
:L Loss of confidence in our
though not in Michigan) requiring financial system.
voters to register for each election,
4. Very low and cautiouscircula-

The laws of many

states (al-

add very largely to the number who tion of money.
5. Increase of unemploymenthy
fail to vote because their names are
big businessmethods of "economy."
not on the registrationlist.
•I. False statements ot Hie counIt seems strange that many so- try's condition.
What would you add to these
called patrioticAmericans would
symptoms? There is somelhihg
lose their right of suffrage, which

the matter that nobody undershould be one of their most cher- stands. This country fortunately
ished privileges,simply because will cure itselfthis lime us it has
they think themselves too busy but cured Itself ofieu liefore.

Holland

Man

TINY STEEL SHIP

IS

NEWS
ZEELAND CRIPPLED FOR EAST
BATTLE

ON

VOYAGE ACROSS LAKE

Wants Soldiers

_

/

Coach Dewey will meet the
strong East Grand Rapids team

there Saturday with a very much
Grand Haven Tribune:— The Ot- ing small boys, who carry with crippled lineup. Five of his regthem
full
rigged
ships,
at
the
risk
tawa ManufacturingCompany of
ulars are out for the week and
Spring Lake awaits news or its of poking somebody in the eye with three of them out for the season
THIS IS BIG SESSION OF THE ship upon the seas.
the spars.
YEAR FOR OTTAWA SUPERThe Ottawa ManufacturingCo. due to injuries.It is believedthat
Last night Eric An^emon. who
Quarterback Plewes will be in
VISORS
operates the Spring Lake plant, is going into the manufactureof shape for the contest, as will
toy
yachts,
built
of
steel
and
the
watched his ship put out to sea,
Tackle Cabell. Minor injuries were
Health .Matters and County Budget heading to the west’ard from craft which put out to sea Wednes- received by the team in the game
day
night
is
the
first
one
turned
Grand Haven harbor, and rising
Receive Attention of Solons
with Fremont but the men will be
and falling with the rollingseas. out by the company. The builders in shape by Saturday.
want
to
show
they
arp
building
a
With
canvas
set
and
the
tiller
The Ottawa County Board of
oSupervisors is now in session, this lashed the trim little craft pointed staunch, durable craft which will JUDSONS PALATIAL YACHT
stand
up
in
the
heavy
seas
on
the
beinjc the bijr meeting of the year valiantlyto sea. In 15 minutes the
STOPS ON THIS SHORE
and will take up the (treater part ship was out of sight. Even the big waters.
On the forward deck of the Grand Haven Tribune— One of
of two weeks. The county budget, coast guard lookout,with his
health matters and scores of other strong binoculars could not make sloop which put out last night the largest and most beautiful
there was fastened a plate which
important questions are now being her out.
yachts ever to visit local waters
The tiny craft was only 16 inches read: “Reward of $5.00 and new came into port on Saturdaynight,
taken up one by one. The different
boat
to
the
finder
who
informs
committees are working and reports long, but her hull was stout and
when R. W. Judson of Detroit
when and where this boat was brought his diesel yacht, "St
are coming in from time to time trim, built of pressedsteel through
out, with a cabin and cockpit,iust found."
from the respectivechairmen:
Marco,” here with a party and anA communicationwas read from like a big yacht. She was sloop The Spring Lake company is al- chored in front of the Judson home
ready
preparing
to
get
into
proWilliam 0. Van Eyck calling at- rigged, with no details omitted,beon Spring Lake until Sunday afterduction of these steel toy sailboats
tention to the fact that Ottawa cause Eric Andersonhas sailed and
noon.
county has no public memorial to built boats in his time and he on a large scale. Buyers for big
A more beautifulsight ia rarely
jobberswho have already seen the
the soldiersof the Civil War and knows the game.
seen on this lake as the palatial
boat are encouraging in their comThe
hull
is
completely
waterbegged that steps be taken to erect
yacht glided through the waters, as
a suitable memorial.The matter tight, with air space service as' ments. The lines of the craft are calm as a mirror, in the afternoon
excellent
and
a
fine
finish
gives
the
was referred to the finance com- water-tight compartments. She is
light and it attracted the many
unsinkable. Her spar, which is of boats an appearance which will at- driving on that day. Aboard were
mittee.
tract the eye of youth. These boats
Reports from the superintendents wood, towers up 20 inches, and she
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ellis, a sonare being made to retail at a lower
of the poor; C. P. MHham, agricul- carries a full spread of canvas,
in-law and daughter, and a party
price
than
most
of
such
toys
altural agents, and inspectorsof the with a full jib. The mast can be
from Chicago. The boat was taken
ready on the market. If promises
county jail, were read. Mr. Milham unsteppedin a moment and hull
to Muskegon where she lay over
are fulfilledthe plant will probably
recommended $275 be appropriated and rigging all packed in a connight and today sailed to Cnicajtn.
venient box for carrying.This fea- be running at top speed to turn out
apiary inspection.
The yacht is one he is using
ture is a boon for those accompany- sloops for the holiday trade.
The report of the superintendents
while his second boat is being comof the poor was referred to the fipleted, which, when finished, is renance committee. The report shows
puted will be worth severalmillion
Other reports included the coun- :::iii!nifiil«iiiUii!mU!lliillHHHliHiUHiH!Iit!iniiniiiiii dollars. His first boat was the
that during the year just past a
total of $26,973.46 had been re- ty treasurer, county drain com"Comoco,” and touched this port
C. E. THOUGHTS
ceived from all sources. At the missioner, Soldier’s Relief Comseveral times.
By TheodoreSchaap
close of business there was a bal- mission. Mrs. Emily Kirkpatrick
of the Starr Commonwealth, school
ance on hand of $1,115.55.
MANY SUNDAY DRUNKS IN
The number of inmates at the for boys located at Albion, apGRAND HAVEN
infirmary last October was 47, and peared fo rthe annual contribution.
THE LORD’S DAY
32 were admitted in the fiscal year. A representativeof the Michigan
Grand Haven Tribune. — Several
Fourteer were discharged in the Children’s Aid Society also asked Thtre is a day in which to praise,
year and seven died, leaving 57 at for funds.
To think, to pray and rest our arrests for drunk and disorderly
conduct over the week end were
o
the home.
hands,
The names of Berend Kamps of PHEASANTS TO
To get our eyes off whirling wheels, made by local officers. The offendappeared before Justice C. E.
Zeeland and William G. Headley of
BE IN NEED Which tend to end our placid ways. ers
Burr today and received the folZeeland were presentedfor aplowing fine: John McMnnn, Nunica,
pointmentto the Ottawa County GAME DIVISION HEAD PRE- A day in which to lay aside
The plans and fears of coming fine and costs $18.20; John BushRoad Commission. Mr. Kamps asks
DICTS HARDER WINTER
man, Grand Haven, fine and costs,
years,
for reapointment. He has served
THAN LAST YEAR BEAnd rise in thoughts of God and $15.40; Sam Mader, Agnew, fine
six years, a full term and the unand and costs $12.00; Emerson
man,
CAUSE OF CROPS
expired term of J. Bekius of ZeeWhich tend to make true love abide. Hicks, colored, 1208 Franklin
lend.
With farm crops shorter than in
street, fine and costs of $10.25 for
Judge Miles called attention to
many years, and farmers harvest- This holy day for man was made, being disorderly.
the county law library and asked
ing their com more closely than For him to make it holy still
that a committee be appointed to
usual, pheasants will have a harder By glowing deed or glor'ousword,
consider the purchase of a few
winter of it even than last year, To tell that Christ our guilt has Nichols
new volumes.
paid.
in the opinion of P. S. Lovejoy,
Mr*. Gerrit J. Diekema of Holhead of the game division, Departland. who has appeared before the
So rise, O Youth, to battle strong
ment of Consen ation.
board on several occasions having
Comshocks will be husked out For love of God and quiet rest,
to do with public health work, also
more than ever and farmers are For time to think, to pray and
spoke, declaring the unit plan to
praise.
naturallyloath to leave anything in
have been adopted in many places
the fields when the crop is already So rire! Go face the godless throng! LARGE ORCHESTRA TO MAKE
over the county and that it was a
scarce.It is also true that the big
INITIAL APPEARANCE AT
growing movement with results weed seeds, which are important to NORTH OTTAWA BANKS ALSO
that more than paid for the extra
FIRST LYCEUM NUMBER

Monument

--

FOR SALE!]
Several Desks, Files, Safes, Terrell Storage Cabinets and other Office Fixtures
at a reasonable figure. Apply at

HOLLAND FURNACE COMPANY

-

See Henry Boersma

** £ ** &

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market
The Food Emporium of Holland

j

Neat & Grocery Specials
Sugar Cured Picnic Hams (none

Saturday.

for

......... 14c

better)

Fancy Beel Pot Roast (young beel) ........... .. 14c

Fresh Made Hamburger ......................12^c
Rolled Beef Roast [no bone or waste] ........... 20c

Fancy Round

or Sirloin Steak ...... ............

Fresh Churned No.

1

Creamery

Butter

..........

22c
89c

Cream Longhorn or Brick Cheese .............. 22c
22c-28c

Fresh Dressed Chicken ............

Oysters Fresh from the Coast, quart ........... 65c
Sliced Boiled Shoulder ..........................
35c

-

-

:•

B. B. Special Coffee, 3

Government

lbs

.......................50c

Inspected*

Meats.

—

Groceries of

National Repute.

We

anywhere in
cents. Phone 3551

deliver any order C. O. D.
the (Jity for 5

Buehler Bros.,

34 W.

Inc.,

8t.

HOLLAND, MICH.

PHONE

Chosen

$

3551

hi

Orchestra Head

At

Business Meet

Do You Need

INCREASE IN SAVINGS

pheasants for their winter feeding,

outlay.

$

Any

really are too indolentto take off
nave made a poor crop in many
Experiments in Cuba by Georges
"Remember,orchestrapractice
Dr. C. C. Applewhite of the U. S.
the brief period necessary to see
Claude, French scientist,may mean Public Health Service, who has cases. All of these things seem to
Holland and Zeeland banks have at 7:00 o’clock,” is the reminder on
that their names are placed on the more to the world than nil the
point to a lean year for Mr. Ring
increased savings during these the card that each member receives
been in the work in Mississippi,
wars, and most of the inventions, was another to speak in favor of Neck.
voting list.
stressfultimes which was consid- on Wednesday.The students surely
The only ray of sunshine in the ered unusual, but it seems that
haven’t forgottenit either, for
the unit. The saving in dollarsand
It takes patience and persist- since Xi|H)leondied.
situation, as far as the pheasant is
Taking advantage of difference
this is the case nearly everywhere there was a large crowd last Wedence for party workers to round up in temperaturebetween surface cents for the lives recovered is in- concerned,comes from the fields of
estimable,he said. William Hatton rye and some of wheat which pro- in this county. A survey of finan- nesday evening and many new
unregistered voters, dalling people and deep water In the gulf, Profescial conditions in the northeastern members; but there is always room
also endorsed the plan. The matter
by telephone and spending eve- sor Claude has succeeded in sup- was referred to the public health duced insufficiently to make har- part of Ottawa county, as reflect- for more. If there are any instruIf So, Send or Phone
vesting worth while. Some of these
ed in the quarterly statements of mentalistson the campus who have
nings ringing doorbells,to rouse plying power to light 40 500-watt committee.
fields may be left altogether,and
Ui
Your Order
Dr. William Pickett made a the pheasants should be able to for- the banks of Coopersville,Conklin, not joined the new orchestra they
the laggards from their apathetic electric lamps.
Marne and Nunica, shows that sav- will be warmly welcomed. OrchesThis means actually utilizing the strong plea relative to Ottawa
age well on them.
state, is hard work. The real citi- power of the sun. When that Is
ings deposits in every bank except tra practiceis only once a week
County health matters if placed
tens who carry on this activity as finally accomplishedthe human on a new basis.
one, increasedduring the past
7 to 9 o’clock,Wedensday
GOOD EGGS NEATLY PACKED three months, although the total from
nights.
a matter of public spirit can feel race will (tossess power unlimited,
Dr. Pickett said Ottawa County
PAYS
figure is still below that of a year
Uindcr the very capable direction
that they are rendering an impor- ami will do whatever it can Imag- now pays $5,000 toward public
ago.
of Mr. Heeler, director of music
ine.
Above Boston Restaurant
health
work.
By
appropriating
The price that a buyer will pay
tant service.
Savings deposits in the five finan- at Holland High School and also
$1,000 more a public health unit for a case of eggs in the market is
Holland also has its laggards.Let
Mother Britanuicabegins to real could be established through the influencednot only by the appear- cial institutionsthree months ago director of our orchestra,the muWe can also do youi job
were listed at $1,351,461.09. Today sicians are progressingwonderfully
us say for them that full informa- ize that her dominion sous are additionalhelp of $3,000 from the ance and quality of the eggs but
the figure is $1,412,428.63, or a net well. They put in two solid hours
work quickly and satisfactorily
childrenno longer, and agrees, on state: $2,500 from the Rockefeller
by the soundness and appearance
tion on how and when to register
demand of the Irish Free State, Foundation, and $500 from the U.S. of the package. Leaflet 64-L, re gain of $60,967.54.Total assets of of work and really are accomplishcan be found on page three, section that the high court of any doaiiuPublic Health departmentThe cently publishedby the Department these banks show a gain in the ing remarkable things. One parsame period of $104,148.69.
ticular reason this development is
two, of this issue.
iun snail render filial decisions. total cost is $12,000. which includes
Nearly 2 MillionAssets
the fact that each one is so enAny dominion tjint chooses may salaries of a public health com- of Agriculture,describes the construction and packing of an egg
The total assets of Coopersville’sthusiastic and willing to do his
abolish the right of its citizens to missioner,or public health officer;
case. This leaflet may be obtained two banks are within less than $3,- part.
api»eaito Britain's privy council two nurses and an office through
by writing to the U. S. Department 000 of the $2,000,000mark, which
Dr. Nykerk thought that the
against her own Supreme court.
CHAPLIN OWNS HIS
FOR SALE— Lumber and all
which all of the public health mat- of Agriculture, Washington,D. C.
is believed to be somewhat of a orchestra could do its best work
kinds of building material. Large
ters of the county would be cleared.
PICTURES
o
record for a community of 1,000 and also cooperate the best, if it
It is said the Britishnever restock. A nationally advertised inHe pointed out that the various
Rev. and Mrs. A. Keizer of Hol- population.The total is divided as was organized. John Muilcnberg,
peal a law, but let it die of its own townships pay out more each year
When
Charlie Chaplin’s "City sulating wall board at less than
land
spent
Sunday
with
Mr.
and
follows:
Coopersville
State,
$1,272,as chairman,took charge of this
accord. The British rule flint a man than would cover the additional
one-thirdregular price. Sheet steel,
223.20; People’sSavings, $725,- business last Wednesday night and Lignts" is released all of his old cable, paint, roofing,nails, doors*
may beat bis wife with a stick no ccst. He also said the Rockefeller Mrs. H. Smit of Hudsonville.
pictures which are being shown will
442.56.
the following officers were elected:
bigger around than his thumb rebe withdrawn from the market. windows, barn door track, rabbi1
Thirty-sevensophomores take imtined long after such beatings donations would decrease from the
Gradus Wedeven of Holland, Other banks in this area have asmaximum of $2,500 for the first Maurice Nienhuis,Gladys Berg- sets as follows: Berlin State bank President Rudolph Nichols; Vice Chaplin is the only actor who owns hutches,almost anything you may
President,Roy Mooi; Secretat7and
the lead, with the largest number had lost public approval.
need at one third and one-half
year and cease at the end of the
man and Josephine Kaper from at Marne, $260,402.62: Conklin Treasurer,Ethel Leestma. These the pictures in which he has ap- price. Come and see us. Open eveof members on the honor roll for
third year when the county would
peared.
Before
he
became
his
own
Hamilton attended the Michigan State, $194,488.18; Nunica State, officersare willing to do their share
One scientist,disliking the Idea then have to assume that amount. Purdue football game on Satur- $240,794.17.
producer, his contracts with other nings. Decker Bros.,' Jenison,Mich.,
the first five weeks of the first se
of work to make Hope’s orchestra
The
purpose of this donation is
companies specified that all films he on M21 near Radio Station.
of
making
money,
said
when
anmester. There are Hated 59 girls
day.
a success and under the guidance
3tc43.
appeared in should become his
nouncing an iui|»ortaut discovery: to start the unit, after which it
and 26 boys, making a total of 85 "Thank heaven, it cannot have any becomes so a part of the public
Mrs. Henry Boersema underwent Mr. and Mrs. Joe Boardman are of Dr. Nykerk and Mr. Heeler, it
property after five years. He owns
cannot be otherwise. Now it is up
Have you anything to selL adstudents. The seniors lead in per- practicaluse." Probably he was health program that it is seldom a seriousoperation at the Holland on a week's trip to Hamilton, Ona score or more of pictures, some
to the student body to cooperate
vertiseit in thia column.
tario, and Niagara Falls.
hospitalTuesday.
abandoned.
of them two-reelers made years
centage having 29.9 per cent listed, mistaken.
with them. Complimentthem, cheer
Paresis,a disease of the mind,
In support of his talk. Dr. S. C.
the sophomores following close be
them along, and show your good ago when he was just another
FOR SALE:— 60 acre farm inthat always ended fatally, is now- Moore, health officer of Wexford
comedian.
sportsman.-hip by enlargingthis
cluding all buildings.Enquire 191
hind with 27 per cent, leaving the treatedsuccessfullyby radio.
county with headquarters at Cadorganization with your presence if
West 20th
3tp42.
juniors behind with 15.1 per cent.
illac, told of the work as it has
Miss Jeane Van Zyl has returned
ICY
INTERFERES
you play any kind of instrument
from
a
buying
trip
to
Chicago.
been
carried
out
there
for
several
All A’s were earned by Peter
The "curing machine''is a small
whatsoever.
FOR SALE:— "Rock PulIetR.”
THE COW’S
o
Boter, Mildred Albers, Margaret radio station. Its energy is local years. He pointed out the efficienThe orchestramakes its fiM
Clarence Brooks. Phone 2R13.
cy with which public health work
Cultivated Gracefulness
public appearance at the first numDregman, Margaret Rottschaefer, Ized between two plates. The patient sits between them, and the i.* prosecutedthrough the preCHILDREN’S HAIRCUT 25c at
Excenirdy
Cold
Water
r Frequently
frequent!
Cause
of Decrease
ber of the Lyceum Course. Let us
It
used to he part ot the edit
Vera Damstra, Jean Rottschaefer, radio Impulses pass through him, natal. infant, pre-schooland school
Fredrick’sBarber Shop. 3tp42.
all
be
there
and
give
them
our
supcation
of
every
European
princess
in Milk Yield
Olive Wishmeier, Renetta Shackson creatinga high fever.
ages of children, social welfare,
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PRODUCTION

and Calvin Van der Werf.

Four

A's, other

marks B,

fell to

the lot of Leland Beach, Marian Te
Roller, George Bosworth, Irene
Kleis, Floyd Otteman, Clarence
Veltman, Angelyn Van Lente, and
Sina Westrate.

Three A's, others marks B. are

port!

tuberculosis work, immunization
It Is a pleasureto read in Presi- and hundreds of other matters endent Hoover's address to the Amer- tering these fields are all taken
care of through the central unit.
ican Legion:
He gave as an instance the
“We must sustain a prepared
ness for defense that Is Impregna- tracing of a typhoid carrier who
ble, yet that containsno threat of had infectedhundreds of residents
and caused a mild epidemic in one
aggression."
There Is no threat of aggression county.
Among the several reports prein being prepared.The historyof
this country (troves that It will not sented was the annual report of
engage In the piracy of war unless the Ottawa County Road Commisforced to do so.
sioners which recommends $75,950
be appropriated for the road funl.
Wall Street reminds you of a or $14,050 less than 1929. The cut
baity with the colic. Try as you was made by abandoningthe dust
may, you can't soothe it, or stop laying program costing about
Its weeping. It reminds you, also, $10,000 and the additionof one and
of the watch at the mad hatter's three quartert miles of concrete to
tea party, which would not keep the county road system in the tentative budget
time, although "Hie best butter"
An appeal was made by the Sinkwas put in its works.
Wall Street gentlemen tell each ing Fund Commission to increase
other, with Icy smiles, that every- the fund $5,000. The commission, it
thing looks 'very good, Indeed." was pointed out. has been laboring
Then because Mime pirate aeUs with the problem of providing
their stocks short, they follow suit, sufficient funds to retire the Good
Road Bonds as they fall due, as a
and sell also.
What are those host financial careful perusal of the statements
minds doing at present? Taking a discloses the fact that even the
$50,000 raised each year for the
vacation?
fund will not provide a sufficient
As we worry about business, won- amount to retire the Series E bonds
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Stayin'.'’—Kansas City Slqr.

MOVED from 13 W. 9th St. to
258 E. 8th St.. Now ready for hemstitching. Mrs. Ella Wise. 3tp42.
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SOLUTION NO.

1— Tree branch is going through
signboard.2— Word "Sells" is misspelled. 3— Horse on poster has
only three legs. 4 — Circuses do not
show in winter time. 5 — Sign in
Important duty In the gardens of water hole should read "No fishing
defeat with colors flying. This was
the palace at Weimar. There on allowed.”6 — Last word on sign
also the first game between the
misspelled.7— Skater on right ha?
pleasant days the young girl, un
two schools in four years. The loder the direction of her governess stick used in skiing. 8 — Skates do
cals played Muskegon almost even
not match. 9— Man in foreground
often had to go the rounds, stop
with the exception of the first (ilng before each hush nr tree, ens! smoking old-fashionedpipe. 10— Koquarter and the opening few minIng on encli a gracious smile, ami daks of this type do not have bulb
utes of the last quarter.
making some Ingratiatingremark for shutter release. 11— Socks on
man in foreground do not match.
to each.
12 — Flowers and grass do not grow
Bad Men Present, but
outdoors in winter time.

iforty ofj^S^gill heat as much utattf as

.^

Ludlle

WHATS WRONG AND WHERE?

Grand Haven lost its first con- something agreeableto emit.
Empress Augusta of Germany
ference game Saturdayto Muskegrandmother of the last of the Oer
gon, but did it with a complete reman emperors, who was noted fm
versal of form from its first three
games and went down to a 26 to 0 her tact, had had lessons In this

absorbed h/ the sqstejq^

;

. .

likely to hold prominent plice In
affairs of slate to learn to "tenls
cercle"— that Is. to learn how tc
make the round of a group of Indie*

and gentlemen of the court saying

THE LOW COST WAY
THE MOST EXPENSIVE WAV
Landwehr, Sherwood Price, Dorothy Van Saun, George Combs. Wilaft eh the cou) drinks it
BEFQREvm coo) drink* it
liam Combe, Adelaide Eberhardt,
Tena Havinga. Janet Oudman,
Dorothy Steketee, Herman Stoel,
Albertha Teusink, Elaine Wierda
and Katherine Wrieden. a
Wore Not Lingering
Students receiving two A’s,
Houdinl's crusade against fraudother marks B, includeDonald Alulent spirit-mongers occupied a
bers, Virginia Kooiker, Gordon
great deal of Ills lime and thought
Hamel ink, Margaret Robinson,
PROVIDEEACH COW WITH 4 TO 5 US. OP WATER WARMED TO
during the last years of his life.
AT LEAST 60* DEGREESFOR EACH POUND OP MHZ PRODUCED
Ruth Dekker, Richard Keeler,MyBut there was a brief period in his
early sta.-e career wl -n. assisted
ron Kollen,Marlyn Bauder, Jacqueby his wife, he used to do a “mind
line Karreman, Omel Palmer and
ICY drinking water prolongs the method of warming water to this reading" und "spirit message" act.
Donald Visser.
1 dairy cow’s process of digestion, temperature before the cows drink pure hocus pocus. of course.
explains the Blue Valley Creamery it than to compel them to use feed
Those who have one A, other
One night he was tipped off that
Institute, since water cannot be ab- to do a similarjob after they have
two negroes— the local "had men"
marks B, include Isabelle Van Ark,
sorbed by the system until it has filled up on icy water. Cold water —were in the gallery. These men
Edith Cook, Janet Dykhuis, Kenbeen raised to the cow’s body tem- consumed by the animal can be
in 1935.
went about armed with razors and
perature, about 99 degrees. Icy warmed only by the cow’s body,
neth Karsten, Marian Klaassen, dering what will end the depression,
we truly he surprisedby the break- It was thought at one time that water results in reduced water con- which means increasedfeeding. three weeks before one of their pals
Josephine Kuite, Marian McCarthy,
hud been murdered. While no
ing out of a few wars. They would refunding bonds might be issued to sumption, a slowing down of bodil
Coal at $8.50 per ton as fuel is far
tangible evidence could be raised
Natalie Morlock, James Quist, soon put up prices of raw material meet this contingency but there is functions and a decrease
rease in mil more economical than grain at $40
to fasten the crime hri litem, the
per ton.
Elizabeth Szekely, Vivian Visscher, und stimulatebusiness, if we bad rome question as to the legality production.
people of the town fell that they
an ,8sue
issue without
submisMany
times
exposure
to wind and
Itmlns
enoii'.'litu keep <mii of them, jof such /,n
without
submisIt
is
not
an
uncommon
sight
to
Donald Voorhorst,Kathryn Van
were Implicated.
•to. im b» Kma r«aturetgyndiou. inc.i | f,on
voters. The Commission see a herd of cows driven to s sthrm while going to water and
Looyengoed, Cornie Westrate, Jack
When ilomlliil began to give his
has decided that since the Covert pond, stream or water tank where while drinking are responsiblefor
Vander Meulen, David Christian,
tax at large is about $2,000 less they must drink through holes under consumption.Any milking "messages." he presently stepped
chopped in the ice. Under these cow that takes only a few swai-1, forward with, u puzzled, earnest
Anne Buursma, John Leland, Ivan
SKKU I'RICBS ARK LOWER |i^,"
face.
conditions they will frequently lows and returns to the barn or
Roggen, Helena Visscher, Mildred
NOW
"I have a message here for Hill
and that eoeh year hereafter any drink enough only for maintenance that does not have ample opportuErickson,Mildred Baron, Esther
decrease in the. Covert tax be met and not enough* to keep up milk nity to get all the water she needs Doakes and Jim Saunders.”he saidroduction. There is also another
at least twice daily will not pro* | "It come* from Bennv Curler, lie
Johnson, Grace Keeler, Retta Jane
Seed prices are apt to be lower with a corresponding increase in'P
,
oss in
m com
compelling cows to dnnk due* the amount of mik she is says; ‘Yo* boys bettab put yo*
Kooyers, Irene Overbeek, Ruth during the fall and winter than at Singing Fund appropriation, and >0S8
planting time, says the U. S. De- it recommends the same procedure water. Since the water has to capable of producing. There are razors away, or yo' is shn’ goln
Robinson, Geneva Speet, Helen
several methods of supplying wa- ter tie where Ah Is now.' Are BUI
partment of Agriculture,which ad- when the interest requirements
^*tteinPe,^Jure4W<?f
ter in winter. Pails fastenedso they
Seif and Julia Van Dam.
vises farmers to buy their seed begin decreasing in 1923 through 106
Doakes and Jim Saunders presj**01? ^
thl*
can not Le knocked over, individt
idual ent ?"
AH B studenta comprise Olive early if they can decide upon the
water cups, running water into s
There was an awed silence, and
Van Etta, Johanna Lenters, Hazel crops and the acreages before tv,,,,.
. ucostly feed inside the cow in continuous manger of concrete and then, us some one in the gallery upspring. The quality of seedsmen’s
Tellman, Gertrude Zonnebelt, stocks in usually better earl
tank heaters are the most popular.
..... y in ,uch procedure U
oT&t'u u2 The method used is not significant set a chair and stmohled hastily
Brower, Dorothy Mae the season, seed obtained early is! of about $100,000 will accumulate ..v*. Lta
toward the e$H a quavering voire
The important thing is to provide
Dalman,
i, Lois
u)is »ure to be found on hand when 1 by 1935. The sinking fund was, Drinlringwater heated to 60* is a liberal supply of drinking watei replied:
80Wjn^J“Hl li may be establishedin 1927. It is mandatory considered* satisfactory.It will be that is not too cold, at least twice, "Yes. dey Is. hut dry .ain’t
credited to Lloyd Coster, Edgar

St.

-

WITH

CRATES FOR SALE: 25 cent,
each, one or a carload. Earl Vosburg, Ada,
3tp41.

Mich.,

Ads will be inserted under thia
heading at the rate of one cent a

word per

insertion.

charge 25c. All ads are

WILL TRADE modern bungalow
Minimum on large lot, gas, electricity, close
to Chicago, for equipped dairy
cash with
farm in West Michigan.George
Baumel, Bensenville,III. 3tp42.

order.

FOR SALE—

500 Wh. Leghorn
FOR SALE— Rabbit hound. A
pullets and hens over 4 months old. No. 1. Warren Dill, Bravo, Mich.
From good laying stock. 132 S. Elm
* 3tp42.
St.,

Zeeland.

3tp44.

RUG WEAVING-We make durBLUE BIRD Beauty Shop. Mar- able
Sanitary rugs of used ingrain
celling or fingerwavc including
carpet or burlap sacks at $1 per
shampoo 50
3tp44.
yard, rag rugs sixty cents per yard.

cents.

Onions. 40 cents a We buy carpet or sowed rags. Call
bushel. R. Bredeweg, 26 West 4th for and deliver in town. No Saturday business.Phoqe 271 W. C. W.
3tp44.
Alden, 120 Park Avc., North Side,
FOR RENT— Houses. K. Buur- Allegan,
3to43.
ma, 220 West 16th St, Phone 3380.
In
milling
I-H
flo.tr
the
best
ob8tp44.
tainable ; wheat is always used.
FOR RENT— House. Centrally When quality counts in baking orlocated. Reasonable. 42 West Ninth der I-H flour from your dealer.

FOR SALE—

Street.
Street.

Mich.

'3tp43.

WANTED — Salesman: AgriculFor Rent and For Sale cards are tural line, small Michigan terrifor sale at the News office.32 W. tory, salary and expenses, give
completequalificationsand referFOR SALE-Good Building Lot ences. Replies confidentional.Box
on Van Raaltc at 22nd St. Inquire 19, Holland City News Office.
,

—News

________

_________________

office.

40tfp.

THE HOLLAND CITY
TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR
HOME DEMONSTRATES TO BE

NEWS

FOREST GROVE
Following is the honor roll for the
County Clerk.
first five weeks of school: All
That J. G. Damstra
HELD IN ZEELAND OCT. 22
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schipper and coived the largest nu
ntaiks A: Anna Mae Poest, Paul
is
of.
Wolterink. 3 A’s, other marks B: children,Mr. and Mrs. John Ren* is nominated candidate by
The opportunityto study the I
Sanford St., a daughter, Thursday, Alice Kattc, Lester Wolterink, kema. spent a day last week shop- Democratic Party for the office
Eleanor Boardman
subject "Making
•Makirthe ‘house more
October 9th.
Laura Berghorst, Stella De Jonge. ping in Grand Rapids. They left County Clerk.
Motion PictureActress.
homelike" is given the women livThat John H. Den Herder
Robert Small, who has filled the 2 A's, other marks B: Mary Van their automobile in Grandville and
Psalm
01, quoting in the south half of Ottawa
position as chemist at the Mead- Sluys, Esther Vanden Bosch, Eva boarded an interurban car for the received the largest number
ing verses 1-11:
ZEELAND
MAN
GETS
SEVERAL
County during the coming months.
He that dwelleth Johnson & Co. factory here for Van Zoeren. 1 A, other marks B: city, thus reviving pleasant memo- votes is nominated candidateby
JUDGMENTS AGAINST lyM
According to Esther C. Lott, home
the past several years, receivedthe June Van Peursem, June Cook, ries of the days when the old Hol- Republican Party for the office o
In fhe secret place
demonstration agent, fourteen
ON STOCK DEAL
sad news of the sudden death of Gladys Van Haitsma. All marks B: land interurbanpassed through County Treasurer.
of the Most High
groups have already been organThat Harry Kramer having r«
I his only brother and only blood Marvin Meeuwscn,Ethelyn Schaap, | this vicinity.
shall
abide
under
ized for the project, to be given un- Italian Citizen Draws (1,000 Fine,
I relative,FrederickJ. Small, at | Loon Van Zoeren. 8th grade: June |
On Wednesday afternoon, Octo- ceived the largest number of vote
tl\e shadow of the
der the directionof Miss Gertrude Sentence; May Face Deportation
Herkimer,N. Y„ Tuesday night. Kieft, John Wabeke, Elmer Hart- her 22, an auction sale will be held is nominated candidate by v
Almighty, 1 will
Reis, home furnishing specialist
Mr. Small left for Herkimer at once J gerink, Leon Faber. LillianBorst, of the S. Yntcma property in the Democratic Party for the office of
say of the Lord. He Is my
from the State College.
In no uncertain terms did Judge
I
to assist his aged stepmother at Velma Whitvliet,WinifredBoone, turg here. John Van Dam will act County Treasurer.
refuge and my fortress: my
The training
_ schools for local
____ Miles score Joe Caperano,Grand
That Frank Bottje having rei the funeral and look after the busi
Bernice Bouwens, Robert Donia. as auctioneer.
God: in Him will I trust.
leadersin the Zeeland district will Rapids, found guilty of transportMrs. Henry H. M. Vandc Bunte ceived the largest number of vo
7th grade: Laverne De Vries, RanSurely he shall deliver thee I ness affairs of his brother.
be held at the City Hall, Zeeland, ing 36 pints of liquor,when he
from the snare of the fowler, ! Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bloemsma and dall Claver, Grace Grant, Esther aid Mrs. Alfred Ter Haar sub- is nominated candidate by the
from 10 to 4 p.m. Oct 22. Trainingsentenced him to one to two years
mitted to operationsfor the remov- publican Party for the office
and from the nolsesome itesll* I Tony Bloemsma returned on Mon- Weersing, June Weersing.
centers for leaders will be held iniat Jackson, fined him $1,000 and
al of tonsils and adenoids at the Register of Deeds.
i day evening from a ten days’ trip
13
lem-e.
He
shall
cover
thee
with
*7
Zeeland and Jamestown once each I costs. Caperano is an Italian citi; to Rudyard and Crystal Falls.
office of Dr. Wm. Reus in JamesNEW GRONINGEN
That George 8. Christman hidhis feathers,and under Ills
month. The course consistsof six zen and Judge Miles said after his
1 While in Rudyard they visited
town last Friday.
ing receivedthe largest number of
wings
shalt
thou
trust:
His
23
lessonsas follows:
prison term was finished he would
Mrs. Willard Berghorst of Zee votes is nominated candidate
with Mr. Bloemsma’sbrother and
Bert Schuitemaof New Gronintruth shall be thy shield and
DiscussionI. Beauty in furniture recommend deportation. This was
sister, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Kem- gen, who has been very ill at the land and Miss Joan and Miss Jean the Democratic Party for the office
buckler.
arrangement.
the third offense.
per.
Zeeland hospital the past week, is Kole of Holland called at the A. of Register of Deeds.
Thou shalt not he afraid for
ff
Joe Pankiewicz was sent to Ionia
DiscussionII. Color in the home.
The Metropolitan Club, composed improving. He submitted to an op-iVander Wal home last Saturday.
That John R. Dethmers ha
the terror hy night; nor for
Discussion III. Floor coverings. for seven and one-half to 16 years
Relativesand friendsof Dr. and received the largest number
of firemen, police officers and mail eration about two weeks ago.
the arrow that flleth by day;
The making of a braided rug.
for breaking and entering a hardmen of Zeeland and Holland cities, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Van Liere and Mrs. E. J. Strick will be interested votes is nominated candidate by
nor for I he pestilence that
Discussion IV. The background ware store at Marne, second ofaccompaniedby the Metropolitan family called on Mr. and Mrs. M. to know that a little daughter was the Republican Party for the offica
walketh In darkness; nor for
of a room. The walls of a room, tpe fense; Harold Beattie, Jackson, six
Women’s Auxiliary club, composed MeindertsmnFriday evening.
horn to them on October 9 in Amoy, of Prosecuting Attorney.
the destructionthat wusteth
woodwork and floor are the keynote months to a year and costs, for
of their immediate Yelatives, met at
Mr. and Mrs. Nick De Boer, in China, where Dr. Strick has been
at noonday. A thousand shall
That 'Charle, E. Miin«r h.vln,
Mr. George E. Kollen returned
driving while intoxicated,second
to the atmosphereof a room.
the legion rooms here on Monday company with Mrs. Wierda and engaged in .medical work for a received the largest number of
fall at thy side, and ten thouto
her
home
at
80
West
Thirteenth
Discussion V. Selectionand use offense; Frank Wilkowski,Ionia,
evening. This was a regular meet- Miss Hermina of Holland motored number of years.
sand at thy right hand; hut It
votes is nominated candidate _
of living room accessories. Italian one to 15 years for breaking and street last Saturdayafter a fourGerrit Yntema is having a new the Dtmocratic Party for the office
ing of the club, but the social fea- to Hamilton Wednesday evening
shall not come nigh thee. Only
quilted pillows will be made by entering in the day time. He stole month tour of Europe. Her son,
hen house erected on his premises. of Prosecuting Attorney.
ture was added and a most enjoy- ami calletHvn friends there.
with thine eyes shalt thou bemembers of the groups.
a pocketbook with about $4.00 in it John L. Kollen, who has been studyMrs. J. Wolterinkand Mrs. J.
able time was spent by nil until a
Mr. and Mrs. John Deters and
hold nnd see the reward of the
That Daniel F. Pagenlen and J
DiscussionVI. The use of flowers while purporting to be a salesman. ing music abroad, will spend the
family and John Deters, Sr., of , Smallegan, as delegates from the rett N. Clark having received'
late hour.
wicked.
winter
in
New
York
studying
unThe following judgments were
in home decoration.
Visitors at the home of Ed Zeeland, called on relatives in Fill- local Mission Society, went to largest number of votes are nom
Because thou hast made the
Peop , der Hans Friedberg and at the JulMore groups may enroll before decreed to the plaintiffs:Peoples
Holand on Wednesday,October 15, inated candidates by the Re“_
Kloosterman Sunday were Mr. and more Sunday afternoon.
Lord, which Is my refuge, even
Oct. 22 by notifying the home State Bank, Holland,
l|»rd School of Music. He returned
iolland, vs. Burt
Bi
Mrs. Johannes De Vries and chilMrs. Fred Oudemolen and chil- to attend a meeting of the Women’s lican Party for the offices of Cirthe Most High, thy habitation;
Balder, $342.75; Peoples State with his mother.
ager
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Bert De Vries ;(Jren, Stanley, Junior and Gordon, League for Missions at Voorhecs cuit Court Commissioners.
there shall no evil befall thee,
extension committee members as Bank vs. John Straatsma, $640.80;
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Clar-i Mr*. Sam Kolk, Franklin and Miss dormitory.
neithershall any plague come
At a meeting of the Rainbow
That William 0. Van Eyk ha:
follows;
Gerrit DeWyngardenvs. Chester Girls Tuesday evening it was de-oence Voss ^nd Mr. ami Mrs. John I Frances Kolk motored to Grand
nigh thy dwelling. For He
ing received the largest number of
Zeeland district, Mrs. T. Kraai J. Lahuis, of Zeeland and Florida, cided to furnish the cod liver oil
OVKKISEL
shall give His angels charge
! Rapids Saturdav and spent the day
votes is nominated candidate by
$8,000 with interest since April 28, necessary to bring health back to
and Mrs. Walter Wierenga.
over thee, to keep thee In all
Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg will with relatives there.
the Democratic Party for the office
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Its body. . But their potstlonaarc
W 177), Seventy-eight 179). Kighty-thre#
Hope
Albion (15)
w p... of ,h. QuUd .nd MO in, Thal (.,jrdon F v>n
1*3). Eighty-four(M). Eighty-flve (81).
fatal, for the drink contains n pnl
Life of a
Kighly-six (M). Eighty-aexen(17).
Beaver ......... ... L E ......... Schrocder
son which soon paralyzesthem. As
Mr, and Mra. Cyrus Keizer and Ouiid has been organized for the
The four first awards of S5.000i having received the largest numDghty-nlke -9). Ninety <**). Ninety-one
soon ns the hug is nwnre of the Norlin ...............LT ............ Vallance Bernard of Forest Grove spent purpose of encouragingand itimiilat- umveVstfy^ei^d by thTfoftunau'’‘er °f Yot*» is nominated candidate (91). Ninety-two IS2). One Hundred Ten
(119). One Hundred Eleven I til). One
nnt’a weakenedcondition. It censes
fh7 tT. young craftsmen. These scholarship* for tho officeof State Senator.
Brunson (c). ...LG ............... Childs Saturday afternoon .hopping
Hundrtd Twelve (112), One Hundred
Thursday, Oct. 23 [one day only] to he passive nnd stubs Its victim
of America. It was felt that with the cover a full college course of fojjfJ
That
Cornelis
Stekctee
having
Thirteen (113), One Hundred Sixteen
Blackmore J. B. Mulder of Holland, Man- Jirosenttrend toward highly de veloped years In the Junior division,
through n chink In Its horny armor Frisoma ............ €..._ ......
received the largest number of
(11$). One Hundred Seventeen (117).
SUE CAROL,
the winners may not have
sucking out the lifeblood with Its Painter ........_.R G ______ .. Magnolia attcr of “De Grondwet," eacaped
V™'-' 15“
college age, the scholarships
vote* is nominatedby the Repub- One Hundred Forty-three (143). One
WITHERS in
Hundred Forty-seven(147). On# Hu'
shnrp honk. The drained bodies ol Wyngarden ... ..RT ....... .... Ambler juries which might have been seri-.hood unskilled in any craft and that held in trust by the Guild Ub
lican Party for the office of sherForty-eight(14$), One Hundred
winners are prepared to enter
ter t
the assassins’victims fall to the
ous on Sunday when the Buick car ' *^,uftu*nct*on of r,‘“‘ »rtltanB might urn versify of their choice.
iff.
four (1*4). One Hundred
G. Wicgerink. ..R E .............Stiencr
ground henenth Its lurking plnce
In addition to tr.ese
which he was driving swerved off i --it is our endeavor to foster,insoThat Frederick H. Kamferbeek (171), One HundredSeventy-two (1
......
Nelson
Poling
...........
QB
.........
awards
and
the
Detroit
tripi
One
Hundred Ninety-flve 419$). and
nnd sometimes accumulate In
the road two miles east of this
a» ** ‘*1:0 •b'*- [hal ‘P1"1.0J
having received the largest numBO boys, there will be cast.
in
Hundred Four (294). of
large numbers. The can-assesare Dalmnn ............L H ..... v. Lightbody Plane. Mr. Mulder loat control of I RnTlSl''
for builders of the second best coi
ber of votes is nominatedby the
.of
dragged off hy another ant species, Fox ..............
his car in lettinga motorist pass. Mid Mr. Fisher in eiplniningthe model m both divisions in each etal
.....Gray
ty.
•... ..R H .....
Fri., Sat., Oct. 24, 25
and other cash rwards for Individual, DemocraticParty for the office of
The car went into the ditch and almi and purposesof the Guild
a red one. which does not scruple
Tysse ...........F B .......... .. Hughes.
i ji
i
anai --The boys eligible to become mem- merits on particularpart* of the Sheriff.
to make a pstiedn-cnnillhnl feast
was badly damaged.— Zeeland Rec- bers of the Guild and compete in this model building, such as woodferaftJ
ALIOLSON in
That William Wilds having re
Score
by
periods:
contest joon will be knocking at the
on the remains of its fatuously bib
6— 6
Lokker *
.....
0
ulous relatives.
Hope.. .....
!

Transporting
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‘

Tawrite Bible
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Costly

October 13. a son, Donald Hugh;
to Mr. and Mrs. Olbert Nvkamp,
Oakland, a son, Monday, October
13; to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ramps,
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NEWS

Zeeland got more than a goose
Professor Albertus Pieters, D.D.,
egg at Fremont. One of it* best of the Western Theological Semi-

responded 100 per cent and a perfect attendance was recorded.
player*,Gilbert Plasma, suffereda
A linen shower was given in
badly injured leg and he is not
honor of Julia Rigterink at the
liable to play in Saturday'sgame,
home of Dr. and Mrs. G. H. RigterNew* ha* bet*n received here of
An onion was
wa exhibited in Hol- at 8 p. m. His subject was: “The
ink last week. A large number of
(Continued from Pmge
-•
the recent death of the oldest son land City last week which measur- Nameless Book.” Dr. Pietersis one
ladies were preeent and the honored
of Rev. and Mr*. Gerrit D. Van ed lfi'/4 inches in circumference and of the leadingclergymen in the Reguest was presented with a large
Peuraen, Reformed missionariesin weighed pounds. It was taken formed denominationin America. able to sell the gods. The purchaser number of beautifulgifts.
Arabia 20 years. Death followed from a field near ShelbyvilLeand- His book, "Facts and Mysteries of by the same token feels hard up
John Illg and family motored to
an operation at Kodaikanal, India. was not selected as the largestone the Christian Faith," and many of even if he is not. If this cause was Kalamazoo Sunday to visit with
Mr. Van Peurscn is a graduate of which could be found.
his missionaryworks are widely removed and those who can buy relative*.
would, there would not be laborers
Hope colleife.
large number of Sunday
As a result of those high winds read by persons of nil denomina- enough.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wood Rlod- of two weeks ago the canneriesand
School workers of the local churchMilton Anderson, driver of a
.Today
money
does
not
come
fast
jjett, Brookbv House. I’lymouth rd., rider mills in Allegan county have
es attendedthe Sunday School rally
Larson Motor Sales company- of
(irand Rapids, entertained at din- been crowded with windfall apples Muskegon, tractor, saved himself enough to the consumer and that of the North Central District held
er with a timid buyer causes
ner Tuesday evening in honor of which mostly were perfectlygood from injury and averted heavy loss together
at the Ref. Church of Overiscl.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Diekcma of except as to bruises or a little dirt. by his quick thinking Wednesday a halt in the distributionof mer Rev. R. Vanden Berg of Zeeland dechandise.
Holland. Mr. Diekema is the
The following Holland High afternoon when * he discovered, In our capitalistic .system all is livereda splendid address.
United State* minister to The
when passing through Spring Lake, not spent for labor and raw mateFred Van Dyke and family of
pupils
are celebrating their birthNetherijind*.—
G. U. Herald.
tie tank of the tractor he wai
was rial but some must come bock for Holland visited J. H. Maatxnan Sundays this week. The yduna ladies that the
Gerrit Van Dyke, who is 85 years
driving,was afire. Two big gasoprofitswhich gradually decrease* day and attended the aervices at
of course are ail "sweet si:xteen."
' old and lives in Chester township,
Here they are: Donald Te Roller, line carrying trailers with 7,000 purchasingpower. The wealth of the First Church.
Ottawa rounty, was knocked to the Lucia Ayers, Isaac Bo Kraker, gallon capacity, were in the rear of the average man has grown greater
A regulsr monthly meeting of
pavement hy a car driven l.y Ar- Hazel Sumpter. Richard Schaft- the flaming tractor but Anderson per capita statUticc show. Prac- the Men’s Adult Bible Class of the
uncoupled them in a hurry and tically a new industry, the auto- American Ref. Church was held
thur Caatonia,Ravenna, as he was
ener, Arthur De Waard. Albert
separated them from his burning
leaving a car in which hr had ridmobile has brought millions upon Monday evening. John Dethmers of
. •
. ti. uSchrotenboer, Herbert Vander
dcntochuith. Thednver stopH;,,,^
ond Nienhuip,Ivan tractor. The tractor was ruined millions in circulation.Naturally Zeeland gave an interesting address
with
loss
running
into
several
thouwithin five feet. The man s condr |
p„u,ine Potter, William
all this money had gone into the emphasizingthe relation between
tion is said to lx- serious due to his lDr^.pr; Mildre<, Baron> Christ sand dollars.The driver "discovhands of the consumereven before American independenceand the
extreme
Kammeraad, Julia Speet. Joan Lu- ered" the fire when the seat on an automobile • was built. This !»pirit of lawlessness of the times.
Fremont High football team •“im- j jrer5i xima Ten Rrink. Alrin Prim, which he was riding,became hot meant the buildingof factories and A large number of men were presand he rose to investigate.
ply smotheredthe Zseland H'Kl' (;00rge Bosworth. Franklin Van
the putting in of machinery long ent.
team at that city Saturday with , *|sburg, Cornelia Van Voorst.
Capt. William E. Preston and a before the goods were on the marThe rabbit season opened
crew of three coast guards return- ket.
Wednesday with a great deal of
"There is much talk of prevent- noise. Reports are that rabbits are
‘
Kick!
wTlo (iranT Havefl SuThi,
ing depressionsor at least of alle- quite plentiful in this vicinity and
;f
Vi.. «.* ««“ »«« »
*
the Michigan Tourist «nd
by jadg(, Mile* to from six body reported to have been sighted viating them. Some believe that a good percentage of the hunters
in Lake Michigan by a Grand Rap- these depressions go in cycles and returned well loaded.
r.LUl months to two years in Jackson and ids aviator.The body was sighted
Mrs. Sena Maatman and daugh-i
must come in order to take up the
held at the Pantlind Hotel, ^.nd
™
85 miles off the Milwaukee shore slack.
ter Adelaidevisited relatives in
by Roy Pickering,Kohler Aviation
"I sometimes wonder if, in the Otsego Sunday.
&hic
.issss corporation pilot. The place indi- arrangement of our business and Mrs. A. J. Klomparens enterprejldem. M.ny from IWlan.l at- ;
issu^B J1, numfcr cated is near the place whore the ia the regulationof pur vast money tained the following guezta last
tended the banquet ending a
violator,and they were fruit packet North Shore is be- wealth and resources and our week Wednesday: Mrs. Anna I^wlieved to have sunk recently with great saving power, we cannot find ver, Mrs. John Van Zoeren, Mrs.
v . {it | summoned to appear before the'!--;:*
a happy medium that would in a Harry Orr, Mrs. C. Fisher. Miss
Chief C. Blum and son Neil will cour( wjlh lbt.irprobation officers u*
motor to Muskegon today, Friday,,^ ^p|| wby they had failed to re-1 Rev. William Van Kersen, D. D.. measure dissipate these stressful Mildred Fisher, Mrs. McMillan, all
of Holland and Mrs. P. H. Fisher
to attend the banquet given in hon- 1 .,ort
0ff[rer as required or| western secretary of' the Roani of periods that come at intervals.
"The people of the nation taken and Miss Hazel Fisher of this
or of fire chief Napoleon Belfy, ; f,ad otherwise failed to live up to Foreign Missions of the Reformed
veteran chief of the Muskegon tire thf, tprms of thpir probation,
Church of America, gave an illus- as a whole receive ninety billion place.
Mr. and Mrs. N. De Boer of New
department, who will be the guest
strated lecture on the missionary dollars a year. Between the peak
of honor at a testimonialdinner
For the woman who sews well and effort of the Reformed church in of prosperityand the drop through Groningen and Mrs. Wierda and
the Occidental hotel tonight, the has time, it is often an economy to Japan. India. Chinn and Arabia at depression there is a differenceof daughter, Gertrude of Holland,
forty-fifth anniversary of his en- 1 make wash suits for small boys un- the Unity Reformed church, Mc- about ten billion dollars. It would were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
trance to the department.Fire i der six. A careful selectionof a Laughlinavenue and Holt street, seem that the government could Nieboer last Wednesday.
chiefs from two score Michigan trouser pattern is essential.The Muskegon, Tuesday evening. Dr. keep in reserve this amount for deWalter Monroe, Sr., is making
cities will be invited to attend, in- 1 Bureau of Home Economics has
Van Kersen, who has just returned velopment in stressful times in extensiveimprovements on the
eluding Chief William Weeks of I Rome helpful suggestions on this from a severalmonths tour of mis- order that the steady stream of property which he recently purBattle Creek, the only man in | point in Leaflet 52- L, Suits for the sion stations,spoke in Muskegon money, the medium of exchange, chased from his son Walter Jr. The
Michigan, it is said, who outranks Small Boy.
under the auspices of the Mission may not be halted.At such times old barn and garage have been
Chief Belfy in length of service. Henry Schutte, employe at the Guild of the church. While on the the nation could develop needed torn down and a new garage is beAbout twenty Allegan county West End garag% accidentallyshot trip, the Holland man took motion projectscovering a period of time. ing
• ,
dairymen are making the trip to ; himpelf Fri(iay whuP, removing a picturesof all things of interest.
This could also apply to big pubMrs. J. Schulpaper of Chicago i»
St. Louis by bus to attend the Na- 1 revolver from a drawer. Tke bullet
Under directionof Henry Schuil lic service companies,who after visiting at the Roy Cobb home for
tional Dairy
grazed his leg, causing a wound of Grand Rapids, superintendentof all are the greatest loosers during several days.
The Women’s Study Clubs- met at
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mulder and about three inches long and an inch rearing ponds. Deputy Game War- "hard times.”
Big business has been planning the home of Mrs. Nellie Borgman
daughters Lucile and Ruth were the deep in the front of the right thigh. den Maurice JCuite and Henry Van
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Van The wound was dressed by a local der Schel of Holland the rearing operations from year to year. It last week - Wednesday evening.
landegend at Muskegon,Sunday.
ponds at Holland conservationpark would seem that plans could be de- Mrs. B. Voorhorst, Mrs. John Illg
doctor.
were emptied Saturday and the fin- vised whereby building programs and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing were in
gerlings planted in Black, Pigeon would cover ten year periods. The charge of the program. The ladies
and Kelly lakes. Approximately plans could be so arranged that discussedthe subject, “The Nether110,900 blue gills and 5,000 big bass when work was needed develop- _______
lands,” and information was given
were transferred. The bass fry ment could go on and when work j regarding Dutch customs, literameasured from 3 to 7*/ inches and was plentiful projects could be . lure and songs,
represented the finest collection halted.That also applies to muni-| Harry Lampen and family visitever taken from the pond. Many cipal projectssuch as paving. Hol- ed at the home of Dr. J. Wiggers
large golden shiners and thousands land today, for instance, is not pav- at Burton Heights Sunday evening.
of crabs also were transferred. This ing a street when in reality paving
Prof. T. T. Gorder is driving a
is the third season for the planting should go on today instead of. a new Ford town sedan. And -now
of bass fry and it is estimated that few years ago.
folks are wondering.
between 40,000 and 50,000 have
"The deplorableangle in many of
Nicholas Burggraaff of Hope colbeen transferred to local waters.
these things and a real drawback lege spent the past week-endwith
Officials of the Pere Marquette is that politics and human selfish- his friend Victor Maxam.
railroadcame to Holland in a spe- ness enters. One party belittles and
Miss Elvira Roon of Way land
cial car on a tour of inspection obstructs real measures of merit spent a few days with Miss Mabel
Tuesday. They also visited Grand of the other.
Lugten last week.
Haven. Mr. F. B. Rich took charge
"One saving grace I see ahead
Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Roggen and
75c Rubbing
2 for 76c
of the oartv when it reached Hol- and that it that the youth of our children motored to East Holland
50c Milk
2 for 51c
land. Vice President R. J. Bowman nation is ready and eager to tackle Monday to visit with their parof Detroit headed the party.
and solve these most perplexing' ent*, Mr. and MVs. Johannes Haan,
15c Epsom
2 for 16c
questionsand it is these young men in honor of Mr. Haan’s birthday anPlans are being sponsored in the
and
women who will work out a niversary.
25c Castor
2 for 26c
Ottawa-Allegancouncil. Boy
solution to these problemi. Why do
Rev. R. A. Carnahan of Pella,
Scouts, for an area-wide jamboree
25c Camphorated
2 for 26c
we solves the great problems of Iowa, addressed First Reformed
to be held in either Allegan, Holthe air? Our astronomists can fig- congregation in the interests of
land or Grand Haven in the twenty25c Spirit*
2 for 26c
ure out the perplexing questions Central College, which is located
first anniversary week of scouting,
25c Tr.
2 for 26c
Feb. 8 to 14. The jamboree, the relatingto the skies. They can fig- at Pella, last Sunday afternoon.
ure out the weight of a star, the This college of the Reformed
first of its kind to be held in the
25c
2 for 26c
area, will be open to the public minute of an eclipse, the speed of Church is endeavoring to raise an
light and many other intricate endowment fund.
with more than f>00 Scouts taking
25c Germicidal
2 for 26c
Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp of Hope
part. The area iamboreewill be things. Why should we then sidetrack the more simple problems that College conducted the services in
preceded by four district jamborees.
50c White
2 for 51c
The north central and east districts govern ourselves and our well- the American Reformed Church
being?”
last Sunday.
50c Aspirin Tablets (100
2 for 51c
will be under directionof Stephen
The Junior Mission Band of the
Mead and John J. McCracken of
1.00 Mineral
2 for $1.01
Grand Haven. The west central
Paving operations on the new American Reformed Church met
at the home of Mrs. H. W. Schutdistrict will he in charge of F. M. road between Holland and Zeeland
1.00 Cod Liver
2 for $1.01
. 0
. , n,^rnnnn
Lievense, Ray Knooihuizen, Wil- over the defunct Holland interur- z1™*1 la8t
w
Rev. and Mrs. A. H. Strabbing
25c Corn
2 for 26c
liam Meengs and A. E. Van Lente ban road bed has been postponed
and
Misses
Nellie
and
Henrietta
of Holland. The east central dis- until next spring. Grade work has
50c Maglac Tooth
2 for 51c
trict will he in charge of William been completed and the bridge Zwemer of Holland were guest* of
Van de Water of Zeeland and the across Black river soon sill be fin- Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing and
50c Penslar Dental
2 for 51c
southern district in charge of T. ished. The right-of-way at Holland children last week Wednesday.

LOCAL SPEAKER
nary at Holland, gave a public adHAS HARD TIMES
dress in the Betnany Christian ReFOR HIS SUBJECT
formed church, Muskegon,Tuesday
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Women are enthusiasticover the coming styles
Living Room Furniture presented here this week
our Pageant of Progress— a style parade. See the
soft tones in coverings, try the
reversible cushions and

new comfort,

complementary chairs

in
in

new

note the
to

match-

aur

^

T^h

Uo-|

.

to

j

in

built.

Show.

Advanced notes in the main pieces come at the
same time with a definite improvement in the smaller things that go to complete
living

room— 3-piece suite for

Msmwamm

the
... .

$10^

*plvO

35: $159

COTA’S

ONE CENT SALE

Magnesit,
Salts, Oil, Oil,
Camphor, Iodine, •
Mercuroclrome
Soap, Liniment, •
Alcohol,

--•

Oil,
Oil,

Colloie,

50c Maglac Tooth
50c

Shampona

) -

Paste,
Cream,
Brush,

.

-

-

Shampoo,

2 for 51c
2 for 51c

COLONIAL CLUB

Lotion, - Talcum, - Tonic - -

50c Shaving
50c
25c

75c Hair
50c

Bay

Cream,

Rum - -

50c Hair

Oil

-

2 for

51c

2 for

51c

2 for 26c
2 for 76c

-

2 for 51c
2 for 51c

R. Ward of Allegan. Scouting and
educational projects will be featured at all the jamboriees. Scout
Executive P. H. Norg is in charge
of the area jamboree. The district
jamborees will be held in January,
with the district winners competing
for area championships at the big
jamboree.

buildings at Zeeland is under way.
The cost of the highway, which
calls for a 20-foot concrete road,
3.873 miles, will approximate$75,000. Barden 4 West will build the
road.
Christian High school continues
a member of the Michigan High
Another of the privatepond* for School Debating league and Joseph
rearing bass is managed by Sauga- Waldyke, William Lamar and Glen
jtuck and Douglas anglers. It was Breen have been picked as the
team.
to he emptied yesterday and the
product placed in public
The venture this vear, like those in LOCAL PHYSICIAN PAi'iSEb

waters.

New Mode Lend

Themselvei Easily to the

ComplementaryLittle Touches Necessary to Living Room Personality

?\V,rda?

o

-

A free cooking school is to be
put on in the Zeeland high school
gym on the aftemons of October
23 and 24 from 2 to 4 o’clock. The
school will be in charge of Mrs. A.
Meyers, an expert in her line.
Everyone from Zeeland and vicinity is invited. The school is put on
under the auspices of The Gaa
Company of Zeeland.

-

o

-

BROUWER
Avenue - •
The Old Reliable Furniture Store

212-216 River

SERVICE

TODAY

PLUS THE

Holland, Michigan

IS

STYLE PLUS

NEW LOW

IMMANUEL CHURCH -

AWAY SUDDENDLY. ORDER OF
are, EAGLES ATTEND IN A BODY

Allegan and Holland was wholly

GARDEN COURT TOILETRIES

- Cream •
Cream - Astringent • •
Powder

Brilliantine

Soap

-

Cota’s

PRICES

CONVENIENCE OF EXTENDED PAYMENTS

Services in the Holland Armory, Cor.
Central Ave. and Ninth St. Rev. J. amount of $562.50.
successful. Such enterprises
Adopted and warrant ordered isLanting, Pastor.
certain to greatly increase the good
50c Face
2 for 51c
sued.
10:00
A.M.
Morning
Worship.
fishing of the county.— Allegan
Funeral servicesfor Dr. Clifford
11:15 A.M. Sunday School.
Motions and Resolutions
J. Abbott, 60, who fell dead early
50c Vanishing
2 for 51c
7:30 P.M. Evening Worship.
Sunday morning at his home at 314
On motion of Aid. Klein,
The unidentifiedImdy of a man
The pastor will take up studies
50c Cold
2 for 51c
Pine Avenue following a heart atRESOLVED, that the City of
was taken from Lake Michigan 6
tack, were held Tuesday afternoon in the Book of Revelation,teaching Holland issue General Obligation
miles north of the White I.ake
50c
2 for 51c
with
the
aid
of
a
large
outlined
Bonds in the amount of $25,000 to
channel,late Saturday. Coroner from the home. Father Ebbert More chart.
of Grand Haven officiatedin the abcover the expense of extensions to
50c
2 for 51c
!Tiede Clock was notified and anThursday evening at 7:30 o’clock
sence of Father D. D. Douglas of
the Ornamental Street Lighting
nounced that he will go to Whitethe local Episcopal Church. Inter- a Bible Study Hour will be con- System in the City of Holland.
25c
2 for 26c
hall, where the body was taken to
ducted
by
Mr.
Lanting.
ment took place in the Union cemeCarried all voting Aye.
the Gee undertaking parlors,with
Don't miss these meetings. Bring
tery at Winn, Mich., on WednesOn motion of Aid. Klein.
a member of the crew of the illyear Bibles.
RESOLVED, that the City Clerk
I fated barge Salvor, one of
whose day morning. Father W. L. Larter
of Big Rapids conducted the servb« instructedto advertisefor bids
'victims has not been found. There
for the purchaseof $25,000 City
was a possibility also that the body icer at the grave.
54 East 8th Street
Dr. Abbott was born April 4,
qf Holland General Obligation
is that of one of the persons lost
Bonds. Said bond's to be known as
on the fruit packet North Shore, in 1870. in Warwick Village,Ontario.
He has been practicing medicine
Adi joFeictttilor Mail order i
"Ornamental Street Lighting
(Continued from Page One)
the storm two weeks ago.
for the past 28 years, the last nine
Bonds.” Bids to he receivedno later
The Metropolitan club held their of which he spent in Holland. He
Engineer
showing
amount
due
K. than 7:30 P.M. on Wed., Nov. 5,
regular meeting in Fireman's Hall, was a member of the Fraternal OrB. Olson on 22nd St. No. 2 Paving 1930.
Zeeland, Monday evening. After a der of Eaglds and the Masonic
Carried.
contract as $820.10.
«hort business meeting cards were lodge and was lodge physician for
Allowed.
On motion of Aid. Woltman,
Hnatroatiiiataujiacrrrtu 'nuinwmetmrnyv>,rtaB
played. Prizes were won by Mrs. the former organization. All the
Pursuant to provisions of Sec.
The
City Clerk was instructed
George Witt and John Boweps.
members of the Eagles lodge at- 10*11-12 of Title 27 of City Char- to send flowers to Mr. Champion at
delay stock*
tended
the
furnal
services
in
a
body.
The cast for the musical comedy,
te'\ Clerk reported amount* to be the Holland hospital.
The deceased is survived by his aared sed for Delinquent Light,
ing up on Coal
"Sonia.” to be- given by the HolMr. C. F. Beer of the E. & J.
wife, a uaughter, Miss Laura Ab- Power and Water Bills with the
Sales Corp. appeared before the
till you're shivering - I land high school mixed chorus is
s I nearly completed. About thirty Ixitt of Holland,and two sons. next general tax roll*.
Council and made a propositionto
from fall'sfirst blizzard.
people have tried out for only eight Alton A. Abbott of this city and
Clerk ordered to certify names, sell the City of Holland an E. & J.
Clifford
C.
Abbott
of
Grand
RapIT
and g parts. Those in the cast so far are ids. Two sisters. Miss Lilly Abbott amounts and descriptions to the Resuscitator A Inhaiator at this
^ i Barbara Evans. William Vande
Board of Assessors to prepare the time and wait for payment of same
have
comfortable h . Ven, Donald TeRoller,Stewart and Mrs. Eva Howden of London, necessary rolls therefor.
until the passage of next year’s
Board of Assessors submitted Appropriation Bill in March. The
home when it's freez- | Gross, Peter Boter, Marian Te Rol- Ontario,and a brother,Gordon Ah
hott
of
Oak
Park,
III.,
also
survive.
' ler, Leland Beach. Albert Oonk,
Special Assessmentrolls of Delin- cost of such machine and equiping outside.
MargaretVan RaalU* and Kenneth
quent Light, Power and Water Bills ment complete being $375.00.
HAMILTON
don't forget
coal is £ | Gross. The operetta will possibly
for the year ending June 30. 1930.
On motion of Aid. Hyma,
P i be given just before Thanksgiving,
J. J. Van Dyke is very serlously
Roll ordered filed in Clerk's ofRESOLVED, that the proposition
substantially cheaper
ill at his home.
fice for public inspectionand Clerk of Mr. Baer be accepted and the
now' than later in the
A community meeting was held,instructedto give notice that the outfit purchased.
See Cota’s "One Cent Sale" on
in the loeal hall In regard to a new j Council and Board of Assessors will
Carried.
i page 4. section one. Some real barhall. J. Brink, as chairman of the meet at the Council rooms on Wed.,
Aid. Brieve reported having re| gains.
I Montgomery Ward store at Hol- committee appointed a few weeks J Nov. 19, 1930, to review said rolls, ceived complaint*from residents 40 E. 8th
Phone 4651
land announces that the Nation- ago, submitted plans and another | Board of Assessors prtsented in vicinity of the West Mich. Furwide Semi-AnnualWard Week Sale committee, composed of Ben Kooi- 1 Special Assessment roll* of lots niture , Factory protesting against
Our Coal is the best
(closes late Saturday night. There ker, John Brink and J. A. Roggen and lands comprising the West 24th the refuse that comes from the
grade and not alone
is still time for shoppers to avail was appointed to solicit funds for St, Sewer. West 25th St., No. Riv- blower and is scatteredupon their
themselves of these bargaini found this purpose and to call a meotim’ er Ave. District Sewer, Van Raalte washings when hanging fcm the
that but DUSTLESS.
•
I in a
half page announcement in when the work ha* been finished Ave. A 23rd St. Sewer, Maple Ave.
to the final stens.
j & 30th St. Sewer, and Elmdale Ct.
Referred to the Civic Improvethis issue.
5th Ward-Chas.Dykstra. ,
Let us save you money
Mr. and Mr*. Lee Slotman visited :& Mich. Ave. & vinicity Sewer,
ment Committep.
flth Ward— Herman Steggerdu,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.l' Filed in Clerk’s office and numUnfinished Business
on your winters supply
FOR SALE— Cheap. Good sound Rire at Kalamazoo
bered, and Clerk instructedto give
The following electioninspectors The Council members discussed
J. H. Maatman spent the past. notice that the Council and Board were appointed for the next General at considerable length the merits
.pony including saddle and bridle.
of Assessor* will meet in the Coun- Election, Nov. 4, 1930:-—
of the Voting Machines, and wheR. W. Marriott, Bhugatuck. Phone week with children in Holland.
The Ladies of First Reformed cilrooms on Wed., Nov. 19, 1930, at
ther it would be for the best inter1st Ward—Simon Kleyn.
Church Missionary Society met on 7:30 P.M. to review said rolls.
eats of the City to continue their
2nd Ward— Albert Curtis.
275 East 8th Street.
Holland, Mich.
use. The sentiment seemed to preFOR RENT — Furnishedapart^ invitationat the home of Mrs. W. Clerk reported bonds & interest 3rd Ward— Ray Knooihuizen.
Eskee of Grand Haven. The ladies coupons duo and presented In
vail among the Aldermen that the
4th Word— Geo. Moot.
ment. 51 East 18th
42tfc.
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machines have several decided advantages over the old system of
voting but since they had decided
to put the matter up to a vote of
the people, they would abide by
their decision.
Adjourned.
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.
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[PASSENGER ON ALABAMA
COMMITS SUICIDE TWO
MILES FROM PORT

Don’t Sell Too

Much Fodder,
State Warning

An unidentified man jumped
from the Goodrichsteamer “Alabama" early Saturday morning
when the vessel was about two
miles off this port, in what la believed to have been a suicide. The
man bought a ticket at Chicago

MICHIGAN HAY, NOW BEING
PURCHASED BY INDIANA
AND OHIO MEN. MAY
CAUSE SHORTAGE
HERE

but as he did not purchase a berth
name was not registered.
According to some of the boat
crrtv, he was seen sittingin the
salon uuictly with others, when
he suddenly left for the deck, and
one of the crew standing near the
lower gangway saw a body drop
into the water.
The Alabama was stopped and
stood by for about half an hour,
while search was made, but no
trace of the body was seen. Due
to the extreme darkness It was
futile to remain longer, said the
officersand the boat docked at
Grand Haven about 3:45 a. m.
his

The

state agricultural depart-

ment learns buyers from Ohio and
Indiana are coming into Michigan
with offers of $20 a ton for hay.
At the same time farmers in the
central part of this state are trafficking in timothy hay among themselves on a-------basis of $6 to
.. $
v10 a ton.

'Consider The Savings

Verne H. Church, federal agricultural statistician, stationed here,
sounds a word of warning.
“One can't blame these buyers
from other states for trying to buy
hay, considering the fodder situation in the states south of us, and
in fact Michigan always has been
an exporter of this crop. It ranks
ninth in the Union as a hay producer, New York and Wisconsin being the leaders. The August estimate for hay this year in this state
was 3,586,000 tons, a short crop.
The firet cut was good, but the
second cut will be nothing.
“Add the hay shortage to the
com shortage, and owners of the
3,873,000 head of livestockof all
descriptions in this state have
something to worry about, in spite
of the fact that the oat and barley

Account
— How

it

has been the nest egg of hundreds

of fortunes—

how

it

the road to success—

has

started hundreds on

how

it

can help you,

too.

And consider also what a desirable savings
home this strong 60-year old bank— Ottawa
County’s oldest bank— would be

4 Pet. Interest

for you.

Compounded

BANK

-

Giant Parade

With Floats
Friday Night
PEP MEETING AT CARNEGIE
WILL FOLLOW TO BOOST
HOPE ENTHUSIASM

HOPE TO PLAY OLIVET

com

Board Moves

Divided By

Against Road

OTTAWA COUNTY’S OLDEST

o

BANK

Holland-Zeeland

Men Winner

In

Target Practice
MANY VIGILANTES AND
FRIENDS MAKE A DAY OF
IT AT TARGET RANGE
The most successfulVigilantes’
shoot of the three annual meets
held since its organization was
aUged at the National Guard Rifle
range, Grand Haven, a few days
ago .when some 100 representatives
from the Ottawa County banks, the
sheriffsdepartmentand local and
state police gathered for trials of
marksmanshipand instruction.
Only Vigilantescompete for the
s Iver cup offeredby the banks of
the county and which must be won
three times for permanent possession. In the rifle class, Henry Roes,
Zeeland, shot 44 out of a possible
50; Lewis Zagers, Jamestown,and
Herman Prins, Holland, tied for
second place with 42 and Ben H.
Lievense and Henry Holstege,Zeeland, tied for third place with a 88.
In the revolver class Herman
Prins, Holland, shot 187 out of a
possible200; Garrett F. Huizenga,
Zeeland, shot 183 and Ben H. Uevense, Holland, 177.
The cups last year were held by
G. F. Huizenga,Zeeland, in the
rifle class and Herman Prins, Holland, In the revolver class.
Capt. L A. Webb, U. S. A. Instructorin arms, instructedin the
revolver shoot and Capt. Victor
Colson, commander of Co. F, 128th
Inf., M. N. G., in the rifle class.
The officers stated the marksmanship of the representativesof the
16 Ottawa County Banka was excellent. A 45 colt revolver was used
and a 35-45 Krag army rifle.
About 100 men were present, Including thc atate, county and city
officers and the meeting was by far
the most successfulof any of the
previous ones. John J. Lindemulder
of the Peoples Bank, la the county
chairman and a member of tat

October 24 andlfi will lie red3,500,000
letter days at Hope this yenr, since
annually imported
that is the time of the annual
into Michigan will have to be
Home-Coming.Olive Peeke, gengreatly increased— if it can be
eral chairman, reports that the
found, which i?f problematical in
committees in charge of the events
the face of conditionsin the com
arc working hard, to make this the
belt”
best ever, pnd the hints they give
At MichiganState college it is
of the program sound as If they
stated that low grade dairy cows
would succeed.
are being offered at the livestock
The Home-coming begins on FrigsiMHHOTiffiBgninininnnHiiiaig^^MThlllTl Est<lt6
market at $35 a head and sheep at
dsy night, October 24, with a big
$1 a head, and hard to sell at those
MILWAUKEE PASTOR IS
uarade, thc feature of which will
prices. The packers are declared
VOTED SEMINARY CHAIR
be floats made by every society. A
Is
j to be overstocked,warehousesfull
valuable prize will be given to the
and consumption below normal.
Rev. Winfield Burggraaf, pastor
society having the best float, and state council. Due to his efforts inThe livestockindustry is a $71,of First Reformed church, MilwauElizabeth Arendshortand Gordon terest has been maintained in ths
000,000 proposition in this state.
kee, was elected professor of sysAlexander are the committee in Vigilantes movement and the atThis figure represents the income POLITICAL CANDIDATES SAID tematic theology for two years by
of the award.
tendance yesterday manifested it
SPRING
VILLAGE IS charge
value of flocks and herds in 1928, a TO BE OFFENDERS AGAINST the board of superintendents of
Next the students will assemble
The day was ideal for the meetWINNER
IN
SUIT
FDR
SETnormal year. More recent figures
STATE MEASURE
Western Theologicalseminary at a
in Carnegie Hall for a program and
ing and after the shooting, reTLEMENT OF BEQUEST
as to income have not been comspecialmeeting Thursday in Bethpep meeting before the big game freshments were served.
The Ottawa County Road Coifl- any Reformed church, Chicago. He
piled. In February, 1930, the total
I with
Olivet Saturday. Cheers, The Vigilantes movement has
value of livestock on Michigan mission members arc highly indig- will succeed Rev. John E. Kuizenga,
In a decree handed down by stunts, and speeches will provide been taken up by most of the counnant over the flagrant infringe- now of Princeton Theologicalsem- Judge Fred T. Miles, the village of entertainment and dispel all doubts
farms was $5,864,969,000.
ties in Michigan and the shoots
Reduction of herds and flocks ment of the state law prohibiting inary and will begin his work with .Spring Lake is given undisputed ss to the reality of Hope Pep. that are held from time to time
bills
and
signs
on
the
highway
the opening of the institutionin title
........
..... ________ of
__ the
..
since the first of the year has been
to three-quarters
prop- After the mass meeting there wfll keep the men in practice so that
I erty located on the west
pronounced— sheep and lambs 12 rights-of-way. On beautifultrees, September,
sidc of be a bonfire in thc “stadium”to when a time comes to defend some
Mr. Burggraafis a graduate of .Spring Uke known as th« • Thum bring enthusiasmto a white-heat. institutionthey are prepared and
per cent, cattle 10 per cent, swine on posts, and any other convenient
Saturday afternoon is the game know how to use a weapon.
10 per cent. These figures were place appear advcrtiscmcnU par Hope college, Western seminary i estate.
in ,.lrcuit with Olivet. All the students and
found early in the year. The rate ticularly of candidatesseeking »nj the Free Universityof Amatcr- 1 Thc
Mr. Znebel,chairman of the Manelection
to
office
at
the
coming
dam, haunR entered the laat inati- f()Urt Rome tjmf aKO |iy vj||ug, floats are asked to meet on 12th istee county Vigilantes,accompaof decrease has been much more
November
election.
rapid since the drouth started,
tutton on a acholandnpawarded
gDrjni Lake aaalnat Otto Thum Street, near College Avenue, at nied by his wife, was present and
The cost of removing the un- him by Western .seminary
j andS&raL^ThuamHto"i
ing grains is the ascribedcause.
secure a set 1:30 and parade to the football made an excellent score. He extendsightly signs, after they become of his graduation,
i
field, where a big section will be ed an invitation to the Ottawa
I tlement of the property which was
windblown and water soaked, is
reserved for Hopeltes.John Meengs county group to attend a shoot in
REST DAY FOR DUCKS
i left in the will of the late William
SUCCESS IN WISCONSIN considerable to the public as in
Thum to the village of Spring Lake and Verne Buhl will lead Hope stu- the near future which will be held
most instances they are firmly NOTE LEFT IN GUN
and his heirs. No amicable settle- dents and alumni In cheers for vic- at Manistee.
*
A Wisrwnsinbrw provide* pro- nailed in
- FOUND BY VETERAN
ment could ever be effected as to tory.
The commission decided at a
Olive Peeke is general chairman NOTES FROM THE ALLEtection for ducks and coots Wedthe
division.
AFTER TWELVE YEARS
for the Home-coming and is assistnesday of each week during the meeting held a few days ago to
GAN COUNTY AGRICULI The defendants in the case will ed by the following people: FJdwin
take every advantageof* the law
open season. That the experiment
TURAL AGENTS OFFICE
While Will McVea was cleaning hIso share with the village a com- Tollman, Paul Brouwer, Geneva
in this respectand prosecute those
is an unqualifiedsuccess is evident
who
persistin ignoring the state a gun he had not used since the 1 mon road, leading from the public Dogger, John Meengs, Elisabeth
from the fact it is still in force and
4-H Club work for 1930-31 is
ruling, with punishments,which World war he found the following ' highway north across the property Arendshorst, Alice Roter, Grace
has met with general support from
getting underway in Allegan counare quite drastic.
note, dated Grand Rapids, Nov. 29, "hich will give both parties acHudson, Gordon Alexander,and ty. The State club leaders,Mr. P.
the hunters. Not a gun is fired on
I re** to their property and to the
Attention was called to the ad- 1918, inside the
Verne Buhl.
Wisconsinlakes, rivers or other
G. I .undin and Mrs. Harriet Shaver
“Friend Will: I thank you a
The
defendantsmust also
vertisement for bids for the conwaterways on Wednesdays, and
will be in the Pullman district oa
struction of the south channel thousand times for the use of your P«*y $HH).00 Httomey fees and some
PERE MARUQETTE RAILROAD the night of October 21, to conboats and decoys lay idle in camp
bridge which appeared in the Oct. gun. I thought of you several fM for other minor expenses,
while hunters play cards or go
HANDLES 208 CARLOADS
duct a meeting.
to Spring
2 issue of the Michigan Road and times when you were in France. . The portion deeded to
fishing.
OF FENNVILLE FRUIT On October 22 they will meet
Airport, official organ of the state When you find this write. With Lake includes the buildings which
with local leaders of 4-H clubs at
i although old could be put into rehighway department,and which best regards,
REPUBLICAN GOVERNOR
the Court House in Allegan. Tha
will be closed Oct. 22 at the office
F’ruit shipmentsfrom Fennville
Glenn Sebright." j pair. It is roughly estimated the
BRUCKER WILL USE PLANE of H. C. Fleming, resident conenrollment in club work Oils year
Sebright formerly was a resident propertyis worth about $30,000 in September were considerably
IN CLOSING DRIVE struction engineer at Grand Rapids. of Douglas. He now resides on situated on beautiful Spring Lake
promisesto be much larger than
larger than in the same month last
any previous year.
Stafford Avc.. S.W.. Grand Rapids. in the heart of the resort section. year .The Pere Marquette railroad
Interest in November election is
| According to the terms of the will
WITHOUT OTHERS NOT ONE
moved a total of 208 carloads of
greater than usual in years when
it can only be used for park or fresh fruit, including 77 of apples,
OF
US
COULD
SUCCEED
presidency is not at stake, accordPASSES FLOCK OF
• recreationalpurposes.
72 of peaches, 46 of pears, 4 of
ing to John D. Leasia, former manFarmers to be the guests of HolCHECKS IN ALLEGAN I ,l '".not known what thc village plums and 8 of grapes. This comager of the Brucker campaign, who
land — After a lapse of 12 years
I authorities
propose to do with the pares with 73 cars in September,
is now in charge of Republican
the Board of Directorsof the Holsite. Several suggestions have been 1929, representinga gain of nearly
state headquarters here.
A few weeks ago Joe Greinenland Chamber of Commerce has berger bought much' fruit from made which includes Boy Scout 300 per cent. This was the heaviest
Wilbur M. Brucker, Republican
O.K.’d a plan to conduct a one-day
growers in Casco, Allegan county, ^mp’ recJeat'on»lcenter and pic- month in fruit shipping from Fenncandidate for governor, plans to
Farmer’s Institute for Dec. 10,
ville in the last five years. The incover the whole state during the
including Wm. Wark. The total is
Th®re werl'?? f,undf crease is mainly due to the large
1930. The Institute is to be a treat
three weeks remainingbefore the
about $3,500 of which Mr. Wark is lef\ *'* h wh,ch to BUPP°? l,he ,andto the farmers from the City of in for about $1600. His first checks, j*nd ,l becomes somewhat of a prob- crop of peaches. This does not inelection. He is doing much of his
Holland. It will be conducted under
to how beat apply it to pub- clude shipments by truck or extraveling by airplane,to reach as
drawn on a Battle Creek bank,
press.
many important meetings as pos- the auspices of the Ottawa County proved good but many others issued llc U8e'
de8'ffne<* by the ,ate
o
Farm Bureau, Michigan State Colsible.
lege, The Holland Chamber of L^-WAre_re.t“n,^.u;P',id,„lhfreJudKO Mile. .1,0 decreed the folLeasia announcedtodav that the
being no money for him in the
Commerce, and the Merchants’ Aslowing judgments:Peter Van Zycandidate will fly from Marquette,
bank. It is understood that Greinsociation. The followingcommittees
where he speaks October 21, to apberger transferred his cash to a len vs. Isadore Fogelin,$341.75 and
pear at a meeting of Palestine have been appointed to carry out Grand Rapids bank. He was found $20 costs; and InternationalShoe
the details for this occasion:
Co. vs. Gus A. Fett, $839.89 and
Lodge in Detroit,October 22. He
.
Henry Geerds, General Chairman: in Indianapolisand brought to
will then fly back to the upper
legan
late last week by Sheriff tuI
Fri. You can’t play with the
Food & Preparation, Chairman A.
The
case of Edna M. Heap vs.
peninsula to address a meeting at
Teed. Mr. Wark visited him in InKleis, Henry Prins, J. A. Hoover,
Ironwood at noon, and a night
Fire
and win.
This week Friday night at 6:30
J. Van Tatenhove,Wm. Vanden*
meeting at Escanaba on the 23rd.
berg, Ray Nies, G. Cook;— Finance, 7n.it
JudKp Mi,«« will hand down R df- the Hope league of Women, capHe is tricky, unscrupu*
o
tained by Mrs. C. M. McClean, will
Chairman Henry Venhuizen, Jacob
Rev. John Van Peursem,of the
Iney “ How
los, ruthlets in his methstage an alumni banquet in honor
Fris, Geo. Mooi, Kenneth De Pree,
First Reformed church, was in
Fred Meyer, Alex Van Zanten, R. when he had not paid for the ;Lere‘1ft0FredkJo;kerl»tina" of our departing and our new presods. Avoid him by becharge of services at Trinity Repeaches is not easily understandidents. The Hope Alumni Club of
W. Tardiff, James Klomparens;
H. H. Hillman soon.
formed church in Holland, Sunday
able. He did not make any payment
ing careful and by obHolland
City
will
be
in
charge
of
morning. Mr. Van Peursem was Hall, Chairman Henry Geerds;
the banquet, to which, it is estiProgram & Speakers, C. P. Milham, to Mr. Wark, who says he will push BUSINESS GAINS AT
serving the rules of fire
the first pastor in charge of Trinthe matter thoroughly; that he can
Chas. A Gross; — Entertainment,
LEATHER FACTORY mated, over two hundred will atity church when it was built some
“send him up" for one year on each
prevention. Make sure,
j tend. All the Holland Alumni, as
(Sening Luncheons), Chairman C.
5 years ago.
Doombos, Merchants Association; check and so be able to keep him
Business is picking up," William I well a» any others who can be prestoo, that you have enough
Parking Committee, Police in iail some years. This sort of Hatton, presidentof the Flagle
f Ot- jmt, are cordially invited to attend. of the right forms of intrick is sometimesplayed successThe
REGISTRATION'NOTICE
Bupper will take place in the
Board; — Publicity, Chamber of
largest
Cb
Parlors.
Commerce;
Charlie’s C. of C.
surance.
jpholsteryleather in the Hope Church
Park Township
The banquet is given as an exBulletinNo. 31.
world and Grand Haven’s biggest
ment in some way, but often make
industry, stated yesterday.Mr. pression of loyalty to our former
This is your agency
a mistake in being lenientfor th**
For the general election to
BIBLE LIT. STUDENTS
Hatton said each month was show- president,Dr. E. Dimnent, and of
cash does not come.
held on Tuesday, November
URGED TO JOIN DEBATE
ing more of a return to normal and appreciationto our new president, of the Hartford Fire
1930.
that he felt the country was on the Ptof. Winant Wichers,
Insuraace Company.
To the qualified electorsof the Grand Haven Tribune
At a recent meeting thc followroad to recovery. The local plant,
townshipof Park, State of MichStudents in the Bible Literature
During the months of June, July while not giving all full time em- ing were elected officers of the
igan:
class at the Grand Haven High and August Holland had only 2769 ployment, now has 460 men on its Hope Alumni Club:
Call, Write or Phone
Notice is hereby given that in School and any others that care to outgoing passengers and 3004 in- payroll as against 540 which were
Prcsidentr— Mr. Neil Vander Meuconformity, with the “Michigan are being urged to cooperate in thc coming on the Goodrich Line boats, employed two years ago during a len.
Election Law,” I, the undersigned Sunday School Oratorical contest The total of 5773 is quite a con- remarkable businessboom. “We
Vice President— Mr. J. Ricmersclerk, will upon any day, except which will be given this year, sim- trast against 1929 with a total of have tried to give as many men ma.
Sunday and a legal holiday, the day ilar to the contestof last year.
outgoing and incoming passengersemployment as possible and keep
Secretary— Miss Hazel Albers.
JUST PHONE 4616
of any regular or specialelection,
Treasurer— Prof. A. Lampen.
The subject will be “The Value of 10,480.Freight shipmentsalso them on during this dull period,"
or primary election,receive for of the Sunday School in the De- have taken quite a slump which Mr. Hatton said. “This has been
29 East Eighth St.
j registration
the name of any legal velopment of Christian Character." accounts for the early withdrawal made possible by our willingness BERAND KAMPS IS OUT
‘ voter in said township not already Announcement for the district and
of boat service to Chicago from to manufacture where no market is
Holland, Mich.
FOR REAPPOINTMENT
registered who may apply to me final contests will be announced Holland’sport. An example of what in sight, although now almost our
ON OTTAWA ROAD UNIT
personally for such registration. later, but it is expected they will can be done to increase our port entire output,patent leather, is beProvided, however, that I can re- be arranged before March 10. The tonnage and guarantee our city ing disposed of, much of it to forBerand Ramps of Zeeland, will
ceive no names for registration final contest will be held at Hol- port the tonnage it deserves is set eign countries.China is a big buy- be a candidate for reappointment
during the time intervening be- land sometime in March.
by Frank Dyke, local contractor,er of patent.
to the Ottawa County road comtween the second Saturday before
Instead of having his gravel “The patent leather businesshas mission at the coming session of
any regular,special or officialprishipped in by rail or truck, he had been well developed by us and in an thc board of supervisorswhich conBODY WASHED ASHORE
mary election and the day of such
it shipped in by boat which will effort to maintain a market in the venes tomorrow. Kamps is finishelection.
The body of Clarence Brunette of increase our local port tonnage to motor industry,we arc cateringto ing out a six-year term electedto
The last day for general regis- 1823 Cherry ave., Muskegon, a 2,000 tons. If all shippers would exclusiveusers of ‘front seat leath- after fillingout the unexpired term
tration does not apply to persons member of the ill-fated barge Sal- take this attitude toward the de- er.’ This has to be made in a va- of 1). Bekuis of Zeeland.
who vote under the Absent Voters’ vor, was washed ashore near the velopmentof our harbor it would riety of tones," Mr. Hatton exThere will be oppositionto
Law.
Duck lake channel Thursday after- greatly increase our shipping ad^ plained. “We have even matched Kamps’ appointmentas Dr. W. G.
nt mroametAAMpume
vantages
over
other
\s*ss\,s
vaviuo.
cities.
We
v
arc
«•«
vthe
color
of
a
woman’s
slipper."
October 25, 1930, Last Day
noon.
Heasley, Zeeland dentist,has anK«r s\
n />n
rrrswiu«#»«•
_ h.
The body of Tony Winnooskiof ashy
on
cargoes
for lake unittltinr*
shipping
for general registration bv pornounced his candidacy and it is re! sonal applicationfor said election. Detour, also lost in the severe gale and must find ways to create them Cottages at Highland Park are
ported two others will be in the
Notice
...........
Is hereby
— _ _______
given that
_______
I will which sank thc craft on Sept. 26, if we are to remain a port city, being pilfered as is usual at this field. It has been the custom to apDistinctive
Cities that now have the tonnage time of year and severalhave been point commissioners from the
be at my officeat Waukazoo
| has not yet been recovered.
and the port developments will re- reported to Sheriff Steketeeas north, south and east sections of
Oct. 11 and Oct. 18.
o
from 8 o'clock a.m. until 5 o'clock ; The Stevens House at Fennville,ceive first considerationwhen the having been broken into. Among the county. Mr. Kamps represents
Seaway aeveiopmeni
development irom
from I^ke
p.m. on each said dav
i^axe to
lo them is the “Wisconsin,"
"Wisconsin,' owned by
by that
that last
last William
Willi
day for the purpur- 1j one of the best known hotels in seaway
Connellythe
n is complete.
comple
pose of reviewing the registrationwestern Michigan, has been sold to Ocean
Other cities are Mrs. Phiel of Milwaukee; the north
and^Austin Harrington
north half,
half.^and
and registeringsuch of the quali- 1 William Hinds of Saginaw. The I co-operatingso let us get busy and Cooper cottage and the Ben Krause ! the southern end.
fled
in
said township
as Stevens
built
cottage. Nothing
...... electors
___
...
........
____ was
..
_____ here
____ at: in
III 1910
a • and not be like the foolish
• ww......virgins
* •
* wwiimm of
-- great value j Aside
ennex*^ from
411/lH th
iliu ailflUUI
thc
annual UUUJFTV
budget
' shall properlv apply therefor. | has been operated by Frank L. Ste-' whose lamps wore not lighted.— seems to hr missing save from the and state tax appointment there is
---------------ARTHUR
WITTEVEEN, 1 vens since. Hinds will inaugurate a Charlie’sC. of C. Weekly news let- Krause cottage, where two rifles 1 not much of importance coining be, were
for. the
fh- board,
•cafeteriaservice.
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crops were good. The

Twice a Year on Savings!

Section Two

Sign Posters

Court Decree
LAKE

1981.

,uit

!

the

1925.

Once Again Kroger Leads
,

^

f .V»
1

. Reduction

.

in Price of

-

place.

^

Country Club Bread
The Great Body Builder

weapon:

Now

Pound and

7

Only

„

Half Loaf

Oval Dish Pan
Golden Ivory

-

Rim

Porcelain Enameled - Wide Roll

Only

49C

f

).V

^

Here la an enamel ware piece olTered to our customers at a price
way below what they would be asked to pay for it-elsewhere.
Beautiful - Practical * Durable.

Me.

*

BAD

ft

9

“

Friday and Saturday Speciak

—

BUTTER

Fresh Creamery Prints Lb.

Pet or Carnation

Evap. Milk

Evap. Milk

(o"n,r>

nub

Gold Medal Flour

3

Tall

-

Cana

4™°"”

24K

-

Have Banquet At

Al-

Z

iWnn

—
—

Lb. Sack

t-

Hope Alumni To

Hope Church

Demon

^

,

1

New 1930 Pack

Pumpkin
Vermont Maid
Jcllo All
Peas

Q

O

Large

Cana Ldl/V

Syrup

Flavors •

The Nations Dessert

OCp
24c

3

25c

-Tomatoes standard Pack 3 Cana 25c

Maxwell House

or Del

Monte Coflee

Lb.

39c

—

—

—

Visscher-Brooks

New Hallowee

Bulk Dates

- FRESH

Fresh • Nutritious

2

tb-

25c

FRUITS and VEGETABLES

-

Kroger Stores are Headquarters for
Fancy Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Every Day of Every Week

-

CHOICE QUALITY MEATS

Pork

Roast

Shankless

u>

Smoked Picnics Lb

-

15k
20c

run. •

|

..

Bacon ^
Pot Roast

si“

pi««

^

___

on

27c

^ 17c

1930

I -

,t.

-

__ _

-

Memorials

v ^

ter.

*

•

n-

taken.

*

THE HOLLAND CITY

Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

Local

NEWS

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

News

SUCCESS-or FAILURE

I

Henry Geerliagt spoke at the
Beechwood Parent-Teachers’ club
Friday evening.

in

John Wyma, 68 West Seventh
street, a student at Hope College,
underwentan operation for a rup-

i

m
m
n
m

tured appendix at the Holland hospital last week Wednesday evening.

Lewis Miles has been granted a
buildingpermit to rebuildthe ham
at the rear of his home at 38 East
Eighteenth street into a garage.
Gilmore Bonselaar, son of Mr.

and Mrs. Herman

mmmmwmmmmmwmi

Bonselaar, 28

West Sixteenth street, submitted to
an operation for appendicitisat the
Holland hospitallast week.

which?

J. M. Lievense has obtained full
information in regard to the shooting of Chinese ring-necked pheasants. He says that the birds can be
hunted any time after midnight of
October 25. This does not mean
that they can be shot in front of
automobile or other lights. The law
as published this year reads, "October 25th to 31st inc.. in lower
peninsula.Season closed in upper
peninsula."Last year it read “12
o'clocknoon C. S. T. October 25;
all day hunting Oct. 26 to 3lst ine.
in lower peninsula. Season closed
in upper peninsula."

Mrs. E. V. Hartman of West

Grandma”

“Hello

That baby voice tugs
at the heart strings
and brightens many an

Nineteenth street was honored with
a surprise party Friday evening
given by Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ketchum and a group of friends. Each
family brought their own meal and
a pot luck supper was enjoyed.
Games were also played. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Huston. Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Matters. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rockwell, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Van
How re • ''t you at finding mistakes? The artist has mt-jif-onally
Meter, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Ketmade sever. I oDv.cus ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
chum, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leacharc eauiy c severed, others may be hard. See how long it will take
man and Mr. and Mrs. Bert HuizYOU to Lni them
enga.

venience in shopping,
and it is a safeguard.
For emergencies do

a

arise,

when help

hour.

**

A telephone is
— such
---- a
—
comfort

is needed
and the teleka to
phone enables j
you

quickly,

—

-

home that

in any

j

its small cost is negli- ^

rcach a doctor, police or

firemen without

gible. It enables you
to keep in close touch The
with relatives
friends; it

is

a

and
/X\

delay,

cost of a telephone
in

your home

a

con-

only

is

cents a day.

HUNDREDS ENDORSE THEM — Want

Ads

Beautiful

The students^ of the Western
Theological Seminary were entertained at Eureka Park Friday by
Dr. Jacob Vander Meulen. The men
played football, baseball or horseshoes from 3:00 o’clockto 5:30. A
bounteous supper was then served
by Dr. and Mrs. Vander Meulen.
The following program was given:
Group singing led by Lester Kuyper; Leonard Greenway gave an
interestingaccount of his trip to
Europe this summer. Bernie Muyskens entertained with some music
on his musical saw. Each class presented a stunt after which all the
members of the Junior class were
called on to make a speech. The
group presented Dr. and Mrs. Vander Meulen with a picture as a gift
of appreciation.After the program
the students went down to the
beach and sang songs around the
camp fire until it was time to go
home.

Memorials
You

comfort to alleviatingthe
grief of patting from

some

loved one than by conse*

the

last resting

place with one of our
beautiful memorials.
offer
sizes

a wide

We

variety of

and designs from the simplest markers to the most im-

posing family

monuments*

HOLLAND MONUMENT WORKS
luck narth and ant-half wast Warm Frlsnd Tavarn
11 Wast 7th St. Phans 4214 Halland, Mich.
al

street.

I

L

A

Often Become Little Ones
solution.

To be “broke" and then

Mrs. Lewis Lawrence, a recent
bride, was the honored guest at a
linen shower last week Thursday
evening given by Miss Gertrude

of the

j

Ji

A Narrow Escape
decorated for the occasion.Bridge
was played and prizes were won by 'T'HI day the riots broke out In
Mrs. George Thomas and Miss Vera * Amritza,
4
in 1D18, I happened to
Van Duren. A two-course luncheon be making an Inspectionof a govwas served at a table decorated ernment fodder factory, one of the
with small hearts with a large msny I was responsiblefor In the
heart in the center in which were Punjab which were engaged in
hidden linen gift* for the bride. pressing up hay Into bales for disThe guests were Mrs. Hugh New patch to the armies In Mesopotamia
house, Miss Micky Essen, Miss, and Palestine. As ill luck would
Vera Cirrell, Miss GertrudeTies-, have It, the first place visitedby
inga, Mrs. F. Ver Plank. Miss Mar- the aoh of severe! thousandIntha Beckman, Mrs. George H. dians wbo gathered Intent on the
Thomas, Miss Vera Van Duren, destructionof the white man or his
Miss Gertrude Baker, Miss LaVerne ^property,wai thle particularfacEssenburgh, Miss Marie Ver Hage, tory.
and Mrs. Lewis Lawrence. Each
Fortunately a wall eight or more
guest present received a favor in feet high surrounded the place, and
the form of two tiny wooden hearts my friendly Indian contractor,as
joined together.The name of Mr. the first sounds of the approaching
and Mrs. Lawrence appeared on babel reached our ears, quickly
one side and that of the guests on locked and bolted the double en
the other.
trance gates. Then, greatly agitated, he informed me of the llkeli
Mrs. Bert Riemersma enter- hood of attack and the probability
tained with a miscellaneousshower of my rapidly approaching doom
at her home last week Wednesday Calling one of his coolie laborers,
evening in honor of Miss Hester he Instructedhim to place a ladder
Harbin, who is to be an October against the wall opposite the en
bride. Games were played and trance, and pointed this out to m.prizes were won by Mrs. R. Arm- as my only means of escape and
buster,Mrs. J. Deur and Miss Hes- begged me to avail myself of It Im
ter Harbin. A dainty two-course mediately.I was thankfulenough
luncheon was served. The bride-to- for the precautionshe was taking
be received many beautiful gift*. for my welfare, as it prevented the
The guests were Mrs. F. Van Sloo- necessity of having to make my
ten, Mrs. C. Secord, Mrs. C. Rie- own arrangements for possible
mersma, Mias Rena Riemersma, flight and thus displayingan tin
Mrs. N. Vander Huvel, Mrs. J. Bag- easiness which I was certainlybe
ladi, Mrs. E. Cross, Mrs. B. Balder, finning to feel,
Mrs. H. West, Mrs. L. Haas, Mrs.
I did not at this time know the
Zerrys, Mrs. D. Riemersma,Mrs. P. fanaticism or ruthlessnessof an
M. Caauwe, Mrs. P. Zerrys,Mrs. N. Indian mob. or It is likely 1 might
Mulder, Mrs. C. Bennett, Mrs. H. have decided to leave there and
Ten Hagen, Mrs. B. Westerhoff, then. I was armed, howe'er, and a
Mrs. J. Terpstra,Mrs. J. Deur, good runner, and I felt sure that
Mrs. R. Armbuster, Mrs. J. Straat- ‘If my six-shooterproved of no
sma, Mrs. C. Israels, Mrs. J. Rie- avail, I could easily make my es
mersma, Mrs. J. Riemersma and cape. Meanwhile the uproar of the
Miss Frances Riemersma. Out of approaching mob had lncrea«eduntown guests were Miss Betty and til we conld hardly hear ourselves
Florence Roak, Grand Haven, Mrs. speak. There was somethingIn
N. De Jonge, Zeeland, and M. C. human and unearthlyIn those thousands of wildly clamoring voire* In
Bazan, Grand Rapids.

progress.Every month, every year will find

to thrift. It

in small

1

And

A

an incentive

to suit your

convenience.

the steady accumulation of

interest is

jn

financial security.

enables you to deposit regularly

amounts

compound

accoun

s

*

Peoples State Bank
HOLLAND,

that

fails

to

might have been saved was squandered— while

some

saved might save the saver from

Yes—

big questions often

an account with the FIRST

become

trying situations.

little

ones

STATE BANK

when you have

to aid

you in their

^

^

solution.

money will not solve all ol life’s probhowever, it makes smooth the road past many of them.

It is

lems,

true that ready

Start a savings account today, and be ready for the

4

emergency.

PERCENT— PAID ON SAVINGS-4 PERCENT

BANK

FIRST STATE

Resources over $4,350,000.00

HOLLAND,

- - -

MICHIGAN

mmmm

OLIVE CENTER

THOMSON
HOLLAND, . - MICHIGAN
WM.

w

who

The greatest item in America's scheme of SoWelfare is the happy union of men and women in wedlock.

cial

IT IS

THE PURPOSE OF THE MARITAL

|

ENDOWMENT CORPORATION TO PROMOTE
HAPPY MARRIAGES BY PROVIDING FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
May we send you
plain the details of the

pon

member or officer to explan? If so, mail this cou-

a

company’s address with your name and

to the

residence.

Qualifications; Unmarried and 18 years of
age or over.
Residence

Name

MARITAL ENDOWMENT CORPORATION.
E. P. Stephan, District
30 East 9th

St.

Phone

3794

Manager

Holland, Mich.

Model Drug Store

-

33-35 W. 6th St.

HOLLAND,

MICHIGAN

EXPERT TRUSS FITTING
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

Michigan."

an additional advantage.

small first deposit 'will start your

if

money

Wtottra

you earn, you arc making steady

is

often

I

Financial success begins with syv
tematic thrift. When you save regularly a

bank

the fault of the person

Circumstances may arise that make saving impossibe, but more

liams, Saugatuck, and will continue
the service at the same old stand,
the Leland store, where papers
have been sold for the past ten
years or more. Mr. Heath asks for
the continues! support of the many Instructions, that the tumult
visited at the home of Henry Red,
patrons, and promises continued reached a deafening roar, followed
by loud clattering on the gates and der Thursday evening, and alsj)
efficient service.
Ernest Saurote, 42-year-old demands for entrance. For fully called on their mother, Mr*. J.
South Haven railroadsection work- ten minutes Gopnl Das attempted Knoll, who has been ill at her
er, pleaded guilty to stealingpota- to make himselfheard. I stood In^The P.T.A. was held Friday evetoes from the farm of George Skin- side him and heard his appeals
ner in Casco township,Allegan and Ids repeated tries of • Byee. ning. A large crowd attended.I rof.
county, and was sentenced by Jus- Ilvee. kai apke byee ki bola"— Winters from Hope College was
tice Fidus E. Fish Thursday eve- _ Brothers,brothers, it Is your broth the main speaker of the .even"lJ;
er who speaks. At length the din His subject was Training the
ning -to pay a fiine and costs of
$23.25 or spend 15 days in jail. He subsided sufficiently for his voice Child.’’ It was planned to have the
said he would pay. Saurote was M h*> heard. He told them that the next meeting the sixth of Feb^said to have told Sheriff Teed he property was Ids own. that no Sn ary, which "is also the annual meettook the potatoesbecause of a hiii was within the walls, and Im- ing. Mr. Jacob Kiaai, Markus Vinplored them to leave him in i*act kemulder. Mr. Gerrit Groenewoud
grudge against Skinner.
mo eventuallythey moved on.
and Miss Cook, the teacher, have
-o
I have in my possessionsletters been appointedon the program
THREE BOYS NAMED AS
from my good friend Gopal Das. t committee. Mrs. P. Zeldonrust,
MEMBERS OF CHRISTIAN
HIGH DEBATING TEAM believe. If neewaary. ha would have Mrs. Ben Kuite and Mrs. Redder
given his Ufa for me (hat day.
are the refreshments committee.
iC >*>*
>
Mrs. Eva Brady is still confined
The Holland Christian High
to the hospital at Zeeland. Her conschool debating team is composed
dition, which was very critical for
of the following members: Joseph
Zeeland Record— Tulin Ur
Waldyke and William Lamar of here. As was establishedlast year a long time, is somewhat improvZeeland and Glen Breen of Holland. Tulip Time will be an annual event
These students were chosen to rep- in Zeeland and the hopes are that ^Mr,. Harm Kuite called on her
resent the local school by Dr. G. the number of tulips grown to dec- niece. Mrs. H. Vruggink, at North
Heyns and J. A. Swets, debating orate our front yards in the spring Blendon Thursday.
Mrs. T. Berkompas and sons
coach, after hearing members of will be ever-increasingfrom year
Gordon and William from Rudyard
the debating club.
to year.
visited at the home of Markus
The Holland Christian High has
Tulip Time is sponsored by the
retained its membership in the Zeeland city officials,although not Vinkemulderlast Thursday afterMichigan High School debating in an official capacity but as an noon. They are spending several
league and the subject chosen for extra individualaccommodationto weeks in this vicinity visiting relathis year is "Resolved,
"Resolved That Na- the citizensof this city, in order tives and friends. The Berkompas
family are former residentsof this
tional
Grocery oiun-f
Stores anare Detritiviiui vjiiiici.,
L/tun- to xosier
wauuncauon or
foster me
the beautification
of our
mental to the People of the State of city in a smiling fashion when the
Pl Mr. and Mrs. Peter Arnoldink
snows leave us.
from Grand Rapids called at the
home of Jacob De Jongh Sunday.
Mr. Jacob Kraai, Sr., passed
away early Saturday morning at
the home of Manus Weener »t the
age of 87 years, 4 months and
days. He is survived by two sons
and four daughters, besides many
grandchildren and other relatives.
Cor. 19th St. and Washington Ave.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, October 14, at the Crisp church
with Rev. Van Vliet officiating.
The littleinfant son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerrit Drlesenga of Crjap,
which was bom Saturday,died

by regular deposits and compound interest

this

is

cases need anyone be “broke” altogether.

in isolated

Mr Jacob P. Brander and son
Alfred and Mr Harry Brtndjen
motored to Woodland WednewtajJ
in the interestof a farn
Jacob Brandsen has rental there.
Thev are planning to move to
their new home in the near future
which passion and lark of re and Mrs. Gerrit Bartels and *on
Gerrit will occupy the farm
atralnt were given free play. 1 in
struttedmy loyal contractor, Gopnl Brandsens. We are sorry to have
Das, that if any effort was made the Brandsen family leave.
MrWner Dyke l* again living in
to force an entrance, he was to at
tempt to make himself heard and the old Kamphuis fann home. Kitell them that the property was tils ner is following the birds south for
and not the government’s.
It was probably only u matter of
seconds, though It seemed at Urn
time minutes,after my giving these

D. A. Heath has bought the
newspaper agency from Jack Wil-

Getting Ahead

An account with

Only

i

//>

you further advanced in

is

lay by a small portion of his earnings.

|

Mi

L

ahead

1

-o

all

most disheartening situations that a

Being “broke” often

,

8AUGATUCK-DOUGLAS
AND VICINITY

part of

one
person can “bump up

to see opportunities

against.”

Tiesenga and Mrs. Frank Ver
Plank of Zeeland at the latters
home. The rooms were beautifully

i

Miss Frances Orr, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Haile Orr of Bravo,
and Gary Siam, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Van Alsburg of this
city, were united in marriage last
week Thursday at the home of the
bride’s parents. Rev. James Wayer,
pastor of the First Reformed
church, performed the impressive
double ring ceremony.They were
attendedby Miss Helen Orr of
Bravo and John Van Dyke of Holland. Following the ceremony at 3
o’clock a delicious luncheon was
served and the newlyweds left for
a short honeymoon trip to Chicago.
Upon their return they will make
their home on West Seventeenth

can gain no greater

crating

BIG QUESTIONS

A.

PLUMBING AND HEATING

MICHIGAN

TANKS

All kinds of ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC
installed. Guaranteed. These are especially adaptable
in outlying and rural districts.

Sunday

i

___

______

_____

_

•Ians

Helder

Teacher of Singing
In

Holland Evory Monday

STUDIO--18 East

16th Street — Reasonable Rates

Phono 35S1

or

Addr«»i 614 Gilbert Building, Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE—
on

Van

—News

____

evening.

•I.

Good Building Lot
Raalte at 22nd St. Inquire
office.

Holland City News $1 a Year
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Registration

LESSON Ll

(By REV, P. a PITSWATKR,D. tK
Meritorof Faculty,Moody Bible
Inatltate•( Ctiloaio
(ft It|>.

Wot

era

)

Nywpayer Ualoa.Q

Letton for October 19
SIMEON AND ANNA: THI INSIGHT OF THI PURE IN HEART
LESSON TEXT— Luka
GOLDEN TEXT— Bleaied art

Notice

INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR
How to Know Jesus.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT
TOPIC— How Wisdom Depends on
'

TOPIC —

Character.

The

General Election
TUES., NOV. 4, A. D. 1930
TO THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF THE
CITY OF HOLLAND, STATE OF MICHIGAN
Notice is hereby given that in conformitywith the “Michigan ElecLaw,” I, the undersigned City Clerk, will, upon any day, except
Sunday and a legal holiday, the day of any regular or special electionor
primary election, receive for registrationthe name of any legal voter in
said City not already registeredwho may APPLY TO ME PERSONALLY
for such registration. Provided, however, that I can receive no names for
registrationduring the time intervening between the Third Saturday before any regular, special, or official primary election and the day of such

tion

election.

The last day for General Registration does not apply to persons
vote under the Absent Voters’ Law. (See Registration by Affidavit.)

Notice is Hereby Given that I Will be at

Wednesday, Oct.

my

15,

who

Office

’30

The Twentieth day preceding said election
As provided by Section 3, Chapter 3, Part II, P. A. 306, 1929
from 8 o’clock A. M. until 8 o’clock P. M. on each said day for the purpose
of REVIEWING the REGISTRATION and REGISTERING such of the

CITY as SHALL PROPERLY apply therefor.
Notice is hereby further given to the qualified electors of the CITY, that
I, the undersigned clerk of said City, will register qualified electors who may
apply at my office on any businessday in the year up to and including
qualified electors in said

for

at

_
/

1930-Last Day

18,

General Registrationby personal application for said election, from 8

o’clock A. M. to 5 o’clock P.

M.

The name of no person but an ACTUAL RESIDENT of the precinct
the time of registration, and entitled under the constitution, if remain-

ing such resident, to vote at the next election, shall be entered in the registration book.

Registration

by

Affidavit

Sec. 10— Registering of Electors: Regular Session of 1925— Any aosent voter, as defined in this act, whose name is not registered and who
snail claim the right to vote by absent voter’s ballot at any election or
primary election, may at the time of making applicationfor absent voter’s
ballot, present to the City Clerk an affidavit for registrationwhich shall
be in substantiallythe following form
:

AFFIDAVIT FOR REGISTRATION
STATE OF

County
I

of

MICHIGAN

1

>•

am

being duly sworn, depose and say

a citizen and duly qualified elector of the

..............................................

precinct of the City of ....................................in the county of .....................
.......
and State of Michigan; that my postoffice address is No .................................
street ............................or R. F. D. No .............. ..........P. 0 ................. ............ ; that
I am not now registeredas an elector therein and that I am voting by absent
voter’s ballot at the election (or primary election) to be held upon the
......................day of .............. .................. 193 ......, the application for which
ballot accompaniesthis application;that I make this affidavit for the purpose of procuring my registrationas an elector in accordancewith the
statute; that I make the following statements in compliance with the
Michigan Election Law: Age .......... ......................... ; Race ..................................;
Birthplace ............................................1)ate of naturalization ........ ........................
I further swear or affirm that the answers given to the questions concerning my qualificationsas an elector are true and correct to the best of my

—

.

..

!

......

.

knowledge and belief.
Taken, subscribed and sworn

_
_
day

........................ ........................

My Commission

expires

of

L) before

me

this

193

......... ...................

...........................................193

Signed

............................................

.........
.........

........................................................................

Notary Public in and for said County, State of Michigan.
Note — If this acknowledgement is taken outside of the State, the
Certificate of the Court that the person taking the acknowledgement is a
notary must be attached.

Registration of Absentee by Oath
any person whose name is not registeredshall offer and claim the
right to vote at any election or primary election, and shall, UNDER OATH
state that he or she is a resident of such precinct and has resided in the
CITY TWENTY DAYS next preceding such election or primary election,
designating particularlythe place of his or her residence and that he oi
If

Tll""e
Indwelt by the Spirit will be pure
In heart, but not all the pure In
heart have such Inslftht.
I. Simeon (Luke 2:2.V3Ti.)
1. Ills character(v. 25).
(1) He was Just
That Is, honest and upright In all
his dealings with men. We are
assured that he was a man trusted
by all who knew him. If he were
a merchant, his customers got the
kind of goods representedwith full
weight and measure. In spite of
the corruption of his time, he did
not take advantage of his fellow
men In business deals.
(2) Devout.
He was Just because he was Godfearing. Many boast of their morality while unwillingto bow their
knees to God In prayer.
(3) He looked for the Messiah.

God's word had promised that
Christ should come. He believed
In the truthfulnessof that word.
The same word that told of Christ’*
coming tells of his second coming
(Hebrews 0:28). While walling for
the Messiah,he kept faithfully discharging his duty. Intelligentlooking for the coming of Jesus Christ
means diligence In dally duties, not
idly gazing Into the heavens.
(4) The Holy Spirit was upon
him.
This was the secret of his godly
and practicalliving. The Christlike life Is only possibleto those
who are filled with the Holy Ghost.
2. His reward (vv. 26-28).
The Holy Spirit revealed unto him
that he should see the Messiah before he died. At the appointed time
the Spirit led him Into the temple

where Joseph and Mary came
present Jesus to

God.

to

Simeon took
him in his arms snd blessed God.
The most Important event In every
life Is to see Christ. One has
missed the greatest experience of
life If he has not seen Christ.
3. Simeon’s song (vv. 29-33),
This Is the Nunc Dlmlttis sung by
Christianssince the Fifth century,
A. D. Simeon was now ready to die
because he had seen God’s salvation. Salvation Is in and through
Christ’s atonement on the cross. No
one is ready to die until he has
•een God's salvation which was
wrought out on Calvary’scross.
4. Simeon'sprophecy (vv. 34,

|

46-yard line, Beekman took the

Expire* Dec. 27
Explraa Dae. It
ball in the next play but fumbled
MORTGAGE SALE
MORTGAGE SALE
on the pass from center and was
thrown for a 22-yard loss. A simiWHEREAS, default has been Default having been mads in the
lar fumble in the first quarter from
conditions of a certain mortgage
the Holland center cost the team made in the payment of moneys se- signed and executed by Jack Blue
heavily.
cured by a mortgage dated the 1st and Irene Blue, his wife, to the
HOLLAND and polar BEARS
brar}
Fumbles Mar Play
day of September,1927, executed Peoples State Bank of Holland,
Creston, too, made several bad «nd given by John Sjoerdsmaand
Michigan, a Michigan corporation,
BATTLE TO 6-6 DEADLOCK
fumbles in the last quarter which Grace Sjoerdsma, husband and
on May 14th, A. 5. 1927, and reprobably cost them a needed touch- wife, of Holland, Ottawa County,
corded in the office of the Register
L. F. Jessup, specialwriter for
down. Kunkle fumbled on his 48- Michigan, as mortgagors, to (Mrs.) of Deeds for Ottawa County,
the Grand Rapids Herald sees the
yard line late in the last period and Wela Fcikems of Holland, Ottawa
Michigan, in Liber 147 of MortHolland-Creaton football game at
Good, Holland left guard, recovered County, Michigan,ns mortgagee,
gages on page 434, on May 17th,
Riverview park as follows:—
the ball. Beekman followed with a which mortgage was recorded in
A. D. 1927, on which mortgage
Creston's Polar Bears invaded
gain at end, but on the next play the office of the register of deeds
there is claimed to be due at tha
Holland today and made a strong
TeRoller
lost
the
ball
on
a
fumble
..... ........ ......
... a _____
for Ottawa County, Michigan, on time of this notice for principal
bid for victoryby scoring a touchdown early in the second quarter as he caried the ball around end. ! the 9th day of September, A.D. and interest the sum of Four ThouCreston was handicappedwith) 1927, in liber 137 of Mortgageson sand Seven and Eleven One-Hunbut lost their advantage when the
the absence of Cpoper, right end, page 196, on which mortgage there
dredths Dollars and an attorney fea
Holland team staged a rallying who was on the bench with an
-*
J— -* *L« *
comeback in the last half Ueing the jured leg. Vander Veen took his is claimed to be due at this time as provided in said mortgage.
the sum of One Thousand, One
Default also having been made
score 6 to 6.
place for his first appearance in a Hundred Sixty-five and 26/100 Dolin the conditionsof a second mortCreston opened its aerial attack
regular game.
lars ($1165.26),principal and in- gage signed and executed by said
early in the game and with effectWilliams played a good game at terest, and an attorney fee of
Jack Blue and Irene Blue, his wife.
ive end runs and line plunges carcenter when he replaced Simmons Thirty-fiveDollars ($35.00),being
to the said Peoples State Banl. of
__
ried the ball into the Holland terlate in the game and Bricker,who the legal attorney fee in said
T- —
.Holland, Michigan,on December
ritory where it remained during
substitutedfor Watrous at right- mortgage provided, and no suit or i6thi Ai D, iftS which said mortmost of the early part of the game.
half proved a good ground gainer. proce ••dings having been instituted WM recorded in the olllce of
Creston missed a chance to score
Creston showed lack of speed in at law to recover the debt, or any said Register of Deeds in Liber
in the first quarter when Cameron,
hitting the line during the final part thereof, secured by said mort154 of Mortgages, on page 61, on
right end, muffed a pass within
periods of play.
gage, whereby the power of sale December 23rd, 1929, on which
easy distance of the goal line.
Lineup and
/
contained in said mortgage has be- mortgage there is claimed to be
The Polar Bears gained their
Creatnn — 6
come opci
operative.
due at the time of this notice for
early margin in the second quarter Cameron .......
LE ...... Klomparons
W
/THEREFORE, notice is. principaland interest the sum of
(iu|
w||
V1„W11
,.ullwtl
NOW
Thompson, Creston center, D^dinaa ......... LT ..... ............ Good
•
^ w»*. ••««». »
* \* »
a the
v
hereby
given
that by virtue
of
twenty-five Hundred Seventeen
(fr.bbed a Holland pa.s on Holland'. Hocbfke .....
LG ........
Norlin said
•
.......
»sle and in punuance
pursuanceRnd tfo Hundredths Dollar*,
Dollars, and
aid power of asle
2-yard• ••
line. Kunkle carriedthe ball Simmons ......
C
Masseling of the sU ute n such case made an .ttomey fee as provided in said
within inches of the goal*in the two Unsold ......... RG .....
Botor nnt provided the said mortgage mortgage, and no auit or proeeedsuccessive plays and then Berg- Thompson...
RT ... Van Zanten will r»e foreclosed by sale of the |njri, at |nw hav|ng been instituted
srom broke through his right guard
Vanderveen, ... RE ..... ........... Tynan
for a touchdown. Unseld's kick was
Watrous ......
Van Zanden
*KU"d or
either or both of said mortgages
wide and the half ended 6 to 0 for Bricker
.... Bookman
the north front door of the any part thereof,
Creston.
Bergstrom
RH .......
Landwohr
iusc in the City of Grand
Notice is hereby given that by
Holland Score Thrills
Kunkle (c)
F
TeRoller
-----------virtue of the power of sale conScore by periods
Holland's well won score which
tnat being the place where the cir- talned in said mortgages and tho
evened the honors with the high Creston .......................
..0 6 0 0—6
court for the county of Otta- .tatutc in such case made and propoint of the game. The Creston Holland
0 0 0 0—6 wn is held, on Monday, the 29th vided, on Thursday, December
boys had been finding easy holes in
Touchdowns—
......... Bergstrom. TeRol
1 iriwiVOU, ill
day IM
of Ml-VVIHIK-r,
December. r\.U.
A.D. 1930,
at 18th, A. D. 1930,
at ten o’clock in
the Holland line and slowing down ler. Officials — Referee. Rudell,Mil- two o’clock in the afternoon of that
the Holland backs. Holland just had ler, W.S.T.C.; umpire, James Mil- date, which premises are descrIM Time.^h^m^er^n^* wilL^T^he
lost 10 yards as Van Zanden, at ler, Michigan; bead
lortg ....
linesman, m san! mortgage
as .......
follows, to-wit: front door of the Court House in
quarter was thrown behind his line Black, Kalamazoo.
The following described lands the City of Grand Haven, Michof scrimmage. Coming back in the
and premises situated in the igan, sell at public suction to th*
next play Van Zanden threw a
City of Holland, County of Ot- highest bidder the premises deREGISTRATION NOTICE
pass to TeRoller, speedy Holland
tawa. and State of Michigan, de- scribed in aaid mortgages, together
fullback,who carried the ball 33
scribed as follows:Lot one hun- with interest and oil legal costs.
Holland Township
yards over the goal line. Holland
dred ten (110) of Steketee The premises in said mortgages
failed in their attempt at the extra
For the general election to
Brother. Addition to the City of being MicHbed M follow;:
point when Van Zanden was stopped hold on Tuesday, November
Holland, according to the recordLot Seventy-four (74) and ths
at the line.
ed plat of said addition, on rec1930.
East three (3) feet of Lot StvCreston gained an early advanord
in
the
office
of
the
Register
To the qualifiedelectorsof the
enty-five(75) of Steketee Brothtage and carried the ball into Hol- township of Holland, State of
of Deeds for said Ottawa Couners Addition to the City of Holland’s danger zone in the first quar- Michigan:
ty, Michigan.
land, Michigan, according to the
ter, but failed repeatedly to show
Dated this 26th day of SeptemNotice is hereby given that in
recorded plat thereof.
the plunges needed to cross the conformity with the “Michigan ber, A.D. 1930.
goal. Kunkle found the Holland line Election Law,” I, the undersigned
(MRS.) WEIA FEIKEMA,
PEOPLES STATE BANK.
easy for small gains but they were clerk,
Mortgagee.
except
--, will
"
- —upon any day,• V
vv I# *
Mortgagee.
too inconsistent for many first Sunday and n legal holiday, the day ..
Holland,
•wu«u«, Mirhigan.
nnrniunn.
Dated: This 16th day of Septtmdowns, Creston making but one of any regular or specialelection,HIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CATE,
her, A. D. 1930.
first down in the quarter.
or primary election,receive for Attorneys for Mortgagee,
takker A Den Herder,
Bergstrom made several flashy registrationthe name of any legal nBusiness
..... Address:
*JJ
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
runs off tackle and around end and voter in said township not already
Holland, Michigan.
Business Address:
was undoubtedlythe outstanding registered who may apply to me
Holland, Michigan.
player for the Polar Bears. Bricker personally for such
KtpitM n*t. I
taking Watrous' place at right Provided, however, that I can re- NOTICK OK moktuack KORKCLOSCRK
half, also was a good ground gain- ceivc no names for registration
12252-Eip. Oct. 26
HALE
er for Van Wingen’s men.
during the time intervening beSTATE Of MICHIGAN— The Pro
Holland played a listless game tween the second Saturdaybefore
Nellce I, hrrrby flvtn that detail he* bale Coart for tha Coaaty of Ottawa.
during the first half and was baffled any regular,special or officialpri•rrwred In the rendlllen**f that rerlaln
when the Creston backfield un- mary election and the day of such martase,dated Ihe 7lh day af Janaaty, At a sMiion of Mid Cetrt, held a
th* Probata Offic* in tha CityofGraM
corked a few trick plays and dou- election.
»9M. eiernlrdby Cainlr Van He Hart and
Van De Rnrg. hi* wife, na mertva- Haven in Mid County, on the 8th da]
ble passes. There were many subThe last day for general regis- Nellie
seta, la The Kederal Land Ranh ef Salnl of Oct. A. D.. 1930
stitutes in the Holland lineup and tration does not apply to persons Pael, a body rarparatt.af Ihe Cllr ef HI.
Present, Hon. Jama* J. Danhof
the Dutch aggregationwent to who vote under the Absent Voters’ Kanl. eanly ef Ramtey.Htala ef Minneeela,aa martaae*.lied far retard In Jud|a of Probate.
their bench somewhat dishe',,-*''ned.Law.
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registration.

(

Ihe office af Ihe Realaler af Deed* In and
far Ottawa Cennly. Michigan. •« the I Ith
day af Janaary. A.D. 1921 al Bil3 a’rlerk

Team Takes Hearf””^

In the matter of the Estate of

October 25, 1930. Last Day ,
JOHN K. BROUWER, DecsMed
But it was a different team which
A.M.. recordedIn Llher 139 ef Martsacea
took the field for Holland as the
John
S. Dykatra bavlnt fled it
for general registration by per- en Page M Ihereef, In lhal lhal rerlaln lasecond half opened. The substitutes
• (ailment af Klghly-eevea
and S9/IM Del- Mid court hia final sdmTnietratloi
sonal applicationfor said election. lara (MT.SI), principaland Inlereal dne
had been replaced by the regulars
account, sad hia petition praying tm
T, I93S remain* unpaid; and firwho came back with a fighting Notice is hereby given that 1 will Janaary
the allowance thereofand for the as
(her lhal Ihe laie* were nef naid by the
spirit which was wonderful to be- he at my home office at Holland marlcagar* and were permittedfa kcreait sign ment and dii trihut ion af tha raal
dellnanent;that m the failureef aald due of Mid estate,
hold. The listlessness which per- Township, Michigan, on
mertgegera I* pay aarh laaea. The Fedmitted the visitors to scors in the
DU Ordered, That tha
eral La ml Ranh ef Rabt Peal did (tort to
former period had given way to a
October 11, 1930
pay Ihe lame, and an Jely >1, 1919, paid
IZth day af Nar , A. D.. 19N
Ihe
mm
ef
One
Hnndrrd
Twelve
end
11/199
spiriteddetermination to win.
TeRoller broke through Creston’s at the home of the township clerk, Belle ra (II 12.11) aa taiM far Ihe year at ten o’clockIn th* forenoon, at isk
1939, that perraant to the prevlatonaaf
35).
line time and again for yardage Charles Blander and at Bert Wier- •aid martase.Mid martgagee hae elected probate office be aad U hereby ay
(1) The meaning of Christ to the which meant much and Beekman sma’s store, West limits of Zeeland, t# derlarethe whale debt aecared thereby pointed for examining and allowisj
world (v. 34).
te be new dee and payable) and there la Mid account aad hearing isid petition
and Van Zanten skirted the ends on
dae and payable al Ike dale af Ihla notice
Every one Is affected by Christ’s
October 18, 1930
It ii FurthorOrdered, That PoMli
for consistent gains. The aerial
apen the debt aecnred by aald marlgage,
coming. His presentationto man route which Holland tried but once
the *am ef Tw# TheaMnd Five Handrrd node# thereof be given by peblica
from 8 o'clock a.m. until 5 o'clock lefty-three and 9T/I99 Deliar*(13341.97) | don of a copy of this order for thrw
either results In their salvationor
or twice during the early periods
condemnation.There Is absolutely was resorted to with effectiveness. p.m. on each said day for the pur- and that na artlen ar proceedingat law ar successive weeks previoosto Mid dot
ha* been Inalltaledto reeaver
no neutral ground. Personal atti- While the Holland team failed to pose of reviewing the registrationethrrwlee
•aid debt ar any part Ihereaf. lhal, by vlr- of hearing in ihe Holland City News
and registeringsuch of the quali- lae af a power af aale (hereinremained. a newspaper printed and circaletod ii
tude toward him determines all.
complete as many pasess ns Cresfied electors in said township as Mid merlgage will he fererteeedand the said coaniy.
(2) He shall be spoken against
ton, their passes brought them betland and premlaea thereindescribedlying
(v. 34.)
shall properly apply therefor.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
ter gains. ,
and being In Ihe Taanty af Ottawa, Htole
This has been fulfilledIn every
af Mirhigan.aa fallewa. to-wllt
A true
Judge of Probati
It was a fast but ragged exhiCHARLES
BLANDER,
generation since Its utterance.
The Rail Half af the Healhweat
Cera Vanffe Water.
bition of football and Holland ofTownship
Clerk.
Qaartcr
(F'AHW'4)
af
Hertton
Twe
(I),
Resistor of Probata.
(3) Meaning to Mary (v. 35).
ten made remarkable gains around
Tewmhlp Hii (|) Nerlh. Rang* FifR. R. 6.
This began to be fulfilled when
teen (IS) Weal, remaining Eighty (II)
end or through the air only to lose
she was obligedto flee to Egypt lu
arret, mere ar leea, arcardlng to Ihe
again by an untimely fumble. As
(•evernment Mrvey thrreaf.
order for Jesus to escape Herod’s
Kipirn Januarr 3
Dr. J. O.
ToRoller caught a punt from KunwHI be aald al peMir aartianto the highert
MORTCACK SAI.K
sword. It was an Intimation of kle and was stopped on his own
bidder
fer ra*h by the Sheriffaf Ottawa
Defaulthavlnit brrn made in Ihp mndiDentist
what the end would he when she
eanty, at Ihe nertb (rant dear of the
lion* of n rrrlain mortKaK*»l«n«| and
Hours: 8:80 to
Pha
claspedher child to her bosom. Her
exerulad by JpIIp Vrenatraand Jennie
*r «"»•* Harm.
In Mid eanty and Btato. aa Tneaday, De1:30 to 6
6-44
heart was pierced again and again BRIDGE OF 2—88 FOOT SPANS Vernatra,hia wife, to the Councilof Hopa (ember 9. 1919, at II ill e rl.rh In Ike fareCoII.-kc.a Michivan eoriwration. on October
212 Med. Arts Bldg.
IN OTTAWA COUNTY
as human hate swept against her

copy

Scott
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that I

leeson title Is somewhat

mlaleading In that It Impllee that
the Insight of Simeon and Anna
waa due to their purity of heart,
whereas It was due to the fart of

FOR

Saturday, October

tha

pura In heart: for they ahall aaa
God.
PRIMARY TOPIC— Bain* Glad for
God'a Best Gift.
JUNIOR TOPIC— Simeon and Anna See Jesua.
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NEWS

she possesses the other qualificationsof an elector under the constitution;
and that owing to the sickness or bodily infirmity of himself or herself or
some member of his or her family, or owing to his or her absence from
the CITY on public business or his or her own business,and without intent
to avoid or delay his or’ her registration,he or she was unable to make
applicationfor registrationon the last day provided by law for the registering of electors precedingsuch election or primary election, then the
the name of such person shall be registered,and he or she shall then be
permitted to vote at such election or primary election. If such applicant
shall in said manner, willfully make any false statement, he or she shall
be deemed guilty of perjury, and upon conviction,be subject to the pains
and penaltiesthereof.

• Another Precinct
registered and qualified voter who has REMOVED from ONE
of a CITY to another election precinct of the
same CITY shall have the right, on any day previous to election, or primary election day, on applicationto City Clerk, to have his or her name
transferred from the registrationbook of the precinct from which he or
she HAS REMOVED to the registrationbook of the precinct in which he
or she THEN RESIDES. Such elector shall have the right to have such
transfer made on any ELECTION, or Primary election day by obtaining
from the board of inspectors of such Election or primary electionof the
precinct from which he or she HAS REMOVED a CERTIFICATE OR
TRANSFER and presenting the said certificate to the BOARD OF ELEC-

Any

ELECTION PRECINCT

TION INSPECTORS OF THE PRECINCT IN WHICH HE OR SHE

THEN RESIDES.
OSCAR PETERSON.

(

TRUNK
CONTRACTS NUMBERS
AND

LINE BRIDGE 1 OF 70Its culmination was reached
when she stood below his cross.
7—1
II. Anna (Luke 2:30-30).
1
2
1. Her character (vv. 30, 37).
Sealed
:i
She was Irreproachable.After a
will be received
married life of only seven years,, at the office of the Resident Conson.

proposals

City Clerk.

H

she had lived as a lonely widow struction Engineer, H. C. Fleming,
for about eighty-fouryears, during Grand Rapids, Michigan, until
which time she devoted herself to 9:00 o’clock a.m., Central StandGod. She was what Paul called ’* ard Time, Wednesday,October 22,
widow indeed" (I Tim. 5:5). Dur- 1930, for the coristructionof a
ing these long years she endured bridge located at approximately
many trials and temptations,lead- Station 11—10, crossing the Black
ing a life of self-denial for the sake River, in Section 29, Town 5 North.
of others. She was a woman of Range 15 West, Ottawa Countv, in
much prayer.
the City of Holland.
2. Her testimony (v. 38).
The substructureconsists of two
She gave thanks and spake of reinforced concrete abutments of
him to all who were looking for re- the semi -gravity type with a height
demption. She thus had fellow- of 18 ft. Oty in. each from bottom
ship with others who had this of footings to crown of roadway
blessedhope. Thougli surrounded by and one reinforced concrete pier
wickedness, many were lookingfor of the plain concrete type with a
the Messiah.
Height of 24 ft. 9* in. from bottom of footingsto crown of roadway and is on a 55 degree angle of
CRISP
crossing. The superstructure is of

and recordedat the office of the naan, Central Standard Time, la pay and
ReKiatcr of Oeeda for Ottawa County. •atlafy the debt aerwred by .aid mertgage
Mlchluan, in Liber 102 of MortKaireaon and Ihe reel* and dUharaemenUalienedby
twite (Sri j)B.|>eremhrr18, 1918, on which law apan *aid farerlemr* aale.
Dated thl* Ith day af Hrptember. 1919.
mortitaffe there ia claimed to he due at the
lime t/f thia notice for principal and interTHE FEDERAL LAND BANK OF
eat Ihe eum of Three Thouiand Seven HunSAINT PAUL
dred Nlnety-aeven and S0-100 Dollara
(13797.80), and an nttorneyfee ai provided
*
in raid mortiraire.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that by Attorney* fer the Mortgagee.
virtue of the power of *ale contained in Grand Rapid*.Mirhigan.
•aid mortal* and by the atatutein aurh
cnae made and providedon Thursday.Jan11 823- Exp . Oct. 25
uary 8th. 1931. at eleven o'clork in the
rnnrnln*CentralStandard Time, the underSTATE OP MICHIGAN— Th* Pro•iuned will, at the front door of the Court bata Coart for tha Cbanty of Ottawa,
Houa# in the City of Grand Haven. MichAt a tfiiion of said Court, held at
iiran. »ell at public auction to the hlpheat
bidderthe premlaeadescribedin raid mort- thg Probata Office in tha CityofGrand
Kaite for a sum lufficient to pay the iirinel- Haven in the said County, yn the 3rd
pal turn on »aid mnrtKairrtoirethrr with Inday of Oct. A. D., 1930.
terest and all leiralcoat* and charire*. the
premlaea in raid mortage bcinu- described Present, Hon. James
Danhof,
a follow*:
Judge of Probate.
The ea*t one-halfof the southwesti|uarter of the northweit quarter and the
In the matter of the Kitate of
noilhea*! quarter of the nouthwed
quarter,except five (8) acre* more or KATIE VAN DUINE
le»* in the «outhwe*t corner owned by
Wm. /.onnt'helr.and that part of the
northwestquarter of the wruthenatquarter hounded by a line eorttmenrim;nine said couri hu petition,praying for li. _1
f
. .
(#) rod* and twelve (12) feet north of run am #*>**11 « L
cenae to tell tha interestof aaid estate
the «outhwe*t corner thereof, and running thence north nineteen119) rod* on in certain realeitatetherein described,
the quarterline of said section nine (9):
It it Ordered, That the
thence about •outheanteleven III) rod*
5fh Day al Nsrember, A.D. IMS
and twelve 112) feel to the ao-ralled North
Holland road a* It now run* : thence
A
I). 1930 at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
along the edge of *aid North Holland
rowl eighteen t!8) rod* to the place of t said probale offiee. be snd is hereby
beginning, all in section nine (9) In appointed for hearingsaidpetition, and
Township five (8) north of range fifteen
that all persons interestedin Mid es(18) west. Excepting from the above deat a*
Mtd
---appear before said court,
v»un, ai
acribedparcelof land (hat i*rt thereof tate
conveyed
by AmArie ijujr.ioo
Lagotce amt
and who
wife in time and plsce, to show cauie why a
rru oy
'.’9. I9IS,

Qw,n

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

Dr. A. Leenhout
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Specialist

""'m“

J

[Vander Veen Block]
Office hours: 9-10 a.

_

......

J

rr-—

and

-

o

-

TWO CHRISTIAN HIGH

’*>

but will be furnished only from the
Chief Engineer'sOffice of the State

STU- Highway Departmentupon

»ame more or |e**.All the above land being in the Township of Holland.Ottawa
oiinty. Michigan.
(

THE COUNCIL OK HOPE COLLEGE.

receipt

Attorney* for Mortgagee,
of a deposit of Five Dollars which
DENTS HAVE PERFECT
Holland. Michigan.
will
be
refunded
upon
their
safe
RECORD
Keturn within thirty days from date
of receipt of bids.
Harriet Waldyke and Thedford .A certified check in the sum of
Dirkse, students of Holland Chris- 1 Five Hundred ($500.00), made paySpsclallsttf
tian High, have a perfect record of i able to Grover C. Dillman, Stale
all A’s for the first quarter of the Highway Commissioner,must acEYEf EAR, NOSE
first semester.
campany each proposal for ConOther students on the honor roll tract 1. A certified check in the
with all B’s or better are Andrew sum of One Thousand Two Hundred
Lampen, Margaret Oostendorp, and Fifty Dollars ($1,250.00), must
17 Wsst Ith ft.
James Prins, Janet Staal, Evelyn accompany each proposal for ConOvsr
Meyer’s
Music Hsus*
Stenford, Ida Sturing, Myrtle tract 2.
Beeuwkes, Johanna Blaauw, MarThe right is reserved to reject
Office Hours: lft«12, Itffl,
aret Boouwsma, Jerry Bulthuis, »ny or all proposals.
Villi£ Heetderks, Marian
GROVER C. DILLMAN
7 tel.
Ploef, Wilma Vogelzang and JoState Highway Commissioner
PNONE 4551
seph
| Lansing, Michigan.

Dr. M. E.

House
AND

THROAT

VsnHerj

WaWyke' ,

p.

I

D. Cn Ph. C.

CHIROPRACTOR
Office: Holland City Bute Baa
Hours, 10-11:30a.*.; 2-5 A 7-8 p

^

,

1

S

Practice limited to

EYE, EAR, NOSE and THRO/
Glasses fitted. Office hours 9
a.m., 2-5 p.m. Except Wednesc
p.m. Saturday evenings 7-9. Pht

-

4WJ-

Tyler

Van Landegend
Dealer In

Windmills,Gasoline Engine
-id «•
Pumps and Plumbing Supplie
•tate
tn Mid real estate should not be
Yj
Phone
49 W. tth
EfSHfM.

6038

Further Ordered.That public notice
mervoi
Dy publlfitton
fODf
thereofot
bt firtn by
pUDlleitionof A ropy
It la

H. R.

prem-

examined at the above addresses,

2-5

BACHELLER

E. J.

trutrs-.fsr s11
.'13.

1

officiated. Interment took place

m.

Evenings— Tues. and Saturday
7:30 to 9:00

NOGr.LRS.ilia.
trsasssja Office 12
Smm>
“•
West 8th

the steel deck girder type with faJacob T. Kraai, 87, died Satur- bricated sections,reinforced conday morning at his home in Crisp. crete floor, concrete wearing surMr. Kraai has been a resident of face and concrete spindle railing
Crisp and vicinityfor some time. and consists of two 88 ft. spans
He was Once an old time sailor on with a 40 ft. roadway, and two 6 ft.
the Great Lakes aboard the old sidewalks.
windjammers.The deceased is surProposals will be received for:
vived by eight children.They are
Contract No. — For fabrication
*MrrS5u.5:
Mrs. Sarah Meeuwsen of Zeeland, and furnishing of structuralsteel. April
39th. 1992. anil recordedin Lilier
19* of deed* on page
Albert Kraai of this city, Tom
Contract No. 2 — For complete
Alnn the we»t one-half of the (outhweat
Kraai of Zeeland, Mrs. M. Weener
structure except cement, structural quarterof the northwr*t quarter of secof Crisp, Miss Mary Kraai, Mrs. steel and field painting.
tion nine (9) Town five (8) north oi
of
Roy Young of Grand Rapids, Mrs.
Contract No. 1— Must be comacventy-ftve
(75) acres of land more
Henry DeGoede of this city, and pleted on or before January 1, 1931.
le»«.
one brother, Enne Kraai of Borculo.
And alan the following dex-rlbcd
.
«Contract No. 2— Must be comHe also leaves 41 grandchildrenand pleted on or before July 1, 1931.
T-rc*
33 great-grandchildren. Funeral
Specifications
proposal quarlfr(NW'i) and the »outhwe*tquarservices were held Tuesday after,,,c •ou,he*at quarter
blanks may be obtained at the off8E'4) of the northwestquarter (NW',)
noon at 1 o’clock from the home of
fice of the Resident Construction
of Section nine (9). Township five (8)
Mr. and Mrs. Mannes Weener and
north of range fifteen i!5) weal, con1:30 from the Crisp Reformed
tainingthirty ISO) sere* of land, be the

North Holland cemetery.

Provision in Case of Removal to

12:00
p.m.

(
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]
HollandCity News, a newspaper print-

'd,nd ci,cul,,'d
A tree
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am—
CORA

Toilet Articles
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JAMM J. DANHOF,
Jnds* of Prehata.
VANDEWATER

CLARE

MORTICIANS
Phone 4550
21 w- 16th 8‘Holland, Mich.

E.

HOFFMAN

and

Rehiiter of Probate

Langeland Funeral Home

Doesburg

CARL

„

E.

HOFFMAN
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For your convenience. Arrange
\ppointmenta Monday, Tueat

and Wednesday.

PETERS BUILDING
Opposite Warm Friead

Phone 5291

Tam

32 E. 8th

Diekema
Cross

&

iDYKSTRA
FUNERAL HOME

Ten Cate
Attoraeys-atLaw

Amtakace
oo

r Mb

Senrlet

Phono 5117
HI

Offiae— over the Firtt<£tate

Bank
Mich*

Holland.

Office Hours: 9-lf

Diekemas Both
Heard

IPCALS

In

FIRST CONVICTIONS

UNDER

SOUTH OTTAWA
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

DRUNKEN HUNTER LAW

City
The

Oct 8-Oct.

two convictions in MichEat. Fred Z. Pantlind Dec’d by
igan for the 1930 season under the
Admr. to Park Johnston Pt. Stt
“drunken hunter" law adopted by
SW‘4 SWVi Sec. 27-5-16 W., Park
OLD AGE PENSION KEEPS THE the 1929 legislaturewere reported
Mr*. Belle De Vries hft* Been
PEOPLE CONTENTED IN
to the Lansing office of the Law Twp.
Agnes B. Fqffe to R. W. Tardiff
granted a building: pefmifr to erect
EnforcementDivision of the ConNETHERLANDS
and wf. Lot 4 EvanstonPark, Park
a new porch nt hier home at 182
servation Departmentthis week.
Columbia avenue.
The two convicted were Victor Twp.
Central Reformed Church Folk
D. B. K. Van Raalte & wf. to
Gudaits
and Walter Lapinsky, both
The member* of the HollamlGive Luncheon rn Their
R. W. Tardiff ft wf. Lot 4 Evansof Saginaw, and pleaded guilty to
ficeland Community fair asgooinHonor
ton Park, Park Twp.
"carrying firearms while under the
tion and signers of the bond will
Fred Van Wieren ft wf. to Henry
hold a meeting tonight.Friday, nt
“To correctlyinterpretAmerica influence of liquor."They were D. Koster & wf. Lots 49, 50, 61
7:110 o’clock at the Chamber of and Americanidealismto the Neth- sentenced to pay fines of |10 each
Waverly Heights sub., City of Hoi
Commerce offices.
erlands and the other nation* of and court costs of $15.20 each. A
land.
shotgun
was
confiscated
from
each.
A teachers’ training class has Europe, that is my sacred duty," Act 25 of the Public Acts of 1929 Arie De Visser ft wf. to Leonard
said
Gerrit J. Diekema, United
Regnerus ft wf. Lot 326 of Diekbeen organized in the Sunday
States ministerto the Netherlands, makes it “unlawful for any person
School of Third Reformed church.
ema Homestead Add. to City of
in a public address at Central Re- under the influenceof intoxicating
Mis* Hanna Hoekje ha* been apliquor or any exhilaratingor stupe- Holland.
formed church, Muskegon.
Holland Furnace Co. to Peter
pointed teacher.
Minister Diekema’s address cen- fying drug to carry, have in posSteketee
& wf. Pt. Lot 10, A. C.
Mis* Clara Overbeck and Miss tered about his first year experi- session or under control, or use in
Van Raalte Add. No. 2, City of HolEtta Klomparensleft last week for ences in the diplomatic service of any manner or discharge any fire’
arms within this state." The preNorth Caroline where they will the United States.
Chester J. La Huis ft wf. to Mary
scribed
penalty
for
infraction
is
not
spend the winter.
“The European thinks there is
more than $100 fine, imprisonmentC. Coith Pt. SWfrl*4 Sec. 16-5-16
The U. S. War Veteran* Auxil- no such thing as American idealW., also right of passage along E.
ism.
He
thinks that we are all for 90 days or both.
iary will hold a regular meeting
side of said premises, Park Twp.
of the
tonight, Friday, at 8 o’clock.
Chester J. La Huis ft wf. to Mary
the dip- ......
"torif
th“f4e
.................................
Mr. and Mrs. A. (Iroeneveld, lomats of this country to correct the Netherlands, and can think of C. Coith Pt. Lot 9, Blk 2, Zeeland
formerly residing at 8 East Four- this impression.Never has a nation no lovelierplace to live but of City.
Steven Vandcr Meulen to Mrs.
teenth stre«t. have moved to 481 been founded on such great human- course 1 love America more."
Annie'-'Kroll l^)t 7 De Jongc’s Add.
College avenue.
itarian principles such as ours,
Mrs. Diekema took issue with a
while few nations have been ns statementreported to have been also Pt. SE«4 Sec. 13-5-15W., City
Mr*. Nellie De Kraker, 45, died
generous as America in helping the made by Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont of Zeeland.
Monday evening at her home at 82
Peoples State Bank to Reuben
after the failure of the International Woman movement "Europe Tromp ft wf. Pt. Sli NW14 Sec.
v,vH by her hoshmnd and on, -on
™r
9-5-16 W., also right of passage 10
has nothing in common with us.’
Adrian. Fnneral service were heH ; the speaker ™.i.
Mr. Diekema then told of hi* en“Europe is different," she said ft. wide N of E 10 ft. of above deThursdayafternoon at 1:30 o’clock
tree to the high places of the little but in many things it has much to scribed premises, Park Twp.
from the home and at 2 o’clock Dutch kingdom along the Zuider
Henry Sterenberg ft wf. to
teach us. One of the lessons we
from the First Reformed church. Zee. Through these contacts he
may learn from the old world is to Katherine Nystrom Lot 6 of CounRev. James Waver officiated.Interhopes to create a greater love anil take time to reflect,to think, to be try Club Estates, Holland Twp.
ment took place in Holland Town- respect among the Dutch for the happy. We haven’t corneredthe
Jane Plaggenhoefto Katherine
ship cemetery’.
country which he represents.
market on all that is worth know- Nystrom Lot 5 Country Club Es
Rev. Marvin E. Mar.'s,former
Mr. Diekema also told Muskegon ing.”
tates, Holland Twp.
pastor of the Methodist Church at folks the story of hi* meeting the
Jacob Fris ft wf. to Katherine
By request,Mrs. Diekema gave
Montana, ha* accepted the pastor- queen with Mrs. Diekema already a fine descriptionof the village of Nystrom Lot 7 Country Club Esate of a large Congregational printed in the New*.
Obergammerau, the setting for the tates, Holland Twp.
church in Lawrence. Mass. Rev.
Continuing hi* disclosure Mr. Passion Play with the Bavarian John Kroll ft wf. to Richard
Maris is the son of Mr. and Mr*. Diekema said:
Alps as a background, and of the Bouws ft wf. Pt. NE*4 NW‘4 Sec.
H. C. Mari* of this city and a grad“Next 1 called a conference with players and their home life.
32-5-15 W„ Holland City.
uate of Holland High school. On the representativesof 15 leading
Henry Breuker Jr. ft wf. to John
otheir way east the Rev. and Mrs. newspapersin the Netherlands. It
Dr. Walter Van Saun will preach Kroll A wf. Pt. NEVi NW>4 See.
Maris spent a fortnight visiting always has been my experience at Trinity Reformed church Sun- 32-5-15 W„ City of Holland.
their parent* in Holland.
that you can trust a newspaper day morning and a student from
Edward Ellis etal to Glendon A.
A pleasant surprise party was man, that he will respect a confi- the Western Theological Seminary Richards ft wf. Lots 4, 8, 9, 10, 11,
held last week Thursday evening dence and that because of the na- will take charge of the evening 12, 17, 18, 19. 20, 22, 25, 26 and 27
Country Club Estates,Vill. of Ceat the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rich- ture of his profession,he can help
services.
dar Swamp. Holland Twp.
ard Kuyera at Robison, the occa- you immeasurablyin accomplishJohn A. Vandcr Kolk ft wf. to
sion being Mrs. Kuyers’ forty-ninth ing what you are trying to do.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
"I told these men that if there White, Oaklawn Park. a_daughter, George H. Rigterink Pt. Lot 10,
birthday anniversary. The honored
and Pt. Lot 9, Blk 4, City of Zee
guest receiveda beautiful lamp and was anything that they wished to Laura Pauline, October 7.
land.
other useful gift*. The evening know about America in which I
o
Samuel E. Pas ft wf. to Mrs.
was spent in playing games after could be of help to them, that the
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wiersma
which refreshmentswere served. door to the American legation al- of Gary, Indiana, spent a few days Lizzie Roek Pt. St? E'a Lot 5 Blk
James Rotman entertained with ways was open and that they were in Holland visiting friends and 1. City of
Harriet Noticr etal to Albert H.
several Hawaiianguitar selections. cordiallywelcome. I called them relatives.
Meyer ft wf. Pt. Lot 3 Blk 56 City
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. ‘boys’ in my talk to Uiem and the
of Holland.
Benj. Poeiit, Jr., and children next day, the press of the country
EAST SAUGATUCK
Henry D. Koster ft wf. to Fredl
Brainerd. Anna May, Alma and had made muen of this visit, parVan Wieren Sr., ft wf. Pt. WfrlMi
Oliver, Mr. Bemie De Vries and ticularly the fact that these newsMaple Avenue Men’s Glee club,
children Jerold. Ruth and James, paper men, some with gray hair, under the leadership of William Sec. 28-6-15W„ Port Sheldon Twp.
Henry D. Koster ft wf. to Fred
Mrs. Henry Stienfort and children othtr* with long whiskers,had been
Brouwer, will render a sacred proVan Wieren Sr., ft wf. Pt.
Lloyd and Howard Jr., Mr. and Mr*. called boys.
gram
Thursday
evening
in
the
"The other thing which has
SWfrlV* Sec. 19-5-15 W., Holland
Richard Kuyers, Robert and Julia
Christian Reformed church at East
Twp.
Lrer., Myrtle '.nd Alvin .Zwier,.
valuable conSaugatuck. An offering Jgill be
Oscar Hoek to First State Bank
taken. The club is booked for a
W>i Lot 4 Blk 15. SW Add. to|
concert Nov. 13 in North Street
City of Holland.
Christian Reformed . Church. Zee-

Of

Muskegon

first

>IVi
Continues 3 More Days

land.

:n

:!

inclement weather throughout America
. during Ward Week
hundreds of thousands of our friends and customers were unable to visit our
stores ... to share in the mighty savings of this great sal^ For them
and for you
. NATION-WIDE WARD WEEK has been CONTINUED to

Owing

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SATURDAY.* Only TWO more days! The same marvelous assortments
and extremely low prices

will

remain in effect. Tell your

friends ... rela-

!

^

..........

J

--

--

---

Zeeland.

|

Satur-

ide of Leslie
Ledie T.
bride
f . McCarthy Satur

*

»•

“In come respects, particularly in
cousin of the bride, performed the social legislation, the Netherlands
ceremony at the parsonage of the is farther advanced than most
Bethel Christian Reformed church countriesof the world. Her old age
in Grand Rapids. The newly-weds pensions and employersinsurance
are en a honeymoon trip to Niag- are great factors in keeping the
ara Falls and after their return people contented.
they will reside at 456 Harrison
“Her political syatem is built
avenue.
upon her religioussystem. OneThe Christian Endeavor society third of the populationof the Nethof Fourth Reformed church held erlands is of the Catholic faith and
their annual electionand social in these divisions find their way into
the church parlorsMonday evening. the houses of parliament. But deA short program was given after npite the religious differences, the
e people live in harmony and peace.
which the following officer* were
; They have ------much of the
ancient tolelected: President, Jacob
------Vice-President,Theodore Schaap; I erance which William the Silent
Secretary. Peter Muirer: Treas- ; taught them year* ago, so that in
urer. Edith Giebink and pianist. ; their social relations, they are at
Jane Koopman. After the business , peace with one another."
meeting a social time was enjoyed. Dr. Diekeitia^ was introduced by

Summer
earnest.

continues to hang on in
# „
Fall plowing and filling of silos

is

now

We

Coming

in order.

hope that Holland

DR.

may

continue to find some way to continue
the Community Fair. That’s one
place East Saugatuckspent a few
days each year.

-

o

-

HOLLAND FOLKS ABROAD

Think of it! .... On Dollar Day ... . any
item ... or any order
. usually sold on
regular time payment plan in Ward
store®, amounting to $25 or more, up to
$100 . .can bepurchasedfor only $1 down.
.

.

.

[This does not include groceries, wearing apparel or accessories].

W

ndsor

i

FOR GILETTES

nameled

E

3 pkgs. $1.00
SUPER-DURO EDGE BLADES

Electric Gyrator

IN

lor

old or new Gillettes.10 blades in each

pkg. Buying Power Does It!

“Monette”

6 Boxes $1.
SANITARY NAPKINS - 12

Count Your Savings!

in

a

box. Solt, absorbent, comfortable and

sanitary.Buying Power Does

Down

$1.00
Ward Week

$1.00

Price

CHILDREN’S BLUCHER SHOES,

,

.

.

.

Trivane Agitator! 6

to 8

.

134—

pair.

Wake Up!

NICKEL PLATED ALARM
CLOCKS, guaranteed (or one year.

.

A $1.60

sheet capacity. Saves

time and labor.

NEXT REGULAR VISIT
WEDNESDAY. OCT. 22nd
AT THE BRISTOL HOTEL

to

$1.00

brings you a iubstantialsaving on

new Electric Washing Machine! Green
enamel Tub
. LOVELL WRINGER

TREATING DISEASES WITHOUT SURGICAL OPERATION

74

black or tan, sizes

$64.50

this

INTERNAL MEDICINE

It!

Super Value!

BOLKCOM
SPECIALIST

Miss Retta Pas is visitingrelatives in Pella, Iowa — Lieut and
Mrs. N. J. Robinsonand son Wil-

Both $1.00
HOT WATER BOTTLE

$1 Down, $6 Monthly— Small

AND

FOUNTAIN SYRINGEol good qua-

Carrying Charge.

lity. Special. Buying Power Does

It!

--

------

Iiev-

—

nol

and' .......

..

Day

Dollar

.

Specials

Challenger Radio in Rich Cabinet

built for

Dollar

service—

$

J

Day

grade, can be used lor

many purposes

___
TWENTY YEARDS

at this

low

price,

ior

........

PALMOUVE SOAP-Ward Week
Dollar

Day—

SIXTEEN BARS

Complete and Installed!

..................
-

OUTING FLANNEL-Fancy $ j
and plain- 8 YARDS lor
BOYS’ ZEP

“Challenger

fur

at

II is
) Further
r u i tuci wsvjvbvvj,
w w
v.
prize giving as one of the! It
Ordered, That ^public
featuresof the
I notice thereof be given by publication
Mr*. Harris cornea un<|er the of a copy of thlsarderfor three sue
auspices of the Holland Gas com- ceseive weeks previous to said day of
hearing, ia the Holland City News, a
pany.
Remember the last lecture is to newepaper printed and circalated in
given this Friday afternoon said connty.

some

from 2 to

• •

program.

JAMES

4.

George Eesenburg. representative of the Holland Gas company,
ha* arranged for the coraforte of|
the guests at the Armory.

J.

DANHOP.

Judge of Probate.

A

true copy-

CORA VANDEWATER.
Register of Probate.

list

ol anything ofleredin

all these new 1931 featPersonal Tone Control, SuperDynamic, Triple Screen Grid, 7 Tubes

and

MEN’S

OVERALLS- 2.20 wt. den-

im. large

and roomy made,

a

Walnut Ve-

Console Cabinet of

neer. Compare it

all triple

$1

stitched— reinlorced

with any $145 Radio!

Down

$7 Monthly

Small Carrying Charge

at all wearing points..

Day

Dollar

Specials
IRONING BOARD

.

.

!

.

Folding type

braced. Ol smooth
finish wood. A bargain at
Rigidly

$i|^

ALUMINUM ROASTERStrong rigid handles. Drip top$-|
cover.

A

$1.50 value!

Now

CHICKEN FRYER.

1

Deep and

roomy.

High, sell-bastingcover.

Durable

cast-iron—

$1

*
WOMEN’S RAYON HOSE
Dollar Day

------- ------ - ................

with French heel. Popular
shades. Sizes 84 to

Axminsters

$1.00

THREE PAIRS

A

great

plated with improved

Price

hardened steel
Bargain at

Heaters
DOWN

chuck and
$1

—

Price

........

UNBLEACHED MUSLIN-

$26.95

many householduses. 40 in.
width. Dollar Day Savings $i
For

.

Buy in Ward Week!

$1 DoH>n,$5 Monthly, Small Carrying

1

jaws—

........ ........ .....

seamless RUGS
. beautilul colors and
designs ... to lend luxury to any room!
foot.

$i

lor ...............

DOWN

PRICE!
opportunity to save! All wool
.

fall

10

RATCHEBRACET- Nickel

COMPARE THE

9x12

tea o’clock in the forenoon,at said

tops the

ures:

watch for the money.'
Dollar Day

...

enjoyed at the Armory and

’

Radio Values! Note

WATCHES-A real

'

IfM

.

UNBLEACHED MUSLIN-Good

1939.

IZth Day al Narember A. D.,

.

BICYCLE TIRES-Heavy tread-

—

these lectures and at the same time
very pleasant afternoon ran be

.

• •
T

—

j

-

V.

to Holland

Office Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
liam are on a short trip to the east
to visit relatives — Miss Lydia
ONE DAY ONLY
Knooihuizen is visiting her children
Returning every three month*
in Detroit for a few days before
leaving for Melbourne, Florida,
FREE CONSULTATION
where she will spend the winter—
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Goodes are
Dr. Bolkcom is a graduate of one
Bernard Vander Meulen was honVel.dm®n’ .pust,'r
on a two weeks’ motor tour through
ed with a surprise party last Central Reformed church.
of the best universities, and ha*
ored
the east — Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ross
had over thirty years of practical
week Thursday evening at hi* home
An interestingstory delightfully are visiting relatives in Austinville, experience.He will demonstrate in
at 20 West Twenty-sfventhstreet.
Iowa—
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
M.
TasGame* were played after which a told was tha informal talk given by ker are on a motoring trip for a the principal cities methods of
two-courseluncheon was served. Mrs. G. J. Diekema,wife of the few days — Mr. and Mr*. Dick treating diseases of long standing
Those present were Girald Klein. I'nfted States ministerto the Neth- Schaftenaar are on a trip to Niag- by means of medicines, diet and
Mr. and Mrs. O. Van Den Berg. erlands followinga luncheon given ara Falls— Willard Vande Water is hygiene, thus saving many people
at the Central Reformed church,
from a dangerous and expensive
ElizabethVan Den Berg. Hazel
recently, the speaker re- on a businesstrip through the surgical operation.
Van Den Berg. Loraine Van Den Muskegon,
lating some of her experiencesdur- southern part of Michigan — Mrs.
Dr. Bolkcom is an expert in diagBerg. Mr. and Mrs. A. Dekker,
ing her ten-months' residence in W. E. Van Dyke is attending the nosis and will tell you the exact
Dona May Dekkpr, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Holland, and describing her first W.C.T.U. convention in Grand truth about your condition.Only
Klein. Ethel Klein. Mr. and Mrs. B.
impressions of the country and its Rapids this week.
those who have a good chance to
Van Den Berg. Helen Ruth Van
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Vande
Den Berg. Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Van- “The history of the Netherlands," Wege spent the week-end in Chi- regain their health will be treated,
den Brink and Elizabeth Vanden said Mr*. Diekema, “is a historyof cago — Miss Gertrude Homfield so that every one who takes treatment will bring their friends at
Brink.
courage and enterprise, and all ha* spent the week-end in Chicago
the next visit.
The Lincoln School
hool Parent- '
been written,
Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Gooder are on
Some of the diseases treated:
Teachers’ club held their regular «|t js not only a quaint Europe an a motoring trip to Toronto, RochDiseases of the stomach, bowels,
evening
meeting Monday evening
the!countryt
back ester and Buffalo— Norman Dunn
ening in the
1 country. whose history goes hi
liver, blood, blood vessels, skin, kidnew gymnasium. The meeting was f(,r hundreds of years. It is just
and Peta- Hoving spent the week- neys, bladder, heart, lung*, eye,
opened with several selection*by progressive and active as is our end in Chicago — Sir. and Mrs. Ben ear, nose, throat, scalp, enlarged
the ColonialOrchestra. Community *' country
r.,untrv and
and fairly bristles
hr
with Timmer and Mr. and Mrs. M. veins, leg ulcers, rheumatism, high
singing wa* led by Mrs W. .Strong i building.
Steketeespent the week-end in blood pressure, tumors, enlarged
after which Mrs. L. White, presi- 1 -The Netherlands is not the Hol- Clevelandand Detroit — Mr. and
glands, goitre, piles, nerves, weakdent of the club, offered prayer. |an(| expected by the tourist. It is Mrs. Henry Geerlings spent the, ness or exhaustion of the nervous
The Misses Eleanor ____
Hieftje
.
not all lowlands with canals, and week-end in Chicago — Mr. and| system giving rise to loss of men
Dorothv Dalman rendered a vocal I winuinui*
windmill* aim
and uiotn
black and
a.... white
*•...— Mrs. Otto Kramer have returned
tal andd bodily vigor, melancholia,
duet. They were accompaniedby * nettled cattle. It has some rolling, from a trip through eastern Ohio discouragementand worry, undeMias Genevieve Ter Haar. Two fine wooded lands. Holland is a beauti- —Mrs. A. Terpstra and daughters veloped children,either mental or
reading* were given by Mis* Ruth . fu| little country, and its people have returned from a two weeks’
physical, and all chronic diseases
Ver Hey. Rev. J. C. Willits, pastor 1 Hn. delightful,
visit in Sioux Center, Iowa— Miss of men, women and children that
of the Methodist Epicopal church. ; "The women of the Netherlands Anna and Miss Marion Luidens
have baffled the skill of the family
gave an address on “Education as arf> not *o much engaged in church spent the week-end in Chicago— physician.
An Asset to Community Life." His I work as the women of America, but Officerand Mrs. Benjamin KalkA diagnosis of any disease of
talk wa* interestingas well as in- there i* a ChristianWomen's Union man have returned from a western long standing,its nature and cau.-e,
•piring. A short business meeting corresponding to the Federation of vacation trip
will be made Free and proper medwas held after the program. Re- 1 Woman's club* in America. There
icines or appliance*will be furnishfreahment* were served by the are organized Business ami Profesed at a reasonable cost to those
mother* of tin* student* of the 6-2 sional Woman’s clubs, and there an- COOKING SCHOOL IN ARMORY selected as favorablecases for
il few women representatives
in the
grade. i~
PROVING GREAT SUCCESS treatment.
chambers of the Dutch governChildren must be accompanied by
ZUTPHBN
mint.’’
their parents and married ladies by
I Asked if she had experienced any The greater part of this week a their husbands.
Henry Zwiers, 71 year*, passed I difficultyfrom her unfamiliarity cooking school ha* been in vogue Address: Dr. Bolkcom Medical
away Sunady at his home one-halfj with the language, Mr*. Diekema at the Holland Armory every after- Laboratory, 336 Boston Block, Min
mile north of Zutphen.The de- ' said, “Then- is really no need to noon from 2 to 4 o’clock.This neapolis, Minn.
ceased is survive*! by five sons and j be able speak the languagea*
school is in charge of Mrs. Dorothy
T2376-Kzp. Nov. 1
seven daughters. Thev are Edward, 1 all who have hail educationalopporK. Harris, recognized expert in
Seattle, Wash.; John. Chicago; tuntijes *j>eak English perfectly
domestic scienceand home econom- STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Frobste
Henry, Holland; Joe and George , and at least three other languages.
Court for the County of Ottsws.
ics.
Zwiers. Zutphen; Mrs. Jacob Peul- "However, said Mrs. Diekema, "the
The last program to be given At a session of ssid Court, held at
or, Hudsonville; Mrs. Yern Riley, people an* much pleased to have a
will be thi* Friday afternoon and the Probste OfficeIn the city of Grand
rhurlotte; Mrs. C. Lemson. Zee- United States Minister who can
the ladic* of Holland and vicinity Haven In said County, on the 9th
land: Mrs. George Meyaard. For- 1 speak the language 'without any
«
art- urged to be present.Tha pro- day of Oct. A. D.
est Grove; Mr--. A. Mekkas, Grand- 1 foreign accent.' "
PrMmt: Hob. Jsm« J. Dasbof. Jo*»r
gram
will deal with special subville; Miss Henriettaand Miss! Mrs. Diekema delightfully deof Prob«U.
Julia Zwiers. at home. Funeral scribedher impressions at hsr first jects as this relates to cooking and
her listeners are privilegedto ask
In the matter of ihe Esuta of
service*wen- held Thursday after I church service in the Netherlands,
any questions relative to cooking
p
an
interesting
description
of
HENRY S. BENDER. Deceased
noon at 1:30 from the home and at gave
they may desire.
family, and
the
L>»,
— told
--- - of
t
2 o'clock from the Zutphen f’hris- the Royal
Fred T. Milea having filed in said
All this week Mrs. Harris has
tian Reformed church. Interment extraordinarybeauty of the Hague, been lecturingon domestic science court his final administration
account
took place in Pilgrim Home ceme- with it* museums and priceless coltopics, dietetics,home economy, and hia petition praying for the allow,
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Thursday & Friday are $1. Days
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day noon. Rev. G. Hofmeyer. u

Juist,

tives. Get here yourself!
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TEN YARDS lor
TUBFAST PRINTS in

bright

flower patterns. “Pinnacle brand,

wide—
FIVE YARDS
—

36 inches
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lain enamel
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25-27

EAST EIGHTH

grain porce-

as easy to clean as iurniture!

Cathedral type doors. Cast iron inner unit,

duplex grates burn

coal, coke

and wood.

$1 Down, %4 Monthly, Small Carrying Char go

Montgomery Ward &
STORE HOURS—

LARGE ROOMS!

Handsome cabinet. Walnut

Co.

8:30-5:30. Sat. 8:30 to 9:30

STREET

HOLLAND, MICH.

